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INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF THE PLAN
In 2001, the City of Antigo was awarded a planning grant from the Office of Land
Information Services. The purpose of the grant was to assist the City in the writing of a
comprehensive “Smart Growth” plan with an emphasis on the community and its
surrounding area. Subsequently, the City of Antigo engaged MSA Professional Services,
Incorporated for assistance in forming such a plan. This City of Antigo Comprehensive Plan is
the result.
The City of Antigo found several reasons for engaging in such a planning effort. They are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A concern for and interest in the community’s future;
To prevent or deal with conflicts in land use;
To protect the public safety, health and general welfare;
Natural resource protection;
To protect property values and promote community economics; and
To coordinate private land uses and public services.

Planning is a rational basis upon which land use decisions, laws and regulations are based.
The resultant document, the Plan, is a written record of the planning process that can be
cited by local officials in modifying existing or drafting new regulations. In summary,
planning is an educated basis for decision-making.
A description of each of the plan’s nine functional elements begins with a community
profile followed by economic development, housing, transportation, public and
community facilities, natural resources, land use and intergovernmental cooperation.
Goals, objectives and action statements are then derived from each of the elements. These
statements are translated into an overall land use and development plan. Finally, an
implementation plan is suggested. Implementation will integrate the capabilities of the
City of Antigo over an extended period of time.
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GOALS, OBJECTIVES, AND ACTION PLAN
Introduction
Throughout the following nine elements of the City’s Comprehensive Plan, detailed
information has been presented defining the historical trends and current situation within
the City of Antigo. This information, along with the issues, opportunities, and constraints
identified in each element, has helped the City’s Planning Commission gain an understanding
of the forces that have shaped the growth of the City to this point.
In order for a community to have a sound plan for growth and development, it is essential
that goals be set. Such goals are broad statements that reflect desired future conditions, and
are based on the background information and the issues, opportunities, and constraints
presented in the nine elements. More specific objectives are then developed. An objective is
a specific attainable end derived from a related goal to be accomplished within a particular
time frame. Finally, a set of action statements is developed for each specific focus area as
strategies to make the plan a reality.
The last stage of the planning process, which is implementation of the plan, begins once the
goals, objectives, and action statements have been identified. The first step in plan
implementation is the adoption of this plan by the City Council by ordinance (based on the
recommendations of the City’s Planning Commission) following a 30-day public review and
comment period and formal public hearing. Effective efforts to implement the plan come
from City officials and staff, local residents and groups, and surrounding community officials
and staff working in collaboration with each other. The importance of coalition building in
advancing this implementation strategy cannot be underestimated.
Plan implementation continues through adherence to the goals, objectives, and action
statements set forth in this plan. However, it should be emphasized that these goals,
objectives, and action statements are not “cast in concrete.” While the City’s Planning
Commission has developed these goals, objectives, and action statements based on the best
information available, and the needs of the City at a point in time, changing needs and
desires within the City, or changes in local population or economy may mean that these
goals, objectives, and action statements will need to be re-evaluated. This plan must remain
flexible enough to respond to changing needs and conditions, while still providing a strong
guiding mechanism for future development. The City’s Planning Commission, Common
Council, committees, staff, and residents, together with other communities, groups,
organizations, and individuals, can use this as a dynamic decision making tool, and should
assure that the plan is referred to frequently and updated at least every ten years.
It should be noted that there is no stated or implied prioritization in these goals.
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1.1 Economic Development
DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT
1) Goal:

Creation of a long-range plan for the downtown area to assist in
economic development, historical preservation, and downtown
redevelopment.
Objectives and Actions:
•

•

•

2) Goal:

Locate funding to pay for a long-range plan for Antigo’s downtown
area. This could include:
o CDBG-PF Planning Grants;
o CBED grants;
o STP funds;
o General City revenues;
o TIF funds;
o Special assessments
Develop a long range business plan
that addresses:
o Economic development;
o Job creation and retention;
o Historic preservation;
o Economic restructuring;
o Project funding
Work with the appropriate organization(s) to coordinate
implementation of the recommendations that come out of the final
plan.

Continuation of some type of Downtown organization that focuses on
the health of the downtown area.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
•
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Develop a further economic development presence in the community
through some type of downtown organization.
Work with the City of Antigo, the Chamber of Commerce, and
Langlade County to develop a single point of contact for economic
development.
Through market research, provide the downtown merchants with
relevant information to assist them in business development.
Create a local theme with specific ties to local events, places, or
historic occurrences. Examples include:
o A winter themed festival, allowing snowmobiles into the
downtown area;
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•
•
•

o A tie in with Dirt Fest, with links between the Fair Grounds
and downtown;
o Integrate the Parkway Plan with downtown;
o Eliminate competitive efforts so everyone works together;
o Link Hockey tournaments with the downtown.
Work to develop the downtown streetscape.
Encourage the 64 bypass.
Develop a pedestrian friendly main street plan to be implemented
after the 64 bypass goes into effect.

REGIONAL MARKETING
3) Goal:

Develop and implement a regional marketing
strategy that addresses not only tourism, but
also the commercial and industrial potential
of the area.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

MSA Project 580277

Commercial
Development Plans
Commercial development
plans allow a community to
identify businesses that they
desire to attract, sites to
locate these businesses, and
policies that the community
will use to attract these
businesses. Strategies to
attract businesses include:

Position the City with a marketing
strategy.
Develop a long-range commercial
development plan for the City of Antigo.
Improve information centers for people
on weekends.
¾ The use of B-Bonds /
Work with the County, the Chamber of
incentives
Commerce, surrounding governments,
¾ Business incubators
and other organizations to develop a
¾ Business development
marketing strategy for the City of Antigo,
training
as well as the region as a whole.
¾
Ongoing community
Create a City web page to aid marketing
based marketing efforts
efforts.
¾
Community financed
Consolidate financial resources to a
market studies to define
common goal for marketing.
market areas and
Develop separate strategies for marketing
potential opportunities.
to tourists, industrial developers and
investors, and commercial investors.
Potential focus areas for the tourism marketing strategy could be:
o The natural resources of the area;
o Outdoor activities, such as:
 Biking;
 Hunting;
 Hiking;
 Snowmobiling;
 Camping;
 Fishing.
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•

o The historic sites within the City of Antigo.
Potential foci for the industrial developer / investor strategy could
be:
o The school-to-work programs currently in place;
o City, County, and State incentive programs for new
industries;
o Availability of land in the Antigo Industrial Park;
o Access to transportation;
o The existing work force of the area;
o Access to sound electrical power;
o Access to air facilities;
o Access to fiber optics
o Attract major natural resource based businesses such as:
 An RV campground;
 A Bass Pro Shop or similar business
 Cabella’s or similar business

INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL GROWTH
4) Goal:

Continued commercial and
industrial growth to provide full time
employment to Antigo’s residents,
while also boosting the tax base.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Continue to develop Antigo’s
current industrial areas.
Locate and develop funds to provide further incentives to new and
expanding businesses and investors.
Expand the current industrial park to provide more land, as
necessary, for new developments.
Continue to expand marketing options and outlets to promote the
City of Antigo and its industrial and business areas to potential
investors.
Improve high-speed communications.
Work through current industrial and commercial businesses to find
and attract others, including outsourcing companies.
Develop a long-range commercial development plan for the City of
Antigo.
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5) Goal:

Development of commercial and business space within the City.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
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Development of a long-range commercial development plan for the
City of Antigo.
Consider a rehabilitation program for non-compliant Central
Business District (CBD) stores such as a common elevator for
multiple buildings.
Put incubator offices in storefronts.
Locate land that would be suitable for an office / business park
within the City. This could include land on the southeast corner of
the City, next to the Technical College.
Develop funds, such as grants, General City funds, and TIF, that will
allow the City to:
o Purchase land;
o Extend utilities to the property;
o Promote the parcels in appropriate markets;
o Provide incentives to potential investors and developers.
Utilize the results of the Market Research (see #6) to help recruit
successful businesses to the Antigo area.
Investigate the development of a business incubator site to allow new
entrepreneurs to locate in the City, while developing their business.
Work with appropriate entities to market the business park area.
These could include:
o State of Wisconsin Department of Commerce;
o Forward WI;
o UW-Extension;
o Local realtors;
o North Central Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission;
o Antigo Chamber of Commerce.
Develop appropriate signage for the downtown to direct visitors into
the downtown area.
o These signs could be placed on Hwy 45, Hwy 64, and other
major transportation routes within the City.
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MARKET RESEARCH
6) Goal:

Development of market research that provides insight into the Central
Business District (CBD), the tourist traffic in the City of Antigo, and
general market information that can be used to recruit businesses and
industry into the City.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•

•

•
•
•

Identify trends in competitive
markets. Find the City’s niche in the
cultural market.
Locate and develop financing options
for the funding of a market study.
These could include:
o TIF financing;
o General City revenue;
o BID District funds;
o County funds;
o State grants.
Selection of an appropriate consultant to conduct the market
research, with potential focus on:
o What shops or businesses would work in the downtown area?
o What brings people to Antigo, and what services / businesses
would encourage people to stay in the City longer?
o What impact does the downtown have on the overall
economy of the City of Antigo?
o Conduct an appearance survey of visitors and residents and
their views on the appearance of downtown Antigo.
Provide the gathered information to local business owners to help
them improve their services and selection.
Provide information to local lending institutions to give them another
base for making loans to new or expanding businesses.
Utilize the market research to target business recruitment strategies
and marketing for new investors.

ACCESS TO TRANSPORTATION
7) Goal:

Maintain and enhance existing major traffic arterials.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
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Identify areas for future passing lanes.
Work with Wisconsin DOT to design and construct these improved
facilities.
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BROWNFIELD REDEVELOPMENT
8) Goal:

Revitalization of brownfields within the City of Antigo limits.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
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Locate critical brownfields
in and around the City of
Antigo.
Prioritize brownfields for
cleanup efforts.
Conduct working sessions
with property owners to
identify those owners that
wish to pursue cleanup of
their parcels.
Locate and identify funds for cleanup process. These could include:
o State of Wisconsin PECFA fund;
o TIF funds;
o General City revenues;
o BID funds;
o State of Wisconsin Brownfields Grants;
o EPA Grants.
Pursue brownfield cleanups.
Work with the DNR to aid in brownfield remediation in the flood
plain of Spring Brook Creek, focusing on the development of green
space, along with relocation of affected businesses to the Antigo
Industrial Park, or other appropriate areas.
Work with the Chamber of Commerce, the State of Wisconsin Dept.
of Commerce, and UW Extension Service to market properties that
are being cleaned up.
Redevelop the Springbrook Creek Corridor to include an office
complex in the area of Field St. and 5th Ave.
Integrate the Springbrook Creek Corridor cleanup into a walkway
and pocket park program.
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR
9) Goal:

Create and staff a position charged with heading economic
development on a regional level.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
•
•

Work with the County, Chamber of Commerce, and surrounding
governments to develop a funding pool to pay for this position.
Work with City, County, Town, Chamber, and UW-Extension staff
to develop a job description for this position.
Hire an individual to staff this position, charged specifically with
promoting economic development on a regional level.
Work with all staff in a team effort.
Encourage Langlade County to take the lead role in this endeavor.

EDUCATION / EMPLOYMENT TIES
10) Goal:

Continue to tie education within the Antigo School District and NTC
to employment opportunities within the community.
Objectives and Actions:
•

•

•
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Work with the Antigo
School District, NTC
and area businesses to
continue to link
educational
opportunities with postgraduation employment.
Develop these links as a
marketing tool for the community to attract future businesses.
o Utilize this resource to provide evidence of a readily available
and educated workforce.
Offer incentives to potential industrial park and business clients that
are willing to work with the school district in the development of
“School-to-Work” programs.
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REGIONAL AGENCY COORDINATION
11) Goal:

Increase the level of coordination
between the Historical Society, and the
Chamber of Commerce.
Objectives and Actions:
•

•

Encourage the Chamber of
Commerce and the Historical
Society to plan for joint endeavors
that strengthen all both groups.
Investigate the possibility of housing
both entities in the same building,
thereby reducing maintenance costs,
and increasing the levels of
cooperation.

BUSINESS RETENTION AND EXPANSION
12) Goal:

Continue to expand and retain existing
businesses within the City of Antigo.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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Rural Economic Development
According to the Pew Partnership, the
Sectoral Approach is one of the more
successful models to combat the
difficulties faced by rural businesses.
The Sectoral approach focuses on
working with business “clusters” or
“sectors”. These are businesses that are
located near each other and have a
common feature, or that produce similar
products, use the same raw materials or
technology, or share a common market.
Successful Sectoral program approaches
discussed by the Pew Partnership appear
to:
¾ Develop strong connections to
the industry they work with;
¾ Use strategic analysis that
focuses not only on the region’s
industries and economic
potential, but also on the way its
history, culture, and geography
influence the economy;
¾ Build supportive partnerships
with other institutions that can
provide expertise, training, or
resources such as schools;
¾ Identify ways to add value to
their member’s products or
services so these firms can grow
and survive;
¾ Hire staff with specialized
knowledge and marshal
additional expertise through
consultants or industry contacts.

Develop industries from within.
Develop incentive programs to
assist business expansion in the
community.
Keep businesses involved in
community events.
Assist businesses to develop and
retain long-term, qualified
employees.
Work with NTC, the Antigo School
District, and employers to continue
to develop school-to-work
programs.
Source: www.pew-partnership.org
Help industries with training,
communication (fiber optics), web pages, etc.
Consider tying housing efforts together with industrial development
packages. Offer low interest loans for new employees to help attract
quality talent to the community.
Develop a long-rage commercial development plan for the City of
Antigo.
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1.2 Housing
ADEQUATE HOME OWNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
1) Goal:

The provision of adequate home ownership opportunities to City of
Antigo residents.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•

•
•

•

Work with developers to ensure that there are new lots within the
City that are served with City sewer, storm, broadband, and water
services.
Actively pursue the construction of residential developments to keep
homeownership costs down to new residents.
Extend City water and sewer services to the edge of the City to
ensure that new developments have quick access to City water and
sewer services. Follow City’s utility studies.
o Budget for sewer and water extensions through the Capital
Improvement Plan (CIP) process and grant uses.
o Tie extensions of sewer and water to developers’ agreements
to ensure that new construction will take place and the City’s
efforts will not be lost.
Actively annex new parcels to the City to provide access to utilities,
while also allowing greater control over the types of developments
that are constructed.
Consider acquisition and demolition of substandard housing across
the City. Replace with new moderately priced housing.
o Create an economic development plan aimed at local housing
contractors where the City would give them the site in return
for building a spec house.
Consider special credit for in-filling of vacant lots in lower income
neighborhoods.

HOUSING OPTIONS
2) Goal:

The provision of a wide range of
housing options to the residents of
the City of Antigo.
Objectives and Actions:
•
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Revise the City’s Zoning Code to allow more types of developments.
These revisions could include:
o Permit zero lot line construction to allow construction of
duplex style homes that cross a lot line. (This lowers the
initial cost of homeownership.)
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o Permit zero lot line construction to allow for the
development of condominium style homes.
o Consider the creation of a “Traditional Neighborhood
Design” zoning ordinance.
o Develop a housing code so the City could buy run down
houses, tear down and rebuild them, to increase valuation and
appearance.
o Encourage infill.
o Consider the development of retirement subdivisions.

DISABLED AND SPECIAL NEEDS HOUSING
3) Goal:

Providing housing and rental
opportunities to disabled persons and
residents of the City of Antigo with
special needs.
Objectives and Actions:
•

•

4) Goal:

Work with the Antigo Housing
Authority to identify the current
needs that exist for special needs
housing and housing for disabled
persons.
Work with community groups to
address the identified needs for
different housing types. Utilize the
Antigo Housing Authority as the
main organization to coordinate
these efforts.

Encourage the development of
neighborhood retirement communities
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
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Senior Housing Needs
The impending mass retirement
of the “baby-boomer” generation
will create a large need for
assisted living, skilled care
facilities, and other related
programs. To adequately prepare
for this rapidly approaching need,
communities must begin to
address this issue before it
becomes a pressing need.
According to the Congressional
Budget Office (CBO), “a quarter
of baby-boomer households have
so far failed to accumulate
significant savings, (and) they
appear likely to depend entirely
on government benefits in
retirement”. To best prepare for
this
group
of
retirees,
communities should begin to site
and plan for housing facilities that
meet these future needs.

Work with the Antigo Housing Authority and developers to identify
the growing needs of the baby boomer generation.
Prepare selected neighborhoods for phased transition from
independent living to assisted home care, to skilled care.
Consider centralized neighborhood heating system, security,
emergency alert etc.
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1.3 Transportation
HIGHWAY 64 ALTERNATE ROUTE
1) Goal:

Rapid completion of the Highway 64 alternate route.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continue to work with WIDOT to ensure that this project receives
the attention that it deserves.
Utilize local and State legislators to ensure that this project moves
ahead.
Ensure that the City of Antigo has adequately prepared for the
alternate route construction with all City responsibilities completed
on or ahead of the WIDOT’s schedule.
Plan for the redevelopment of 5th Street into a walkable business area
Provide for opportunities to access the business district.
Restrict commercial growth along the by pass.

NON- MOTORIZED FACILITIES
2) Goal:

The development of a comprehensive system of trails that connects
various points of interest,
not only within the City of
Antigo, but also to points
and trail systems outside of
the City.
Objectives and Actions:
•
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Identification of all
points within and
outside the City of
Antigo that should be
connected via a biking
trail. These could include:
o Parks;
o Schools;
o Business District;
o County Fairgrounds;
o Connection to Langlade County bike routes;
o Southeast Bike Path (currently in discussion);
o Spring Brook Path (currently in discussion)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work with the City of Antigo Department of Public Works and the
Department of Community Resources to identify the most
appropriate routes to connect the identified points of interest.
Identify those portions of the bike routes that need improvements,
such as wider shoulders, to make them suitable for biking.
As infrastructure projects come up on identified bike routes, ensure
that budget funds are included to maintain or improve the routes as
necessary.
Develop and install signage to mark the bike routes.
Install facilities to support biking, such as bike racks.
Develop the Springbrook corridor and integrate it to all parts of the
community.
Develop short cuts for walkers and bikers to discourage the use of
vehicles and encourage pedestrian traffic.
Design trails for all seasons using “Winter City” concepts.

ROADWAY MAINTENANCE
3) Goal:

Continue a program of road maintenance.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Types of road maintenance should be described (Ex. Pulverizing).
Budget in the Capital Improvements Plan for street reconstruction
projects.
Utilize asset management software to prioritize street projects on the
bases of total infrastructure needs
Maintain PASER analysis and keep updated as a budgeting and
maintenance tool.
Upgrade PASER to GBA Road Master software
Schedule reconstruction of downtown streets from Lincoln Street to
Field Street.
Work with downtown business owners to ensure that they are aware
of the impending work, as well as creating methods to deal with the
interruptions to business.
Incorporate design elements into the reconstruction of downtown
streets, to further the economic development of the downtown by
creating a sense of place.
Make walkability a priority over traffic ability. This will encourage
more foot traffic necessary to the business area.
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HIGHWAY 52
4) Goal:

Development of methods to deal with the increased traffic load on
Highway 52 as it moves through the City.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•

Work with WIDOT to determine the most suitable Highway 52 route
through the northeast portion of the City.
Meet with the Town of Antigo, Langlade County, and WIDOT to
discuss maintenance and upkeep of Highway 52, once the re-routing
has taken place.

DOWNTOWN TRUCK TRAFFIC
5) Goal:

Removal of truck traffic from the downtown areas to minimize
pedestrian / vehicle conflicts as well as reduce congestion.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
•

Work with the WIDOT to formulate a truck route that circumvents
the downtown.
Designate funds, in conjunction with WIDOT funds, to develop and
maintain this truck route to remove trucks from downtown and
residential streets.
Move hydrants to the inside of sidewalks at corners to reduce damage
and conflicts with trucks and plowing.
Develop wide radius curves along the truck route to promote their
use.

SIDEWALKS AND TRAILS
6) Goal:

Increase connectivity within the City of Antigo through the installation
of sidewalks and trails in existing and new developments.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
•
•
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Continue the maintenance plan for old sidewalks, to provide safe
walkways and limit liability.
Continue to implement the City’s sidewalk policy plan.
Develop methods for updating the sidewalk policy plan, specifically,
locating where improvements should be targeted.
Require that all new developments install sidewalk that meets the
City’s design criteria.
Investigate the feasibility of providing public sidewalk clearing in
downtown areas during the winter months.
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•
•
•

Make all collector trails hard surface.
Provide walking paths through subdivisions to main destination sites
such as schools, playgrounds, etc.
Provide space for neighborhood corner store type service.

LANGLADE COUNTY AIRPORT
7) Goal:

Increase the use and visibility of the airport facilities.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
•

Work with Langlade County, surrounding governments, and other
non-governmental units to generate interest in the airport and its use.
Promote airport use to incoming business investors and clients.
Continue to work with the County to locate funds for the
improvement of the airport and the
facilities therein.
Encourage the increased length of
runways to accommodate small jets.

SNOWMOBILES AND ATV’S
8) Goal:

Develop routes for snowmobiles to get
into and out of the downtown area more
easily.
Objectives and Actions:
•

•

•

•
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Commission the Parks Department
to investigate the feasibility of using
greenbelt areas to allow snowmobiles
and ATV’s access to the downtown
of Antigo in the wintertime.
Work with surrounding area
snowmobile groups to identify their
needs for access to downtown
Antigo.
Meet with downtown business
owners to assess the snowmobile and
ATV traffic impact on their
businesses in the wintertime.
Consider year round access for
ATV’s and summer access for golf
carts. (This will fit with the needs
and desires of the retirement
community).
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ACCESS TO TRANSPORTATION
9) Goal:

Construction of frequent passing lanes along all major routes leading
in to and through Antigo.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
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Work with the WIDOT to identify a potential route to expand to
four lanes or improve with bypass lanes.
Advocate for the construction of a four-lane route on Hwy 64 or
high-speed enhancements such as bypass lanes to outside markets
through the City of Antigo County and State legislators.
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1.4 Public and Community Facilities, Services,
and Utilities
E.M.S. SERVICES
1) Goal:

Increased levels of cooperation between the City and surrounding area
E.M.S. departments to maintain and improve service levels.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Meet with surrounding area E.M.S. Departments to identify their
primary concerns about the status of E.M.S. services in the region.
Identify areas and services that could be jointly provided or funded
by the City and surrounding region’s E.M.S. service providers.
Discuss the potential for providing joint E.M.S. services to the
region, thereby:
o Reducing overhead and administrative costs;
o Allowing the regional service provider to hire full time, paid
EMTs, reducing the demand on volunteer staff
Develop a regional action plan for providing E.M.S. services to all
areas, while addressing staffing and equipment needs for the future.
Develop a comprehensive EMS regional plan that will integrate
volunteer support with full time operations.
Create satellite operations regionally using existing EMS facilities.

SOLID WASTE FACILITY AND TRANSFER STATION
2) Goal:

Protect the existing site,
while continuing to protect
the surrounding area from
potential contaminants.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
•
•
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Meet with the Town of Rolling and Langlade County officials to
identify the area surrounding the solid waste facility that should not
be developed.
Identify the area surrounding the solid waste facility that should not
have wells.
Continue to monitor groundwater in and around the solid waste
facility area.
Look at the most cost effective service for solid waste removal.
Upon closure of the solid waste facility (April 16, 2004) examine how
best to handle demolition.
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•

Consider active long-term forest management program for lands
surrounding the solid waste facility. Consider development of an
active nature sanctuary. This could serve as:
o A source of revenue;
o A potential tourist attraction;
o A Raptor Center;
o A possible ATV trail site as alternative.

SUBDIVISION ORDINANCE
3) Goal:

Update the existing subdivision ordinance to require that new
developments install all utilities at the developer’s cost.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
•
•
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Guidelines should be developed so that the City will recover its costs
from new extensions within 5-10 years.
Update subdivision ordinances to require that new developers pay for
the installation of utilities at the time of construction.
End City cost sharing for new road and utility installation in new
residential developments.
Develop an infrastructure specification ordinance for all types of
development.
Operate under a negotiated developers agreement.
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WATER DISTRIBUTION
4) Goal:

Extension of sewer and
water facilities to allow
new developments to
occur, while being
served with City
utilities.
Objectives and Actions:
•

•
•
•

5) Goal:

Continue to
budget for utility
extensions to the edge of City limits to allow new developments to
connect to City water and sewer services.
Follow the CIP process to ensure that these items are included in the
CIP budget.
Start a well sinking fund to develop a cash reserve to help offset the
high costs of these infrastructure projects. (City new well project to
be completed in 2005 using USDA RD funding)
Require that all new developments within the City connect to City
water and sewer services and provide storm water management
facilities.

Improve water services in the City by upgrading and improving water
facilities, including completion of looping projects, and poly pigging.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
•
•
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Continue to budget for water main looping projects, specifically
those identified in the 1993 and 2004 water study.
Identify and secure alternate sources of funding, such as grants and
TIF dollars.
Identify a new water storage facility location.
Begin the process of design and engineering to construct the new
water storage facility.
Develop a cash reserve to help offset the cost of construction of this
new water storage facility and extensions.
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6) Goal:

Protection of the City’s water supply from contaminants.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

The City is beginning to detect nitrate levels in the eastern wells.
This is very likely due to a combination of farm run off and septic
system infiltration.
Enlist the WIDNR and the University of
Wisconsin to help identify where the sources
of contamination (nitrates) are, specifically on
the City’s east side.
Re-evaluate the existing wellhead protection
study.
Work with the County, surrounding Towns,
and the UW-Extension to address agricultural
runoff that could be contaminating the City’s
wells.
Aggressively monitor the nitrate levels in all
City wells.
Work with the Towns and County to
encourage developments to occur on the
City’s periphery, to allow them to connect to City water and sewer
services, reducing the need for private well and septic systems.
Develop an Extra Territorial Zoning / Jurisdiction (ETZ or ETJ)
Committee to direct growth to areas served by City services,
especially in the area surrounding the City.
Work with the surrounding Towns and the County to require all new
subdivisions within the City’s wellhead protection area be built with a
joint collection system and a joint well, allowing easy future
connection to City water and sewer services.
Possibly consider new wells in different areas.
Continue to review and enforce the Wellhead protection plan.

SANITARY SEWER SERVICE
7) Goal:

Extension of sanitary sewer services to allow new developments to
occur, while being served with City sanitary sewer facilities, thereby
protecting the public’s health and safety.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
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Budget for a sanitary sewer interceptor to the east side of the
community to serve present and future developments.
Continue to investigate the feasibility of an east side collection system
to facilitate future growth.
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•
•
•
•
8) Goal:

City must perform the upgrade and maintenance of systems to ensure
life expectancy and protect long-term cost to the public.
Work at reduction of I/I to prolong plant operational capacity.
Continue and enhance line cleaning and inspection program.
o Document under the asset management program.
Continue with in place rehabilitation of existing sewer lines wherever
necessary to keep costs down and extend useful life of the system.

Evaluation of providing sanitary sewer service to areas that are already
developed.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•

•
9) Goal:

Some residents of neighboring developments, on the east side of the
City, would like to annex to the City to receive City water and sewer
services, due to failing wells and septic systems.
Evaluate all existing developments that would like to have service
extended to them based upon:
o Feasibility of extending services to them based upon standard
engineering practices;
o Economic feasibility of providing new sanitary sewer lines
versus the newly acquired tax base of annexed parcels;
o Other criteria that the City may establish.
Develop agreements with property owners for the repayment of City
investment in new infrastructure.

Continue to rehab existing sanitary lines throughout the city and
actively pursue the elimination of I/I.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
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The City has many badly deteriorated lines that can be rehabbed
through slip lining and grouting.
Timely and strategic targeting of repairs will reduce the need for total
replacement.
Timely repairs will preclude crisis management and improve longterm management and economy.
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ANTIGO LIBRARY
9) Goal:

Develop an equitable funding
mechanism that allows the
library to continue its normal
functions, while eliminating the
double taxation for City of Antigo
residents.
Objectives and Actions:
•

•
•
•
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The City and County are in
discussions regarding the future financing of library costs. The City
and County currently split costs for the library, leading City residents
to be taxed twice for this service.
Work with the County and Towns to develop a Library District, to
prevent the double charging of Antigo residents, while ensuring that
the Library has financial resources to continue its mission.
Negotiate to transfer responsibility for the library to the county. The
County Board in turn can spread the cost equitably across the
County.
Consider an annexation plan with islands within the City and possibly
not increase taxes until the property changes hands.
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1.5 Recreational, Historical, and Cultural
Resources
HISTORICAL AWARENESS
1) Goal:

Continue to promote the City of Antigo’s historic resources to
disseminate knowledge about Antigo’s past, while also promoting
tourism to the region.
Objectives and Actions:
•

•

•
•
•
•
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Work with the Langlade
County Historical
Society to continue to
develop the historical
resources of the City of
Antigo.
Identify the most
significant resources in
the City, and take active
steps to preserve them.
These steps could
include:
o Applying to the State and Federal Government for historic
designations to the most critical landmarks in the City.
Meet with property owners to learn their interest levels in preserving
the historical character of their buildings.
Work with the business owners and the Chamber of Commerce to
develop incentives to help protect historic structures in the
downtown area.
Develop a historic preservation ordinance to protect significant
places and structures within the City of Antigo.
Work with the Ice Age Trail program to develop a Trail head site.
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RECREATIONAL RESOURCES
2) Goal:

Continue to develop the City of Antigo’s recreational resources, such
as parks and recreational trails.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
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Develop a skateboard
park in the City.
Identify areas that the
City would like to see
set aside as parks or
open space.
Work with area
recreational groups to
continue to find ways
to develop new parks and trails, along with finding creative ways to
ensure maintenance is continued.
Develop funding for area trails by working in close cooperation with
non-governmental organizations, townships, and regional
governments.
Consider cultural and economic trends, to ensure the City’s
progression with trends for fitness.
Develop a walkway along the Springbrook Corridor for exercise,
along with working on the dam to maintain its integrity.
Develop a managed Springbrook flowage that will enhance the
esthetics of the stream for the business district, oxygen level for the
fish, and help eliminate the summer build up of weeds and bio mass.
Develop a sand swimming beach, possibly, in conjunction with the
former outdoor pool facilities.
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1.6 Natural Resources
MAINTAINING NATURAL BEAUTY
1) Goal:

Maintaining the natural beauty of Langlade County, while at the same
time allowing the City of Antigo to expand to meet future growth
needs.
Objectives and Actions:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
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Work with the
surrounding Towns
and the County to
identify areas that
should be protected
as open space or
natural areas.
Discourage isolated,
scattered residential
developments in the
surrounding Towns.
Identify preferred growth areas.
Communicate these preferences to the County and the surrounding
Townships.
Develop funds, in conjunction with Langlade County, the
surrounding Towns, and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)
to help protect natural areas and open spaces.
Work with Trout Unlimited for rehabilitation of Springbrook.
Develop the Springbrook Corridor.
• Establish connectivity through a trail system.
• Work on non point source reduction.
• Work on developing and implementing ag practices that will
reduce rapid spring run off.
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PROTECTING GROUNDWATER RESOURCES
2) Goal:

Protecting groundwater resources from contamination by septic
systems, agricultural runoff, and other potential types of contaminants.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
•
•

Work with the WIDNR and the UW-Extension to identify possible
sources of groundwater contamination in the area, specifically those
that could be or are already affecting City wells.
Provide City water and sanitary sewer services to new and existing
developments to eliminate the threat of malfunctioning wells and
septic systems.
Develop a program to encourage residents in and around the City to
minimize the use of lawn fertilizer to help lower nitrate levels in the
groundwater.
Work with Langlade County and the UW-Extension Program’s
Agricultural Agent to help farmers find ways to reduce farm chemical
runoff.
Develop a county groundwater monitoring program that annually
samples conditions in the areas of residential build up.

PARKLAND WILDLIFE
3) Goal:

Discussion and action on what level of wildlife, specifically geese and
ducks, is appropriate for the five-acre lake.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•

•
•
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Work with regulated fish stocking in Antigo Lake.
Work with the City of Antigo Community Resources Department to
identify issues that surround the presence of animals in this area.
Develop policies to deal with these animals. These could include:
o Removal of some of the animals;
o Prohibiting feeding animals in or around the lake areas.
o Installing wood duck houses along Antigo Lake, and
Springbrook from Second Avenue north to North Avenue.
o Determine what a healthy sustainable urban species
population is and take active steps to maintain it at those
levels.
Work with the WIDNR to enact policies that are developed with
relation to these animals.
Install wood duck houses along Antigo Lane, and Springbrook from
Second Avenue to North Avenue.
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AIR QUALITY
4) Goal:

Preserving the air quality within and around the City of Antigo.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
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Develop and recruit industries that have low emissions.
Maintain Antigo’s Class 1 Air Quality status.
Locate Industries with emissions in areas of low or no impact on the
core community.
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1.7 Land Use and Development
SUBDIVISION ORDINANCE
1) Goal:

Require that new developments install
all utilities as a part of new development
agreements.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•

•
•
•

Ensure plan review of new
development.
Update subdivision ordinances to
require that new developments pay
for the installation of utilities at the
time of construction.
End City cost sharing for new road
and utility installation in new developments.
Assure that all developments, with City participation, yield a financial
return greater then the investment within 5 years.
Develop a set of Municipal Standard and Specifications for all
infrastructure construction.

EXTRA TERRITORIAL JURISDICTION
2) Goal:

Official adoption of the mile and a half Extra Territorial Boundary and
creation of an Extra Territorial Zoning (ETZ) Code and ETZ Board.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•

•
•
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Continue to work with the Towns and County to officially cement
this relationship.
Develop an Extra Territorial Committee to deal with matters that
come up in this zone. These could include:
o Developing a zoning code;
o Land use;
o Resolving conflicts between the City, County, and Town land
use plans;
o Deal with sprawl development along Highway 45.
Work with the surrounding Townships to develop Extra Territorial
Zoning (ETZ) codes.
Eliminate patterns that may lead to future boundary problems such
as township islands and peninsulas.
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•

Address issues such as blighted properties along boundaries as well as
incompatible developments such as junk yards or storage facilities
across from residential areas.

HIGHWAY 45 SPRAWL
3) Goal:

Control commercial and residential sprawl along Highway 45 to the
north and south of the City of Antigo.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
•

Work with Langlade County and the Towns along Highway 45 to
develop a joint land use plan for this area on a “parcel by parcel”
basis.
Meet with property owners to determine intentions for future
development.
Work with Towns to develop targeted commercial areas to direct
growth, while at the same time allowing Towns to expand their
commercial base.
Discuss the development of joint commercial and industrial areas
that utilize combined input into infrastructure, costs, and revenue
sharing.

BALANCED LAND USE
4) Goal:

Develop a balanced land use policy that provides ample opportunities
for industrial and commercial development, while protecting sensitive
natural areas and residential developments.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
•
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Provide land that is zoned for industrial and commercial
opportunities, while identifying critical natural resource areas that
should be protected.
Work with area organizations and governments to identify
appropriate locations for each type of development.
Continue to redevelop properties that are currently blighted.
Utilize redeveloped properties for new commercial and industrial
uses.
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DEVELOPMENT SURROUNDING THE SOLID WASTE CENTER
5) Goal:

Prevent future developments from occurring around the City of
Antigo’s Solid Waste and Recycling Center to protect residents from
potential well contamination.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
•

Consider phasing out solid waste facility.
Meet with Town of Rolling representatives to identify parcels
surrounding the solid waste center that should not be developed.
Once a list of parcels is developed, communicate this to the County
to ensure that all levels of government are aware of issues regarding
development in this area.
Meet with landowners to ensure that this policy is communicated
clearly and effectively.

BROWNFIELD REDEVELOPMENT
6) Goal:

Revitalization of brownfields within the City of Antigo limits.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
•

•
•
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Locate critical brownfields in and around the City of Antigo.
Prioritize brownfields for remediation.
Host working sessions with property owners to identify those owners
that wish to pursue cleanup of their parcels.
Locate and identify funds for cleanup process. These could include:
o State of Wisconsin PECFA fund;
o TIF funds;
o General City revenues;
o BID funds;
o State of Wisconsin Brownfields Grants;
o EPA Grants.
Pursue brownfield cleanups.
Work with the Chamber of Commerce, the State of Wisconsin Dept.
of Commerce, and UW Extension Service to market remediated
properties.
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1.8 Intergovernmental Cooperation
INTERGOVERNMENTAL COMMUNICATION
1) Goal:

Increase the levels of intergovernmental communication between the
City, surrounding Towns, the County, and other governmental entities.
Objectives and Actions:
•

•
•

Work with surrounding governmental officials to develop different
methods to increase levels of communication. These could include:
o Reviving the Council of Governments;
o Improving notification standards to include areas that lie
outside a jurisdiction but still fall within the regular
notification area;
o Work with the newspaper to develop a “Government
Notices” section.
Investigate tax base sharing agreements.
Work with the Towns of Rolling, Ackley, and Antigo to develop
long-term boundary agreements.

ANNEXATIONS
2) Goal:

Work with the surrounding townships to develop a long term growth
plan for the City and townships, outlining specific areas may be
annexed by the City, and areas that are to remain in the Town.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
•
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Work with the surrounding Towns to outline the beginning of a
cooperative boundary agreement.
Include all local governmental bodies in discussions concerning
annexations, as soon as they are raised.
Develop tax base sharing strategies that will facilitate boundary
adjustments.
Develop transition strategies for life long township residents that
would be adversely affected by annexation.
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SERVICE PROVISION
3) Goal:

Provide the maximum levels of service at minimum cost in the City of
Antigo, and the surrounding area.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•

•
•

Share services with adjoining communities for assessing, etc.
Conduct a study of area governments to discover what services could
be combined, or provided jointly. Examples of these services could
include:
o Police;
o Fire;
o Public Health;
o Building Inspection;
o EMS services.
Hold joint meetings with City, County, and Town officials to discuss
the effective and efficient provision of services in the Antigo area.
Consider the consolidation of certain services under one government
to increase efficiency.
o If consolidation is recommended, re-hiring current employees
should take precedence over hiring new employees.

REGIONAL ENTITIES
4) Goal:

Identify and work with regional governments to maximize
relationships.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
•
•
•
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Work with the North Central Wisconsin Regional Planning
Commission (NCWRPC) to help further develop the economic
development strategy for the City and the region.
Work with the County on the development of their Comprehensive
(Smart Growth) Plan.
Develop a standing relationship between the City and the Assistant
County Coordinator.
Work the UW-EX to assist in the development of the City and the
region.
Work on the creation of a regional emergency services organization.
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POTENTIAL HWY 45 BYPASS
5) Goal:

Develop a plan with the surrounding Townships to address the issues
surrounding a potential Hwy 45 Bypass.
Objectives and Actions:
•

•
•

Develop a list of issues that need to be addressed. These could
include:
o Land use;
o Annexations;
o Service extensions.
Identify a potential corridor for planning purposes, along the City’s
west side in conjunction with HWY 64 bypass
Continue to work with WDOT on this matter.

LAND USE AND DEVELOPMENT
6) Goal:

Develop a relationship with surrounding Townships and the County to
further direct land use and development.
Objectives and Actions:
•

•
•

Develop a land use plan supported by the City and surrounding
Townships in order to determine future development locations.
o Work with landowners in the area to ensure that any land use
plan developed meets their needs as well.
Ensure that all governments buy into the plan and will take action
according to the plan.
Actively enforce this plan, to present a united front to developers.

REGIONAL ENVIRONMENT
7) Goal:

Work with surrounding governments and non-governmental
organizations to protect the environment and natural resources of the
greater Antigo region.
Objectives and Actions:
•
•
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Work with surrounding townships to encourage new residential
developments to connect to City water and sewer services,
eliminating future problems with private well and septic systems.
Encourage the development of “cluster” subdivisions in the
surrounding township to allow them to be more efficiently served
with a central water and waste water system.
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•
•

Contact area agricultural organizations and work with them to
continue to minimize the amount of chemicals used in area
agricultural production.
Develop relationships with area environmental groups to coordinate
efforts to protect vital natural and environmental areas.

GROUNDWATER PROTECTION
9) Goal:

Work with all appropriate entities, including but not limited to the
Towns of Antigo, Ackley and Rolling and Langlade County, to actively
pursue a policy of groundwater protection.
Objectives and Actions:
•
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Meet with the planning cluster for the Towns of Rolling, Ackley and
Antigo to discuss the issue of groundwater protection.
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LAND USE / DEVELOPMENT PLAN (20YEAR PLAN)
2.0 Introduction
The City of Antigo’s Planning Committee used a three-step process to determine the
preferred future land use patterns for the City and the City’s extraterritorial planning area for
the next 20 years. First, the Planning Committee members reviewed the population, housing
and economic forecasts, background information, and issues, opportunities, and constraints
established in the previous stages of the planning process. They then looked at Plan
Concept Maps for the City and extraterritorial planning area, which were prepared after
talking with local experts to gain their views on likely continued development trends within
the City and extraterritorial planning area. After reviewing and discussing the information
gathered, the Planning Committee developed the following visions of Antigo to look if new
responses to identified trends were put into action.
The Proposed Land Use Map depicts the desired future land use patterns for the City and its
extraterritorial planning area. The following provides a synopsis of these desired future land
use patterns.
NOTE:
Dwelling unit: A building or portion thereof designed exclusively for residential
occupancy and containing provisions for living, sleeping, eating, cooking and
sanitation for not more than one family.
Affordable Housing: Housing that is available for all ranges of the income spectrum
within a community. Generally accepted guidelines state that total direct and indirect
housing costs should be approximately 30% of household income.

2.1 Single-family residential
For the purposes of this document, single family residential is defined as a dwelling
containing one dwelling unit.
Future single-family residential housing units are divided into two categories: R1 and R2. R1
locations are those areas that should be developed first, prior to other residential locales.
Areas designated as R2 should only be developed for single family residential uses after all
R1 locations have been developed.
The R1 locations, which include a mix of single and multi-family uses, are located primarily
along the south and west corner of the City. These areas are designated R1 as the City has
extended sewer and water services to these locations, and they should be developed to
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ensure that the City begins to recoup the expenditures that were incurred to install these
improvements.
The R2 locations are primarily on the south and east side of the City. The south and west
side of the City have seen more development pressure, but due to a current lack of adequate
sewer and water facilities in these locales, these areas should not be developed until the City
has made the required upgrades to these systems.
2.2 Multi-family Residential
For the purposes of this document, multi-family residential is defined as a dwelling
containing two or more dwelling units, but not including converted dwellings. Examples
include condominiums, duplexes, apartments, townhouses, and row houses.
Multi-family dwelling units are to be mixed in evenly with single-family housing units in the
R1 and R2 locations. This will ensure that there are no concentrated locations of rental or
single family uses. It will also aid in distributing the impacts of these more intensive uses
over a wider area, and not having a heavy impact of traffic, noise, or other associated
impacts in one area.
2.3 Commercial
Commercial land uses include areas where retail goods are bought and sold and services are
provided. Over the next 20-years the City desires new commercial uses to locate primarily in
the northern portion of the City. These new commercial uses will complement the existing
commercial district that has developed on the northeast side of the City.
Downtown will also be the location of future commercial development. This area will
continue to be a hub of commercial activity. The City will continue to invest in downtown
improvements to maintain and enhance the existing business climate. There will also be
concerted efforts to better tie the downtown to the natural resources that are located in close
proximity to this area. This is covered in the parks / recreation section.
2.4 Industrial
Industrial land uses are areas where goods are manufactured, stored, finished, shipped, or
processed, research and development occurs, and laboratories exist. Over the next 20-years,
the City desires industrial uses to locate on the northwest side of the City, near the existing
industrial areas.
These areas have been selected as sites for future industrial uses due to their access to
adequate transportation routes, the existing sewer and water facilities in the area are adequate
to serve industrial uses, the existing uses are buffered from residential and commercial uses,
and there is a desire to continue to expand the existing industrial area.
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2.5 Transportation
To accommodate growth over the next 20-years the City has designated future road
extensions for possible development areas within the City’s extraterritorial planning area.
The major route identified is the Hwy 64 bypass around the northwest side of the City. This
location is identified on the Proposed Land Use Map.
2.6 Public/Institutional
Currently, there are no additional public / institutional uses planned. However, this may
change, at the outside end of the planning horizon.
2.7 Parks and Recreation
Parks and recreation space includes parks, active and passive recreation areas, play grounds,
and open space. The distinguishing factor these land uses have in common is they will only
be used for recreational purposes.
Future major parks and recreation areas are planned through the center of the downtown
area, coinciding with the Spring Brook Creek corridor. This area will be redeveloped over
time, with a walking path and a natural corridor. This corridor will provide a link between
the downtown and the Spring Brook Creek, further enhancing the commercial corridor. By
providing this link, the City will be able to connect two of its strongest assets.
2.8 Natural Resources/Environmentally Constrained Land
Natural resource areas and environmentally constrained land have specific natural resources
that the City of Antigo wishes to preserve. These lands also have environmental constraints,
such as wetlands and flood plain areas.
There are three major areas of environmentally constrained land within the City of Antigo’s
planning area. The first is the Spring Creek area that runs through the center of the City,
shown on the Natural Resource Map. The second is the low, marshy area to the northwest
of the City’s existing boundary, also shown on the Natural Resource Map. The third, and
smallest of the three, is a flood hazard area on the southeast boundary of the City limits.
2.10

Agricultural Lands

The City of Antigo has agricultural lands in its surrounding planning area. These lands make
up a significant portion of the land area in the mile and a half planning area. Within the City
boundaries, there is a small amount of agricultural land that is slated for future development.
2.11

Extraction

Extractive uses are located in the City’s planning area. These uses are not expected to
expand in intensity or size.
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2.12

Land Use Projections

The tables below list the anticipated housing/residential development scenarios based on
population projections, average household size, and household projections. The total
acreage required assumes an average requirement of 0.514 acres per housing unit. This is
consistent with average lot size currently being developed in the City of Antigo.
The average lot size was calculated using the total number of lots and the acres that they will
consume in several recent subdivisions. The total number of acres used for residential
development were divided by the total number of potential dwelling units.
A. Based on Past Population Trends and Estimates (Method 1)
Year
2000
2005
2010
2015
2020
Total
Change

Population
Projections*

Household
Projections*

Total Residential Acreage
Required**

8,560
8,523
8,486
8,449
8,412

3,630
3,757
3,777
3,797
3,818

65
75
86
96

148

188

323

Source: MSA Professional Services, Inc.
B. Based on Historical Household and Building Permit Trends (Method 4)
Year
2000
2005
2010
2015
2020
Total
Change

Population
Projections*

Household
Projections*

Total Residential Acreage
Required**

8,560
8,898
9,250
9,615
9,995

3,630
3,917
4,011
4,107
4,206

148
196
246
297

1,435

576

886

*See the Community Profile for information on projections
**Average acreage requirement of 0.514 acre per housing unit

Source: MSA Professional Services, Inc.
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PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
3.0 Introduction
The implementation of the City of Antigo comprehensive plan involves decision-making by
both public officials and the citizens of the community. These decisions will be measured by
concern over the welfare of the community, willingness to make substantial investments for
improvement within the community, and realization that certain procedures must be adhered
to and followed for the continued high quality environment found within the City.
Suggested implementation measures include:
-

The implementation and enforcement of regulatory ordinances and non-regulatory
activities based on the goals and objectives identified in the comprehensive plan.
The establishment and support of a continued planning process providing for
periodic review and updates to the plan and land use control measures.
The support of committees and local organizations to carry out specific community
improvements as identified in the comprehensive plan.
The continued official adoption and administration of a capital improvements
program.

3.1 Regulatory Measures
Regulatory measures used to guide development are an important means of implementing
the recommendations of a comprehensive plan. Various examples, including the zoning
ordinance, land division or subdivision regulations, official mapping, and extraterritorial land
use controls comprise the principal regulatory devices used to protect existing development
as well as help guide future growth and development as identified in the comprehensive
plan. These regulatory and land use control measures are officially adopted by the City
Council as ordinances (or as revisions to the existing ordinances), then administered by the
various City departments and officials. The objectives and recommendations of these
regulations are discussed below. *Note: All current and future ordinance language should reference the
City of Antigo Comprehensive Plan.
A.

Zoning Ordinance

Zoning is used to guide and control the use of land and structures on land. In addition,
zoning establishes detailed regulations concerning the areas of lots that may be developed,
including setbacks and separation of structures, density of the development, and height and
bulk of building and other structures. The general purpose for zoning use is to avoid
undesirable side effects of development by segregating incompatible uses and by maintaining
adequate standards for individual uses.
Zoning districts are generally established after careful consideration of development patterns
indicated in the comprehensive plan. Amending zoning district boundaries has the overall
effect of changing the plan (unless amendments correspond to changes within the plan)
therefore, it is reasonable to assume that indiscriminate changes may result in weakening of
the plan. The City Council make the final decisions on the content of the zoning ordinance
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and the district map. These decisions are preceded by public hearings and plan commission
recommendations.
Recommendations
•

Develop a zoning code chapter, or amend a current chapter, to allow duplex
(zero lot line) construction homes.

•

Develop a zoning code chapter or amendment to a current chapter that allows
development of condominium style structures, specifically through allowing zero
lot line construction.

B.

Subdivision Ordinance

Subdivision regulations serve as an important function by ensuring orderly growth and
development of unplatted and undeveloped land. These regulations are intended to protect
the community and occupants of the proposed subdivision by setting forth reasonable
regulations for public utilities, storm water drainage, lot sizes, street design open space, other
improvements necessary to ensure new development will be an asset to the City.
Recommendations
•

Update City subdivision ordinance to require that new developments pay for the
installation of utilities at the time of construction.

•

End City cost sharing for new roads and utilities in new, private, residential
developments.

•

Develop a set of Municipal Standards that will help standardize infrastructure
design and construction. This will help reduce long term maintenance and bring
about uniformity in city design

C.

Official Map

An official map is a map adopted legislatively that reflects a community’s determination to
locate streets, parks, and other facilities as indicated on the map. The purpose of an official
mapping policy is to keep the land at its current state of development and thus encourage
both effective planning and lower condemnation costs. The community thereby reserves the
property for later acquisition. The current owner retains title and possession. The
community pays the owner no compensation until and unless it exercises its power of
condemnation over the property. The City is not obligated to obtain the sites shown on the
official map but has, in a sense, a “first option” on them at the time of their sale or
subdivision.
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Recommendations
•
•
•

Develop a comprehensive GIS that reflects the planned land use versus existing
as well as zoning and other guiding information that will lead to better plan
implementation.
Create a web based version and make it available to the general public.
Integrate the City GIS for the extra territorial space with the County GIS.

D.

Extraterritorial Controls

To ensure orderly development and use of land in areas adjacent to a municipality,
Wisconsin law grants communities with population lower than 10,000 extra-territorial zoning
and platting jurisdiction for areas within one and one-half miles of the corporate limits.
Extraterritorial zoning power (granted under Chapter 62 of the Wisconsin Statutes) allows
any community who has a planning commission and has adopted a zoning ordinance to
prepare and provide for the enforcement and administration of an extraterritorial zoning
ordinance. In addition, extraterritorial platting power allows municipalities to grant plat
approval of any subdivision within its extraterritorial jurisdiction. Under Wisconsin Statutes,
municipalities are allowed to cooperate in planning for the growth and development of the
lands within the extraterritorial area. This includes the ability to establish municipal
boundaries and determine the provision of municipal services.
Recommendations
•

Create GIS layers that identify existing conditions, proposed conditions, and
overall plan information

3.2 Non-regulatory measures
Capital Improvement Programming
This is an ongoing financial planning program intended to help put planning proposals into
effect. The program allows local communities to plan for capital expenditures and minimize
unplanned expenses. Capital improvements or expenditures are projects that require the
expenditure of public funds for the acquisition or construction of a needed physical facility.
Capital improvement programming is a list of proposed projects according to a schedule of
priorities over the next few years. It identifies needed public improvements, estimates their
costs, discusses financing means, and establishes priorities over a four-to-six year
programming period. Improvements or acquisitions considered a capital improvement
include:
•
•
•
•

Public buildings (i.e. fire and police stations)
Park acquisition and development
Roads and highways
Utility construction and wastewater treatment plants
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•
•

Joint school and other community development projects
Fire and police protection equipment

A capital improvement plan or program is a method of financial planning for these types of
improvements and scheduling the expenditures over a period of several years in order to
maximize the use of public funds. To keep the CIP current, the plan should be revisited
every year to maintain the 5-10 year prospectus. The plan can be modified as necessary to
address the community’s changing needs.
Preparation of a Capital Improvement Program
The preparation of a Capital Improvement Program is normally the joint responsibility
between the community administrator or plan commission, Mayor, various department
heads, governing body, and citizen commissions. The preparation of a capital improvement
program varies from community to community depending on local preferences, the local
form of government and available staff. In communities that have a community
development plan or comprehensive plan, a planning agency review of the proposed capital
improvement program is desirable.
Recommendations
•

Highlight 5 year Capital improvement plan in the GIS layers.

Impact Fees
At the time a building permit is issued, fees are obtained from developers and applied
exclusively to construct or expand public facilities that generally serve an area greater than
that of the development. These “impact fees” are most commonly applied to major street
and highway projects, water and sewerage systems, obtain open space, community parks, and
storm water control facilities.
Recommendations
•
•

Impacts and their offset should be calculated and identified in the Developer’s
agreement
Apply impact fees to water, sewer, and storm on the basis of available capacity
consumed by a particular development.

3.3 Plan Implementation Recommendations/Schedule
The plan implementation table on the following pages provides a detailed list and work
schedule of major actions that the City should complete as part of the implement of the
Comprehensive Plan. It should be noted that many of the actions will require considerable
cooperation with others, including the citizens of Antigo, City staff/departments, and
local/state governments. The completion of recommended actions in the timeframe
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presented may be affected and or impacted due to competing interests, other priorities, and
financial limitations facing the City.
Action / Implementation Item

Time Frame

Economic Development
1) Identify funding for a long term downtown plan
2) Develop a City wide long-range business / commercial development
plan.
3) Develop an organization targeted at improving the downtown area.
4) Conduct market research, in conjunction with the Chamber of
Commerce, to aid downtown business owners and the City’s
implementation efforts.
5) Create a local theme to characterize the downtown, and tie local
events to the downtown area.
6) Develop a downtown streetscape design.
7) Encourage a Hwy 64 bypass of the City’s northwest side.
8) Improve information centers for people visiting the City.
9) In conjunction with the County, the Chamber of Commerce, and
other governments and organizations, develop a marketing strategy
for the entire region.
10) Work on the City’s web page to help market the City for business,
industry, and residents.
11) Consolidate financial resources to achieve common marketing goals.
12) Develop separate strategies to market the area to tourists, industry
and commercial investors.
13) Identify and develop funds to provide additional incentives for new
and expanding businesses and investors.
14) Expand the existing industrial park.
15) Improve high-speed communications.
16) Consider a rehabilitation program for none compliant CBD stores
such as a common elevator for multiple buildings.
17) Put in incubator offices / storefronts.
18) Locate land that would be suitable for an office / business park.
19) Identify and develop funds that will allow the City to purchase land,
extend utilities, promote parcels, and provide incentives to
developers.
20) Work with appropriate entities to market a future business park.
21) Develop appropriate signage to direct visitors to the downtown
area.
22) Identify and secure funds for a market study.
23) Conduct a market study to discover niche markets / businesses that
the City should look to attract.
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2-5 years
2-5 years
5-10 years
2-5 years
2-5 years
2-5 years
5-10 years
2-5 years
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
5-10 years
2-5 years
1 year
2-5 years
5-10 years
2-5 years
2-5 years
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24) Identify future passing lanes on major arterials.
25) Work with WDOT to design and construct these improved
facilities.
26) Locate all brownfields in Antigo.
27) Prioritize cleanup efforts.
28) Conduct working sessions with property owners to identify their
wishes and pursue cleanup of parcels.
29) Locate and secure funds for brownfield cleanup
30) Redevelop Spring Brook Creek Corridor to include an office
complex on Field St. and 5th Ave.
31) Integrate the Spring Brook Creek Corridor into a walkway and
pocket park program.
32) Work with the County, the Chamber and surrounding governments
to create a position charged with economic development
33) Work with NTC, the Antigo School District, and area businesses to
link school with employment opportunities.
34) Develop incentives to investors willing to work with school to work
programs.
35) Encourage the Chamber and the Historical Society to cooperate on
future facilities needs.
36) Develop a business retention / expansion program.

5-10 years
10-20 years
1 year
2-5 years
2-5 years
Ongoing
5-10 years
10-20 years
2-5 years
5-10 years
5-10 years
Ongoing
Ongoing

Housing
Action / Implementation Item
1) Work with developers to ensure that new lots in the City are served
with sewer, water, storm sewer, and broadband.
2) Extend City water and sewer services to the edge of the City to
ensure new developments have access to utilities.
3) Annex new parcels to the City to provide utilities, while allowing
greater control over construction.
4) Consider acquisition and demolition of substandard housing across
the City.
5) Replace substandard housing with moderately priced homes.
6) Consider a special credit for filling vacant lots in the City.
7) Revise the City zoning code to allow zero lot line construction,
condominiums and Traditional Neighborhood Design.
8) Consider the development of retirement subdivisions.
9) Work with the Antigo Housing Authority to identify current and
future needs for disabled and special needs residents.
10) Prepare neighborhoods for phased transition from independent
living, to assisted home care, to skilled care facilities.
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Time Frame
Ongoing
2-5 years
Ongoing
Ongoing
5-10 years
2-5 years
2-5 years
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
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Transportation
Action / Implementation Item
1) Complete a bypass of Hwy 64 around the City’s northwest side.
2) Plan for the redevelopment of 5th Street into a walkable business
area.
3) Restrict commercial growth along the future Hwy 64 bypass.
4) Develop a comprehensive trail system that connects all major points
of the City.
5) Identify routes to connect key City landmarks.
6) Identify funding to construct or upgrade existing routes.
7) Develop and install signage to mark bicycle routes.
8) Install facilities to support biking.
9) Continue to budget in the CIP for street reconstruction projects.
10) Maintain the PASER analysis and prepare for upgrade to GBA
Road Master software.
11) Budget for and acquire GBA Road Master software.
12) Schedule reconstruction of downtown streets from Lincoln St. to
Field St.
13) Work with downtown business owners to ensure that they are aware
of impending construction projects.
14) Incorporate design elements into the reconstruction of downtown
to further economic development by creating a sense of place.
15) Make walkability a priority over traffic handling capability to
encourage foot traffic.
16) Work with WIDOT, the Town of Antigo, and Langlade Co. to
discuss maintenance and upkeep of Hwy 52.
17) Work with WIDOT to develop a truck route around downtown, to
remove truck traffic from downtown streets.
18) Move fire hydrants to the inside of sidewalks on downtown streets
to minimize damage and conflicts with plows and trucks.
19) Continue the maintenance plan for old sidewalks to provide safe
walkways and limit liability.
20) Develop a method to update the City’s sidewalk plan and policies.
21) Require all new developments to install sidewalks that meet the
City’s design criteria.
22) Investigate the possibility of providing public sidewalk clearing
during winter months.
23) Make collector trails hard surfaces.
24) Encourage increased use of the County airport.
25) Work with the County to identify and secure funding for needed
airport improvements.
26) Commission the Parks Dept. to investigate the feasibility of using
greenbelt areas to allow snowmobile and ATV access to the
downtown of Antigo during winter time.
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Time Frame
5-10 years
5-10 years
Ongoing
Ongoing
1 year
2-5 years
2-5 years
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
2-5 years
2-5 years
2-5 years
2-5 years
2-5 years
Ongoing
2-5 years
Ongoing
Ongoing
2-5 years
Ongoing
2-5 years
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
2-5 years
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27) Identify the overall impact of snowmobiles and ATV’s on the winter 2-5 years
economy of the City.
28) Consider year round access for ATV’s and summer access for golf
2-5 years
carts on City trails.

Public and Community Facilities, Services, and Utilities
Action / Implementation Item
1) Meet with surrounding EMS Departments to identify their major
concerns about the status of EMS services in the region.
2) Identify areas or services that could be jointly provided or funded by
the City and surrounding EMS service providers.
3) Discuss the potential for providing joint EMS services to the region.
4) Develop a regional action plan for providing EMS services to all
areas while addressing staffing and future needs.
5) Develop a comprehensive EMS regional plan that will integrate
volunteer support with full time operations.
6) Create satellite operations regionally using existing EMS facilities.
7) Meet with Town of Rolling and Langlade Co. officials to identify
the area around the former solid waste facility that should not be
developed.
8) Identify the area surrounding the solid waste facility where wells
should not be drilled.
9) Consider a long-term management program for the lands
surrounding the solid waste facility.
10) Update the subdivision ordinance to require that new developments
install utilities at the cost of the developer.
11) Continue to budget for utility extensions to the City limits to allow
new developments to connect to City water and sewer.
12) Start a sinking fund to develop a cash reserve to offset the high
costs of infrastructure projects.
13) Require all new developments to connect to City water and sewer.
14) Continue to budget for water main looping projects.
15) Identify a new water storage facility location.
16) Begin the design and engineering process to construct a new water
storage facility.
17) Identify and secure funding to construct a new water tower.
18) Work with the WDNR to identify the sources of nitrates seeping
into City wells.
19) Re-evaluate the existing wellhead protection study.
20) Work with the County, surrounding Towns, and UW-EX to address
agricultural runoff.
21) Continue to monitor nitrate levels in City wells.
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Time Frame
2-5 years
2-5 years
2-5 years
2-5 years
2-5 years
5-10 years
1 year
1 year
2-5 years
1 year
Ongoing
Ongoing
1 year
Ongoing
1 year
2-5 years
2-5 years
Ongoing
2-5 years
Ongoing
Ongoing
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22) Work with the Towns and the County to encourage developments
to locate near the City’s periphery to allow them ease of access to
City utilities.
23) Develop an ETZ or ETJ Committee to direct growth to areas
served by City services.
24) Work with surrounding Towns and the County to require that all
future developments in the City’s wellhead protection area be built
with joint collection systems and a joint well.
25) Consider new wells in different areas.
26) Budget for a sanitary sewer interceptor on the City’s east side to
serve present and future developments.
27) Investigate the feasibility of an east side collection system.
28) Continue to follow the upgrade and maintenance of systems to
ensure life expectancy of investments.
29) Continue and enhance the line cleaning and inspection program.
30) Continue with in place rehabilitation of existing sewer lines
wherever necessary.
31) Evaluate providing sanitary sewer services to areas that are already
developed, but not served with City utilities.
32) Continue to rehab existing sanitary lines throughout the City.
33) Negotiate with the County and Towns to develop an equitable
funding mechanism, to ensure Antigo residents are not double
charged for library services.

Ongoing
2-5 years
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
5-10 years
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
2-5 years
Ongoing
Ongoing

Recreational, Historical, and Cultural Resources
Action / Implementation Item
1) Work with the Langlade Co. Historical Society to continue to
develop the capacity and capabilities of this vital resource.
2) Identify the historical resources in the City and take active steps to
preserve them.
3) Meet with property owners to learn their interest levels in preserving
the historical character of their buildings.
4) Work with business owners and the Chamber of Commerce to
develop incentives to preserve downtown historic structures.
5) Develop a historic preservation ordinance.
6) Work with the Ice Age Trail Program to develop a Trail head site in
the City.
7) Develop a skateboard park in the City.
8) Identify the areas that the City would like to see set aside for park or
open space.
9) Develop funding and maintenance mechanisms to develop and
maintain newly develop trail facilities.
10) Develop a walkway along the Spring Brook Creek Corridor.
11) Develop a managed Spring Brook flowage.
12) Develop a sand swimming beach.
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Time Frame
Ongoing
2-5 years
Ongoing
2-5 years
2-5 years
5-10 years
Complete
2-5 years
5-10 years
5-10 years
5-10 years
5-10 years
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Natural Resources
Action / Implementation Item
1) Work with the surrounding Towns and the County to identify and
protect natural areas and open spaces.
2) Identify preferred growth areas.
3) Develop funds with other governmental and non-governmental
bodies to help protect natural areas and open spaces.
4) Work with Trout Unlimited to rehabilitate Spring Brook Creek.
5) Develop the Spring Brook Creek Corridor with trails, a non-point
source reduction system, and a parkway design.
6) Work with the WDNR and UW-EX to identify and address sources
of groundwater contamination.
7) Provide City water and sewer services to new and existing
developments.
8) Develop a program to encourage residents in and around the City to
minimize the use of lawn fertilizer to help lower nitrate levels in the
groundwater.
9) Work with the County and UW-EX to reduce the reliance on farm
chemicals in the region.
10) Develop a ground water monitoring program.
11) Stock Antigo Lake with fish.
12) Develop and implement a policy, with the Community Resource
Dept., to address concerns about geese and ducks in and around the
Antigo Lake.
13) Install wood duck houses on Antigo Lane and Springbrook from
Second Ave. to North Ave.
14) Develop and recruit industries with low air emissions.
15) Maintain Antigo’s Class 1 Air Quality status.

Time Frame
2-5 years
2-5 years
Ongoing
5-10 years
10-20 years
Ongoing
Ongoing
5-10 years
Ongoing
5-10 years
5-10 years
1 year
2-5 years
Ongoing
Ongoing

Land Use and Development
Action / Implementation Item
1) Ensure plan review of new developments.
2) Update the subdivision ordinance to require developers to pay for
the installation of utilities.
3) End City cost sharing for new road and utility installation in new
developments.
4) Ensure that all developments that the City may participate in, yield a
financial return greater than the investment in 5 years.
5) Develop a set of municipal standards and specifications for all
infrastructure construction.
6) Continue to work with the County and the Towns to enhance
existing relationships.
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Time Frame
Ongoing
1 year
1 year
Ongoing
1 year
Ongoing
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7) Adopt an official ETZ boundary.
8) Create an ETZ Board.
9) Work with the surrounding Towns during the development and
implementation of the ETZ Board.
10) Working with the ETZ Board, address issues such as blighted
properties, junk yards, or storage facilities across from residential
areas.
11) Working in concert with surrounding Towns, develop a joint land
use plan along Hwy 45.
12) Meet with property owners to determine their intentions for future
development.
13) Identify areas for targeted commercial growth in the Towns.
14) Discuss the development of a joint commercial / industrial area
with the surrounding Towns.
15) Identify future growth areas for commercial, industrial, and
residential uses.
16) Continue to redevelop blighted properties.
17) Work with the Town of Rolling to identify parcels around the Solid
Waste Center that should not be developed.
18) Locate brownfields in the City of Antigo.
19) Prioritize cleanup efforts.
20) Conduct working sessions with property owners to identify their
wishes and pursue cleanup of parcels.
21) Locate and secure funds for brownfield cleanup

2-5 years
2-5 years
2-5 years
5-10 years
2-5 years
2-5 years
2-5 years
5-10 years
2-5 years
Ongoing
Ongoing
1 year
2-5 years
2-5 years
Ongoing

Intergovernmental Cooperation
Action / Implementation Item
1) Increase intergovernmental cooperation with surrounding Towns.
2) Revive the Council of Governments.
3) Improve notification standards to include areas outside the City’s
jurisdiction.
4) Develop a “Government Notices” section of the newspaper.
5) Investigate tax base sharing agreements that will facilitate boundary
adjustments.
6) Develop long-term boundary agreements with the Towns of
Rolling, Ackley, and Antigo.
7) Include all local governmental bodies in annexation discussions, as
they develop.
8) In conjunction with surrounding Towns, conduct a study to
discover what services could be shared.
9) Hold joint meetings with surrounding Towns to discuss the
effective, efficient provision of services.
10) Consider the consolidation of certain services under one
governmental body to increase efficiency.
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Time Frame
Ongoing
2-5 years
1 year
2-5 years
Ongoing
2-5 years
Ongoing
2-5 years
2-5 years
Ongoing
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11) Work with the NCWRPC to further develop a regional economic
development strategy.
12) Work with the County on their Smart Growth Plan.
13) Meet with the surrounding Towns to develop a long-term plan.
14) Work with WDOT to communicate the City’s position on a future
Hwy 45 bypass.
15) Jointly develop a land use plan for the City and surrounding Towns
to determine the optimal location for future development.
16) Work with surrounding Towns to encourage new residential
developments to connect to City water and sewer services.
17) Encourage the development of “cluster” subdivisions.
18) Meet with the Towns of Antigo, Ackley, and Rolling to discuss
policies related to groundwater protection.

2-5 years
2-5 years
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
2-5 years

3.4 Plan Amendments and Updates
The City of Antigo should regularly review its progress towards achieving its goals,
objectives, and recommendations of the Comprehensive Plan, and update and amend the
plan as appropriate. Below are suggested criteria, along with procedures, for monitoring,
amending, and updating the Comprehensive Plan.
A.

Monitoring the Plan

The City and Town should continually review and evaluate decisions on public
investments, regulations, development proposals, and other actions against the
recommendations found within the Comprehensive Plan. In addition, City Staff
should prepare an annual report to assessing Antigo’s progress in implementing the
recommendations of the plan, and identify major decisions that were consistent or
inconsistent with the plan. This report should be distributed to City Council, Plan
Commission, and other applicable committees and staff.
B.

Plan Amendments

Plan implementation continues through adherence to the goals, objectives, and
actions statements set forth in this plan. However, it should be emphasized that
these goals, objectives, and action statements are not cast in concrete. Amendments
may be appropriate in years following the adoption of the plan, particularly when the
plan may become contradictory to emerging issues, policy, or trends. These
amendments are typically minor changes to the plan’s maps or text. Large-scale
changes or frequent amendments to meet individual development proposals should
be avoided or the plan loses integrity and becomes meaningless. To follow State
comprehensive planning law, the City should use the same process to amend the
plan as it followed when it was initially adopted regardless of how minor the
amendment or change.
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C.

Plan Updates

According to the State comprehensive planning law the Comprehensive Plan must
be updated at least once every ten years. A plan update is a major re-write of the
plan document and supporting maps. The State planning law also requires that all
programs and/or actions that effects land use be consistent with the locally adopted
comprehensive plan by January 1, 2010. To meet this deadline, the City should
update its Comprehensive Plan and related ordinances on or before the year 2010.
3.5 Consistency Among Plan Elements
The State of Wisconsin planning legislation requires that the implementation element
describe how each of the nine elements will be integrated and made consistent with the
other elements of the plan. Since the City of Antigo completed its planning process in its
entirety, no inconsistencies exist between elements within their Comprehensive Plan.
This Comprehensive Plan references both previous planning efforts (i.e. City of Antigo
Comprehensive Plan, 1999), as well as future detailed planning needs. To remain consistent
with the Comprehensive Plan the City should implement existing plans as pieces to the
Comprehensive Plan, and adopt all future plans as detailed elements of the Comprehensive
Plan.
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COMMUNITY PROFILE
4.0 Purpose
The following Community Profile of the City of Antigo consists of background information
on the City, including demographic trends and characteristics and population, household,
and labor force forecasts. It serves as an introduction to the City of Antigo and a starting
point for developing the City’s Comprehensive Plan. In addition, the Community Profile,
along with the Comprehensive Plan’s other eight element profiles, is meant to be a source of
reference information and was used to derive many key findings and recommendations of
the plan. The Community Profile is written in a manner that facilitates quick and easy
reference for use during and after the planning process.
4.1 Location
The City of Antigo, the county seat for Langlade County, is located in north central
Wisconsin. The City is approximately 35 miles northeast of the City of Wausau and 80 miles
northwest of the City of Green Bay. It lies at the northern edge of Wisconsin’s agriculture
region and is considered the “gateway” to the State’s Northwoods.

Source: MapQuest
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4.2 Demographic Trends and Characteristics
Population Trends
The population of the City of Antigo, according to the 2000 Census, was 8,560, as shown in
Table 4-1.


The City of Antigo lost population during the period from 1970 through
1990. This trend reversed from 1990 through 2000, as Antigo saw a 3.4%
increase in total population.



The increase in population may show a reversal in the previous 20 year trend.
This is supported by the age breakdown of the population, as well as the
average household size and the number of households with children.



While the average household size has decreased, the younger age groups of
the population have increased in size, indicating a younger population is
moving into the City.

Table 4-1
Historical Population Counts and Growth Rates
City of Antigo, Town of Antigo, Town of Ackley, Town of Rolling, Langlade County,
and Wisconsin
2000
Town of
Town of
Town of
City of Antigo
Langlade County
Wisconsin
Antigo
Ackley
Rolling
Year
#
1970
1980
1990
2000
19702000
Change

%
Change

#

%
Change

9,005
1,692
8,653 -3.9% 1,661 -1.8%
8,276 -4.4% 1,406 -15.4%
8,560 3.4% 1,487 5.8%
-445

-4.9%

#
681
639
551
510

%
Change

#

%
Change

914
-6.2% 1,236 35.2%
-13.8% 1,316 6.5%
-7.4% 1,452 10.3%

-205 -12.1% -171 -25.1%

538

58.9%

#

%
Change

%
Change

#

19,220
19,978
19,505
20,740

4,417,821
3.9% 4,705,767
-2.4% 4,891,769
6.3% 5,363,675

6.5%
4.0%
9.6%

1,520

7.9%

21.4%

945,854

Source: U.S. Census Bureau.
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Age Group Distribution Comparison
Between 1990 and 2000, the City of Antigo’s population got younger, as shown in Tables 42a and 4-2b, as well as Chart 4-1a and 4-1b.




The actual numbers of the City of Antigo’s elderly population (85 & over)
shrank between 1990 and 2000. This decrease was larger than the actual
decrease in the younger population (0-9 years), which led to the increase in
the percent of population in this age group.
The City of Antigo saw a large increase in the number of young, wage
earning residents (20-34 years). This increase is a good sign, as it shows that
Antigo is attracting younger residents who can ensure that Antigo has a
thriving population for the future.

Table 4-2a
Age Group Distribution of Population
City of Antigo, Town of Antigo, Town of Ackley, Town of Rolling, Langlade County,
and Wisconsin
2000
Town of
Town of
Langlade
Town of Ackley
Wisconsin
Age City of Antigo
Antigo
Rolling
County
Groups
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
0-9 1,109 13.0% 182 12.2% 61
12.0%
188 12.9%
2,475 11.9% 721,824 13.5%
10 to 19 1,208 14.1%

240

16.1%

63

12.4%

249

17.1%

3,056

14.7% 810,269

20-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
85 &
Over
Totals

169
251
228
181
137
79

11.4%
16.9%
15.3%
12.2%
9.2%
5.3%

82
95
73
53
34
34

16.1%
18.6%
14.3%
10.4%
6.7%
6.7%

257
274
207
119
96
54

17.7%
18.9%
14.3%
8.2%
6.6%
3.7%

3,073
3,193
2,808
2,227
1,956
1,410

14.8%
15.4%
13.5%
10.7%
9.4%
6.8%

20

1.3%

15

2.9%

8

0.6%

542

2.6%

1,498 17.5%
1,187 13.9%
1,050 12.3%
696 8.1%
726 8.5%
718 8.4%
368

4.3%

8,560 100.0% 1,487
Source: U.S. Census, 2000.

510

1,452

20,740

15.1%

1,063,460 19.8%
875,522 16.3%
732,306 13.7%
457,741 8.5%
355,307 6.6%
251,621 4.7%
95,625
5,363,675
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1.8%

Age
Groups

Table 4-2b
Age Group Distribution of Population
City of Antigo, Town of Antigo, Town of Ackley, Town of Rolling, Langlade County,
and Wisconsin
1990
Town of
Town of
Town of
City of Antigo
Langlade County
Wisconsin
Antigo
Ackley
Rolling
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
#
%
1,167 13.6% 178 12.0% 68 13.3% 207 14.3% 2,730 13.2%
737,864 13.8%
1,139 13.3% 215 14.5% 99 19.4% 252 17.4% 2,911 14.0%
699,448 13.0%
1,076 12.6% 238 16.0% 113 22.2% 267 18.4% 3,687 17.8%
994,640 18.5%
1,188 13.9% 218 14.7% 63 12.4% 195 13.4% 2,592 12.5%
726,786 13.6%
794 9.3% 178 12.0% 61 12.0% 147 10.1% 1,923
9.3%
478,845
8.9%
600 7.0% 151 10.2% 52 10.2% 111
7.6% 1,967
9.5%
412,541
7.7%
913 10.7% 137 9.2%
48
9.4%
98
6.7% 2,019
9.7%
360,861
6.7%
837 9.8%
76 5.1%
43
8.4%
31
2.1% 1,318
6.4%
218,184
4.1%

0-9
10 to 19
20-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
85 &
562 6.6%
15 1.0%
Over
Totals 8,276
1,406
Source: U.S. Census, 1990.

4
551

0.8%

8
1,316

0.6%

358
19,505

1.7%

71,900
4,701,069
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1.3%

Chart 4-1a
Age Group Distribution of Population
City of Antigo, Town of Antigo, Town of Ackley, Town of Rolling, Langlade County, and Wisconsin
2000
Age Cohorts, 2000

25.0%

20.0%

Percent

15.0%

10.0%

5.0%

0.0%
0-9

10 to 19
City of Antigo

20-34
Town of Antigo

35-44

45-54
Town of Ackley

55-64
Town of Rolling

65-74
Langlade Cty

75-84

85 & Over

Wisconsin

Source: U.S. Census data, 2000.
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Chart 4-1b
Age Group Distribution of Population
City of Antigo, Town of Antigo, Town of Ackley, Town of Rolling, Langlade County, and Wisconsin
1990
Age Cohorts, 1990

25.0%

20.0%

Percent

15.0%

10.0%

5.0%

0.0%
0-9

10 to 19
City of Antigo

20-34
Town of Antigo

35-44

45-54
Town of Ackley

55-64

65-74

Town of Rolling

Langlade Cty

75-84

85 & Over

Wisconsin

Source: U.S. Census, 1990.
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Median Age
The median age in the City of Antigo in 2000 was 38.9 years. This was younger than the
Towns of Antigo and Ackley and Langlade County, but older than the Town of Rolling and
the State of Wisconsin.
Table 4-3
Median Age
City of Antigo, Town of Antigo, Town of Ackley, Town of Rolling, Langlade County,
and Wisconsin
2000
Area
2000
City of Antigo
38.9
Town of Antigo
41.1
Town of Ackley
39.6
Town of Rolling
36.1
Langlade County
40.5
Wisconsin
36
Source: U.S. Census Bureau.
Racial Composition
The City of Antigo is primarily made up of European Americans, as shown in Table 4-4.




The City of Antigo has a larger percentage of its population as minorities, or
“non-whites” than do the Towns of Antigo, Ackley, and Rolling, as well as
Langlade County.
The City of Antigo had a smaller percentage of minorities in its population than
the State of Wisconsin.
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Table 4-4
Number of Persons by Race
City of Antigo, Town of Antigo, Town of Ackley, Town of Rolling, Langlade County, and State of Wisconsin
2000
City of % of Town of % of Town of % of Town of % of Langlade % of
Wisconsin % of total
Antigo total Antigo
total
Ackley total Rolling total County total
Total
8,560
European American
8,326
African American
26
Native American
74
Asian American
25
Pacific Islander
1
Other Races or More than
108
Two Races
Source: U.S. Census Bureau.

97.3%
0.3%
0.9%
0.3%
0.0%

1,487
1,458
1
4
6
1

1.3%

17

98.0%
0.1%
0.3%
0.4%
0.1%

510
507
0
0
0
0

99.4%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

1,452
1,426
0
8
1
0

1.1%

3

0.6%

17

20,740
5,363,675
98.2% 20,311 97.9% 4,769,857
0.0%
31
0.1% 304,460
0.6%
113
0.5%
47,228
0.1%
57
0.3%
88,763
0.0%
5
0.0%
1,630

88.9%
5.7%
0.9%
1.7%
0.0%

1.2%

2.8%
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Population Density
The City of Antigo had a density in 2000 of 1,329 persons per square mile, as shown in
Table 4-5. This was higher than all of the other comparison entities.
Table 4-5
Population Density
City of Antigo, Town of Antigo, Town of Ackley, Town of Rolling, Langlade County,
and Wisconsin
2000
Land Area (Square
Area
Miles)
Population
Persons / Square Mile
City of Antigo
6.44
8,560
1,329.19
Town of Antigo
31.07
1,487
47.8597
Town of Ackley
70.84
510
7.19932
Town of Rolling
36.01
1,452
40.3221
Langlade County
872.67
20,740
23.7661
Wisconsin
54,310.10
5,363,675
98.7602
Source: U.S. Census, 2000.
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Households
Table 4-6 provides information on the total number of households from 1970 through 2000.
This data supports the following assertions:





The City of Antigo, along with the rest of the comparison entities, has had an
increasing number of households from 1980 through 2000.
The increase in the number of households over time, along with the decrease
in population from 1970 through 1990, would seem to indicate that the
population of the City was aging. This assertion is supported by the higher
percentage of elderly residents in 1990, as well as the decreasing population
from 1970 through 1990.
From 1990 through 2000, the population of Antigo increased, while the
number of households also increased. These two facts, coupled with the
larger numbers of young people in the City, would seem to point to a turn
around for the City of Antigo and the status of its population growth.

Table 4-6
Number of Households
City of Antigo, Town of Antigo, Town of Ackley, Town of Rolling, Langlade County,
and State of Wisconsin
1980 - 2000
% change 1970# of Households
2000
1990
1980
2000
City of Antigo
8.6%
3,630
Town of Antigo
5.8%
550
Town of Ackley
4.7%
202
Town of Rolling
37.3%
512
Langlade County
19.6%
8,452
Wisconsin
26.2%
2,084,544
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 1980 - 2000

3,419
514
200
436
7,605
1,824,252

3,344
520
193
373
7,068
1,652,261
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Average Household Size
The average household size in the City of Antigo in 2000 was 2.93 persons, as shown in
Table 4-7. Table 4-7 brings out some other points.


The City of Antigo had a relatively small average household size, relative to
the other comparison entities. This could signal a slight aging of the
population, as residents get older and children leave home. The other
possibility this could signal is that the population is getting younger and they
are not having children yet. This second assertion is supported with the age
data provided earlier.

Table 4-7a
Average Household Size
City of Antigo, Town of Antigo, Town of Ackley, Town of Rolling, Langlade County,
and Wisconsin
2000
City of
Town of
Town of
Town of
Langlade
Wisconsin
Antigo
Antigo
Ackley
Rolling
County
Total
3,630
550
Households
Family
2,221
455
Non-family
1,409
95
Average
Household
2.29
2.70
Size
Average
2.93
2.97
Family Size
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000.

202

512

8,452

2,084,544

154
48

415
97

5,819
2,633

1,386,815
697,729

2.52

2.84

2.42

2.50

2.87

3.13

2.93

3.05
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Households with Children
According to the 2000 Census, the City of Antigo had 31.0% of its households with children
under the age of 18, as shown in Table 4-7b.


The City of Antigo had a lower percentage of households with children
under age 18 than any of the other comparison entities. This, coupled with
the larger percentage of people ages 20-34, would seem to indicate that the
City of Antigo is set to experience further population growth in the next 10
years as the population in the 20-34 age bracket begin to have children.

Table 4-7b
Households with Children Under Age 18
City of Antigo, Town of Antigo, Town of Ackley, Town of Rolling, Langlade County,
and Wisconsin
2000
Town
Town
Town
City of
Langlade
Wisconsin
%
of
%
of
%
of
%
%
%
Antigo
County
(x 1000)
Antigo
Ackley
Rolling
Total
3,630
550
202
512
Households
Total
Households
1,125 31.0% 199 36.2% 67 33.2% 219 42.8%
with
Children
Non-family
Households

14

1.2%

3

1.5%

Family
1,111 98.8% 196 98.5%
Households
Married
721 64.9% 168 85.7%
Couple
Female
Head w/o 315 28.4% 15 7.7%
Spouse
Male Head
75 6.8% 13 6.6%
w/o Spouse
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000.

3

1.4%

8,452

2,085

2,649

31.3%

706

33.9%

37

1.4%

9

1.3%

1

1.5%

66

98.5% 216 98.6%

2,612

98.6%

697

98.7%

56

84.8% 186 86.1%

1,954

74.8%

509

73.0%

4

6.1%

19

8.8%

469

18.0%

141

20.2%

6

9.1%

11

5.1%

189

7.2%

47

6.7%
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Household Income Levels
The City of Antigo had more households with lower incomes than did all of the surrounding
comparison communities, as shown in Table 4-8a.
•

Over 40% of the households in the City of Antigo had an income that was less than
$24,999 per year. The next closest comparison entity was Langlade County with
approximately 36% of the households falling below this income level.

•

The City of Antigo should endeavor to attract industries that will produce higher
paying, higher skill jobs to help raise income levels of its residents.

•

The City of Antigo, as well as the Towns of Antigo, Ackley and Rolling, along with
Langlade County, all had much smaller proportions of their population that made
more than $75,000 than did the State of Wisconsin.

Table 4-8a
Household Income Levels
City of Antigo, Town of Antigo, Town of Ackley, Town of Rolling, Langlade County,
and State of Wisconsin
2000
Town
Town
Town
City of
Langlade
%
of
%
of
%
of
%
% Wisconsin %
Antigo
County
Antigo
Ackley
Rolling
Less than
488 13.41% 40 7.13% 19 9.60%
25
4.86%
878 10.34% 148,964 7.14%
$10,000
$10,000 424 11.65% 34 6.06%
7
3.54%
27
5.25%
783
9.22% 121,366 5.82%
$14,999
$15,000 639 17.56% 78 13.90% 14 7.07%
88 17.12% 1,445 17.01% 264,897 12.70%
$24,999
$25,000 607 16.68% 49 8.73% 33 16.67% 58 11.28% 1,355 15.95% 276,033 13.23%
$34,999
$35,000 684 18.80% 144 25.67% 46 23.23% 99 19.26% 1,676 19.73% 377,749 18.11%
$49,999
$50,000 516 14.18% 126 22.46% 51 25.76% 142 27.63% 1,540 18.13% 474,299 22.73%
$74,999
$75,000 161 4.43% 60 10.70% 22 11.11% 49
9.53%
506
5.96% 226,374 10.85%
$99,999
$100,000 81
2.23% 21 3.74%
4
2.02%
12
2.33%
202
2.38% 133,719 6.41%
$149,999
> $150,000 38
1.04%
9
1.60%
2
1.01%
14
2.72%
109
1.28% 62,903 3.02%
Total
3,638
561
198
514
8,494
2,086,304
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000
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The median household income in the City of Antigo in 2000 was $29,548, as shown in Table
4-8b. The City of Antigo’s median household income was lower than all of the comparison
communities.
•

The City of Antigo’s lower median household income is a common occurrence that
happens between urbanized areas and their surrounding, rural areas.

Table 4-8b
Median Household Income Levels
City of Antigo, Town of Antigo, Town of Ackley, Town of Rolling, Langlade County,
and State of Wisconsin
2000
City of
Antigo

Town of
Antigo

Median
Household
$29,548
$43,849
Income
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000.

Town of
Ackley

Town of
Rolling

Langlade
County

Wisconsin

$42,000

$43,026

$33,168

$43,791
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Educational Attainment
The levels of educational attainment in the City of Antigo, as shown in Table 4-9, were
similar to those of surrounding communities and the County and State overall. The one area
where the City of Antigo, as well as the rest of the communities in Langlade County, lagged,
was those residents with Bachelor or graduate degrees.
•

Regionally, Antigo residents have multiple opportunities for higher learning. Upper
Iowa University offers distance-learning courses, while the University of Wisconsin
campuses in Green Bay, Stevens Point, and Marathon County all offer four-year
degrees.

Table 4-9
Educational Attainment of Persons Over 25 Years
City of Antigo, Town of Antigo, Town of Ackley, Town of Rolling, Langlade County,
and State of Wisconsin
2000
Town
Town
Town
City of
Langlade
%
of
%
of
%
of
%
% Wisconsin %
Antigo
County
Antigo
Ackley
Rolling
th
Less than 9
388 6.68%
74 7.33% 21 5.75% 80 8.39% 1,033 7.19% 186,125 5.35%
Grade
9th – 12th
Grade, no
581 10.00% 93 9.21% 34 9.32% 107 11.23% 1,712 11.91% 332,292 9.56%
diploma
High school
graduate
2,526 43.48% 486 48.12% 184 50.41% 464 48.69% 6,509 45.29% 1,201,813 34.58%
(include
equivalency)
Some college,
1,189 20.46%
no degree
Associate
degree
Bachelor’s
degree
Graduate or
professional
degree

195 19.31%

76

20.82% 154 16.16% 2,706 18.83% 715,664 20.59%

292

5.03%

58

5.74%

15

4.11%

51

5.35%

730

5.08% 260,711 7.50%

487

8.38%

72

7.13%

22

6.03%

65

6.82%

1,058

7.36% 530,268 15.26%

347

5.97%

32

3.17%

13

3.56%

32

3.36%

624

4.34% 249,005 7.16%

14,372

3,475,878

Total
5,810
1,010
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000.

365

953
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Labor Force Characteristics
The City of Antigo is the center of Langlade County and contains fully half of the county’s
population. As such, data employment and unemployment for Landlade County, can
sometimes serve as a proxy for the City. Langlade County’s unemployment rate has
fluctuated a great deal over the past 10 years, as shown in Table 4-10 and Chart 4-2.








Langlade County has had a higher unemployment rate than the State of
Wisconsin for each of the past 10 years.
The unemployment trends in Langlade County closely mirror the trends in
the rest of the State.
The unemployment rate over the past 10 years in Langlade County has not
shown a large amount of change. In 1990, the unemployment rate was 5.2%,
while in 2000, it was up to 5.8%.
The total numbers in the labor force pool have fluctuated a great deal over
the past 10 years. This is most likely due to the ups and downs of the
regional and national economy.
The higher rates of unemployment in the Langlade County region, compared
to the State, are most likely due to the heavy dependence upon
manufacturing and value added industries. These industries tend to be more
susceptible to slight changes in the regional and national economy.
Table 4-10
Labor Force Characteristics
Langlade County and Wisconsin
1990 - 2000

LANGLADE COUNTY
LABOR
YEAR FORCE EMPLOYED
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990

UNEMPLOYED
NUMBER RATE

STATE OF WISCONSIN
LABOR
FORCE

9,331
8,795
536
5.8% 2,934,931
9,119
8,650
569
5.1% 2,889,812
9,438
8,881
557
5.9% 2,951,967
9,620
9,048
572
5.9% 2,949,421
9,698
9,170
528
5.4% 2,927,284
9,562
8,979
583
6.1% 2,843,914
9,440
8,751
689
7.3% 2,800,059
9,398
8,726
672
7.2% 2,727,515
9,195
8,553
642
7.0% 2,675,638
8,731
8,189
542
6.2% 2,595,341
9,007
8,536
471
5.2% 2,581,079
Source: Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development
(http://www.dwd.state.wi.us/lmi/laus_ann_avg_1990.htm).

EMPLOYED
2,831,162
2,801,777
2,852,556
2,841,065
2,823,966
2,738,522
2,668,025
2,598,025
2,537,534
2,453,565
2,466,597

UNEMPLOYED
NUMBER RATE
103,769
88,035
99,411
108,356
103,318
105,392
132,033
129,489
138,103
141,776
114,483
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3.5%
3.0%
3.4%
3.7%
3.5%
3.7%
4.7%
4.7%
5.2%
5.5%
4.4%

Chart 4-2
Unemployment Levels
Langlade County and Wisconsin
1990 – 2000
Annual Unemployment Rates

8

Percentage of Labor Force Unemployed

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

Year
Langlade County

Wisconsin

Source: Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development (http://www.dwd.state.wi.us/lmi/laus_ann_avg_1990.htm).
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Summary of Antigo’s Demographic Trends and Characteristics

1.4



The City of Antigo experienced a rebound in its population from 1990
through 2000. This rebound was particularly noticeable in the 20-34 age
group.



Unemployment rates in Langlade County are very closely tied to the regional
and national economy. This close tie does not provide the region any
insulation against slight shifts in the overall economic climate.



The City of Antigo has experienced a growth in its population, as well as
number of households over the past ten years. This, coupled with the
increase in the number of young people in the City, indicate that the City has
started to reverse the population losses of the past 20 years and is
experiencing an influx of young people.



The City of Antigo is the largest community in Langlade County. With 40%
of the county’s total population, the City of Antigo is the main economic
engine of the county.



The City of Antigo contains nearly half of Langlade County’s labor force. As
such, it is also the employment center with the County government and the
Antigo Unified School District being two of the largest employers.



Residents of the City of Antigo had much lower incomes than all of the
surrounding townships, Langlade County, and the State of Wisconsin.



Antigo, as well as the surrounding townships and Langlade County, do not
have residents with bachelor degrees in nearly the same proportion as does
the State of Wisconsin as a whole. On average, the State had twice as many
people with bachelor degrees as did all of remaining communities considered.

Forecasts

Forecasts are crucial in planning for future growth and development, as well as the level and
types of services provided. When forecasting, several pieces of information must be
accounted for; historical population trends, in and out migration, household size, and
building permit numbers.
For the City of Antigo, three methods were developed to project population numbers. Four
projections were created using different assumptions.


Method one uses historical population counts from 1970 through 2000, and then
projecting these changes out through 2020. This is shown in table 4-11a. This same
method was used in Table 4-11b to project the total number of households in the
City of Antigo at five-year increments from 2000 to 2020.
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Method two is cohort-survival analysis. The baseline population data for this
method was provided by the 1990 and 2000 U.S. Census. The population numbers
from the Census tables were then broken down into age cohorts at ten-year
increments. The State of Wisconsin provided information on death rates for each of
these age cohorts. This death rate was then translated into a survival rate for each
age cohort. The Census data was then used to calculate birth rates for women ages
15-44, based on 1990 populations of women ages 15-44 and 2000 populations of
children under age 9. Once the survival rate and birth rate were calculated, a rate of
in migration / out migration was assumed. The first projection that was done
assumed an average overall in migration rate of 1.7% every five years. This
assumption was based on Census data from 1990 through 2000. From 1990 through
2000, the population of Antigo grew by an average of 1.7% every five years. It was
then assumed that this trend would continue over the next 10-20 years. In the case
of the City of Antigo, as the projections move out further into the future, the
assumed in-migration rate and the birth rate are not enough to make up for the
population losses that are seen from deaths. This is what leads to the projected
population losses in 2010.



Method three was again cohort-survival analysis, but the assumption of overall
migration was changed. In this projection, the assumption was an overall inmigration of population of 3.0% every five years. The assumptions about survival
rates and birth rates remained the same. This assumption was based upon the
increase in births due to a younger population, while at the same time maintaining an
overall in-migration rate.



Method four, as shown in Table 4-13a, was completed by applying the average
decennial growth rate of Langlade County from 1970-2000 to the City of Antigo.
This growth rate was an overall increase of 7.9% in population, every ten years.

The Towns of Antigo, Ackley, and Rolling are part of the Antigo area. As such, methods 1
and 4 were used to project their populations. These projections are shown in Table 4-11c
and Table 4-14c. The Towns of Antigo and Ackley have been decreasing in population over
time, while the Town of Rolling has experienced strong growth trends. These are clearly
reflected in Table 4-11c.
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Population and Housing
Table 4-11a
Population Projections (method 1)
Based on Census Trends
2000-2020
Years
City of Antigo
2000
8,560
2005
8,523
2010
8,486
2015
8,449
2020
8,412
Source: MSA Professional Services, Inc.
Table 4-11b
Household Projections (method 1)
Based on Census Trend Population and Persons per Household Projections
2000-2020
Years
City of Antigo
2000
3,630
2005
3,757
2010
3,777
2015
3,797
2020
3,818
Source: MSA Professional Services, Inc.
Table 4-11c
Population Projections (method 1)
Town of Antigo, Town of Ackley, Town of Rolling
Based on Census Trends
2000-2020
Town of
Town of
Town of
Year
Antigo
Ackley
Rolling
2000
1,692
510
1,452
2005
1,675
496
1,497
2010
1,658
482
1,542
2015
1,641
467
1,587
2020
1,624
453
1,631
Source: MSA Professional Services, Inc.
NOTE: These population projections are subject to change, as annexations by a municipality
may cause rapid population loss.
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Table 4-12a
Population Projections (method 2)
2000-2020
Year
City of Antigo
2000
8,560
2005
8,876
2010
8,625
2015
8,469
2020
8,368
Source: MSA Professional Services, Inc.; cohort-survival analysis based on decennial growth
rate of 3.4%.
Table 4-12b
Household Projections
Based on Cohort Survival Analysis (method 2)
2000-2020
Years
City of Antigo
2000
3,630
2005
3,910
2010
3,833
2015
3,798
2020
3,804
Source: MSA Professional Services, Inc.
Table 4-13a
Population Projections (method 3)
2000-2020
Year
City of Antigo
2000
8,560
2005
8,980
2010
8,823
2015
8,756
2020
8,739
Source: MSA Professional Services, Inc.; cohort-survival analysis based on decennial growth
rate of 6.0%.
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Table 4-13b
Household Projections
Based on Cohort Survival Analysis (method 3)
2000-2020
Years
City of Antigo
2000
3,630
2005
3,956
2010
3,921
2015
3,926
2020
3,972
Source: MSA Professional Services, Inc.
Table 4-14a
Population Projections (method 4)
2000-2020
Year
City of Antigo
2000
8,560
2005
8,898
2010
9,250
2015
9,615
2020
9,995
Source: MSA Professional Services, Inc.; based on Langlade County decennial growth rate of
7.9%.
Table 4-14b
Household Projections
Based on Langlade County Growth Rate (method 4)
2000-2020
Year
City of Antigo
2000
3,630
2005
3,917
2010
4,011
2015
4,107
2020
4,206
Source: MSA Professional Services, Inc.
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Table 4-14c
Population Projections (method 4)
Town of Antigo, Town of Ackley, Town of Rolling
2000-2020
Town of
Town of
Town of
Year
Antigo
Ackley
Rolling
2000
1,692
510
1,452
2005
1,759
530
1,509
2010
1,828
551
1,569
2015
1,901
573
1,631
2020
1,976
595
1,695
Source: MSA Professional Services, Inc.

NOTE: These population projections are subject to change, as annexations by a municipality may cause rapid
population loss.

Labor Force
In addition to forecasting future population and housing levels, it is important to determine
future labor force levels within a community. This scenario helps a community decide on
the desired future levels of participation within the economy of the region. Labor force is
defined as those persons between the ages of 15 and 64. Based on the four above sets of
population projections for the City of Antigo, the following labor force projections to 2020
(tables 1-14a, 1-14b, 1-14c, and 1-14d) were calculated for the City.
Table 4-15a
Labor Force Projections (Method 1)
Year
City of Antigo Labor Force
2000
5,025
2005
5,214
2010
5,411
2015
5,614
2020
5,826
Source: MSA Professional Services, Inc.; based on historical trends.
Table 4-15b
Labor Force Projections (Method 2)
Year
City of Antigo Labor Force
2000
5,025
2005
5,466
2010
5,498
2015
5,529
2020
5,560
Source: MSA Professional Services, Inc.
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Table 4-15c
Labor Force Projections (Method 3)
Year
City of Antigo Labor Force
2000
5,025
2005
5,536
2010
5,636
2015
5,735
2020
5,831
Source: MSA Professional Services, Inc.
Table 4-15d
Labor Force Projections (Method 4)
Year
City of Antigo Labor Force
2000
5025
2005
5422
2010
5850
2015
6312
2020
6811
Source: MSA Professional Services, Inc. Based on Langlade County historical growth rate.
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Chart 4-3
Population Projections
City of Antigo
2000 - 2020
Population Projections
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Chart 4-4
Household Projections
City of Antigo
2000 - 2020
Household Projections
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
5.0 Introduction
Numerous factors contribute to the economic development of a community, many of which
extend far beyond the community’s boundaries. Therefore, in addition to the specific data
on the City of Antigo, this element includes information on the Town of Antigo, Town of
Ackley, Town of Rolling, Langlade County, and the State of Wisconsin.
5.1

Labor Force Employment Status

The labor force of the City of Antigo grew steadily from 1990 through 1997, as shown in
Table 5-1.
•

The City of Antigo’s unemployment rate varied during the period from 1990 through
1997. This is most likely due to the regional dependence on manufacturing and
tourism as sources of jobs. Both of these industries are more susceptible to small
changes in the overall economy.

•

The overall civilian labor force in the City of Antigo grew from 1990 through 1997.

•

Antigo’s labor force and unemployment levels are closely tied to the economies of
Wausau and Marathon County.
Table 5-1
Labor Force, Employment, and Unemployment
City of Antigo
1990 - 1997
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995

1996

1997

Civilian Labor Force

3,812

3,698

3,897

3,984

4,002

4,049

4,078

4,070

Employment

3,598

3,451

3,605

3,678

3,688

3,784

3,839

3,811

Unemployment

214

247

292

306

314

265

239

259

Unemployment Rate
5.6
6.7
7.5
7.7
7.8
6.5
5.9
Source: Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development, Bureau of Workforce
Information.

6.4
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The City of Antigo is Langlade County’s largest economic force. As such, employment
figures for the County are important to the discussion of the City’s overall economic state.
Table 5-2 revisits this information.
Table 5-2
Labor Force Characteristics
Langlade County and Wisconsin
1990 - 2000
LANGLADE COUNTY
STATE OF WISCONSIN
UNEMPLOYED
UNEMPLOYED
LABOR
LABOR
EMPLOYED
EMPLOYED
YEAR FORCE
NUMBER RATE FORCE
NUMBER RATE
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990

9,331
8,795
536
5.8% 2,934,931
2,831,162
9,119
8,650
569
5.1% 2,889,812
2,801,777
9,438
8,881
557
5.9% 2,951,967
2,852,556
9,620
9,048
572
5.9% 2,949,421
2,841,065
9,698
9,170
528
5.4% 2,927,284
2,823,966
9,562
8,979
583
6.1% 2,843,914
2,738,522
9,440
8,751
689
7.3% 2,800,059
2,668,025
9,398
8,726
672
7.2% 2,727,515
2,598,025
9,195
8,553
642
7.0% 2,675,638
2,537,534
8,731
8,189
542
6.2% 2,595,341
2,453,565
9,007
8,536
471
5.2% 2,581,079
2,466,597
Source: State of Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development.

103,769
88,035
99,411
108,356
103,318
105,392
132,033
129,489
138,103
141,776
114,483

The City of Antigo and the Antigo area holds most of Langlade County’s major employers.
This fact makes Langlade County data particularly useful for viewing the state of Antigo’s
economy. The City of Antigo and Langlade County depend heavily upon the tourist
industry. As such, there are large fluctuations in the unemployment rates with the changing
seasons. Appendix B lists the monthly unemployment rates from 1990 through 2001 for
Langlade County and the State of Wisconsin.
•

On average, Langlade County experiences a nearly 2% decrease in unemployment
between winter months and the summer months.

•

On average, the State of Wisconsin experiences an approximate 1% fluctuation in its
unemployment rate between winter and summer months.

•

Historically, July has the lowest unemployment rate in Langlade County.

•

The highest unemployment rate in Langlade County occurs in February.
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3.5%
3.0%
3.4%
3.7%
3.5%
3.7%
4.7%
4.7%
5.2%
5.5%
4.4%

5.2 Employment by Industry and Location Quotients
The City of Antigo had 3,865 total persons employed, as shown in Table 5-3. The table
brings out some trends within the region.
•

The economy in Antigo depends heavily upon Manufacturing (19.9%).
Manufacturing industries are more affected by regional and national changes in the
economy.

•

Manufacturing (19.9%) and Educational, health, and social services (18.7%), made
up the two largest shares of the employees in the City of Antigo, with Retail trade
(16.0%) coming in a close third.

•

Manufacturing, Educational, health, and social services, and Retail trade made up
over 54% of the workers in the City of Antigo.

Location Quotients Defined
A location quotient is a ratio of the percentage of regional employment in a particular
industry to a comparable percentage in the state. IN THEORY, any location quotient
greater than one indicates that the sector is more important locally than in the rest of the
state. Very likely, it is a net exporter to other regions of the state and nation.
Conversely, any location quotient less than one indicates that the sector is less
developed locally than in the rest of the state. Very likely it is a net importer of goods
or services from other regions of the state. However, in practice, statements about
importing, exporting and development potential are only made for those sectors with
location quotient values under .75 and over 1.25.
Table 5-3 provides location quotients for the Langlade County, in comparison to the State of
Wisconsin. The location quotients provide the following pieces of information:
•

The City of Antigo has potential opportunities to expand in the following areas:
o Information (LQ = 0.52);
o Finance, insurance, real estate, rental, and leasing (LQ = 0.47), and;
o Professional, scientific, management, administrative, and waste management
services (LQ = 0.50).

•

To promote the development of these types of businesses and services, the City of
Antigo could develop multiple methods to aid potential business investors, such as:
o Business incubators;
o Revolving loan funds (RLF);
o Develop a list of preferred businesses and create incentives that are targeted
at these industries;
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o Coordination with the Chamber of Commerce, as well as Langlade County,
to promote and guide this type of investment.
•

The City of Antigo has a high proportion of its population working in:
o
o
o
o

•

Ag, forestry, fishing, hunting, and mining (LQ = 1.51);
Wholesale trade (LQ = 1.41);
Retail trade (LQ = 1.37), and;
Arts, entertainment, recreation, accommodation, and food services (LQ =
1.40).

The City of Antigo’s large proportion of workers in the Wholesale trade, Retail trade,
and Arts, entertainment, recreation, accommodations, and food service sectors
supports the assertion that the City has many employees in the tourist industry.
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Table 5-3
Employment by Broad Economic Division and Location Quotients
City of Antigo and Wisconsin
2000
NAICS Description

City of Antigo

State of Wisconsin

Percentage # of Employees Percentage # of Employees
3,865
2,734,925

Total
Ag, forestry, fishing,
4.2%
hunting, mining
Construction
5.5%
Manufacturing
19.9%
Wholesale trade
4.6%
Retail trade
16.0%
Transportation &
4.7%
warehousing & utilities
Information
1.2%
Finance, insurance, real
2.9%
estate, rental, and leasing
Professional, scientific,
management,
3.3%
administrative, and waste
management services
Educational, health, and
18.7%
social services
Arts, entertainment,
recreation,
10.2%
accommodation, and food
services
Other services (except
5.2%
public administration)
Public administration
3.6%
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000

Antigo
Location
Quotients

161

2.8%

75,418

1.5105906

214
769
176
619

5.9%
22.2%
3.2%
11.6%

161,625
606,845
87,979
317,881

0.9369171
0.8966945
1.4155642
1.3779136

181

4.5%

123,657

1.035752

45

2.2%

60,142

0.5294568

114

6.1%

168,060

0.4799947

128

6.6%

179,503

0.5045848

723

20.0%

548,111

0.9333955

393

7.3%

198,528

1.4007696

202

4.1%

111,028

1.2874038

140

3.5%

96,148

1.0303475
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5.3 Economy/Largest Employers
The largest employers in the Antigo area are shown in Table 5-4. The largest employers in
the area, the Antigo Unified School District and Langlade Memorial Hospital, are both in the
service provision industry.
•

The Antigo area relies heavily upon service and manufacturing sector companies to
employ its residents.

•

The reliance upon manufacturing and retail service employers makes the community
more susceptible to small changes in the regional and national economy.

Table 5-4
Top Employers and Top Manufacturing Employers
Antigo region
2002
Name
Product/Service
Employment
Amron
Ordnance
110
Antigo Cheese Co.
Cheese & Dried Food Prod.
42
Antigo Unified School District
Education
360
City of Antigo
Government
120
Duffek Sand & Gravel
Construction
72
Eastview Med. & Rehab Center
Rehabilitation Center
206
Johnson Electric Coil
Transformers
130
Kretz Lumber Co.
Lumber
125
Langlade County
Government
235
Langlade Memorial Hospital
Medical Services
346
Merit Gear
Gears & Related Products
102
Motion Systems
Conveyor belts, etc.
80
Plaspack USA, Inc.
Plastic Mesh Bags
100
Robbins Inc.
Wood floors
107
Sheldons' Inc.
Fishing Tackle
120
Packaging Equipment &
Volm Bag Company
49
Supplies
Vulcan-Brunswick Corp.
Bowling Pins
150
Waukesha Bearing Co.
Babbit Bearings
194
Wis. Veneer and Plywood
Plywood & Veneer (retail)
155
Worden Trad. Neon Display Co.
Neon Signs
120
Source: http://www.wisconsinpublicservice.com/business/profiles/antigo.pdf.
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5.4 Employment by Place of Work
The residents of the City of Antigo largely worked within the City. This is shown in Table 55.
•

The City of Antigo is clearly the major employment location in Langlade County.
With nearly 72% of the City’s residents working in the City, the residents of Antigo
appear to come to the area for the jobs that the City provides.

•

The City of Antigo has over 2 times as many of its residents working within its
boundaries as does Langlade County and the State of Wisconsin.

•

The fact that the vast majority of Antigo residents work within the boundaries of the
City provides further backup for the assertion that by creating jobs, the City of
Antigo will see a real, direct impact on its population numbers.

•

Because the City of Antigo is home to the jobs of most of its residents, this provides
further evidence of its importance within the County’s economic structure. With
few options outside of Antigo, the City is clearly a driving force behind the County’s
economy.
Table 5-5
City Resident Workers 16 Years and Over by Place of Work
City of Antigo, Langlade County, and Wisconsin
2000
City of
Antigo

%

Langlade
County

%

Wisconsin

%

Worked in Place of
Residence

2,738

71.96%

2,799

29.41%

830,670

30.87%

Worked outside Place
of Residence

1,067

28.04%

1138

11.96%

1,043,820

38.79%

0.00%

5,580

58.63%

816,214

30.33%

Not living in a place
0
Source: Census Bureau.
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5.5 Downtown/Other Retail Areas
Antigo Downtown
The City of Antigo has a vibrant downtown environment. There was an active Main Street
program that was 75% funded by a Business Improvement District (BID) district, as well as
the City of Antigo and fund-raisers. The Antigo Main Street Program was eliminated in
April 2003.
There will be a need to develop an alternative to the Antigo Main Street Program. The City
of Antigo has agreed to take on some of the functions of the Main Street Program. The
BID District was eliminated in June, 2003.
Chamber of Commerce
The Antigo Area Chamber of Commerce is an active organization that works to promote the
City of Antigo and the surrounding region. They organize special events, provide tourist
information, and send ambassadors to appropriate events.
Other Commercial Areas
The City of Antigo has two other commercial areas of importance to the community. These
areas are located along State Highway 45 on the north and south sides of the City.
The northern side of the City will most likely experience a larger amount of growth in the
future, as State Highway 64 will be routed into a bypass around the north end of the City.
This bypass will lead to greater pressure for development on land at the northern end of the
City.
5.6 Industrial and Business Parks
Much of the industrial development in the City of Antigo has taken place in its business
parks that have been TID funded.
•

The City of Antigo’s business park is currently in its third expansion phase.

•

A five-acre retention pond was completed in late 2000 within the third business park
expansion.

•

The City of Antigo has purchased an additional 60 acres of land for the third
expansion.
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Tax Incremental Finance District (TID) #2
This industrial tax incremental finance district (TID) was created in 1988 and amended in
1994. The TID included property within the current City Industrial park. It is located along
State Hwy 64 between Charlotte Court and North Saratoga Street. Industrial use is the
primary utilization of TID #2. This area has seen a large amount of development since the
creation of the TID. The tax incremental revenue generated from these developments is
being used to pay back the cost of infrastructure improvements completed within the TID.
Tax Incremental Finance District #3
This industrial tax incremental finance district (TID) was created in 1999. The industrial
park, including limited and general industrial, was included in this TID, located in the
northwest portion of the City of Antigo. Since the creation of TID #3, this area has seen
significant development. The tax incremental revenue generated from these developments is
being used to pay back the cost of infrastructure improvements completed within the TID.
Tax Incremental Finance District #4
TID #4 was created in 1999. Located in the northwest portion of the City of Antigo, the
industrial park was included in this TID. Since its creation, these areas have seen significant
development. The tax incremental revenue generated from these developments is being
used to pay back the cost of infrastructure improvements completed within the TID.
Tax Incremental Finance District #5
This tax incremental finance district (TID) was created in 2002. It is located in the southeast
portion of the City of Antigo and surrounds the new Langlade County Hospital Site.
5.7 Economic Development Programs
Included in Appendix A of this plan is a list of several regional, state, and federal economic
development related programs available to the City of Antigo, surrounding communities,
local economic development organizations, and/or local businesses. These programs are
organized according to the agency that makes each of them available. A description is
provided for each program.
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5.8 Brownfields
The City of Antigo has multiple Brownfield sites. Table 5-6 lists those sites that are still
active, per the WIDNR.

Status Activity Type
Active

ERP

Active

LUST

Active

LUST

Active

Spills

Active

Spills

Active

LUST

Active

LUST

Active

ERP

Active

LUST

Active

LUST

Active

LUST

Active

ERP

Active

LUST

Active

LUST

Active

ERP

Table 5-6
Active Brownfield Sites
City of Antigo
Activity Name
Site Name
Address
AG AIR INC

AG AIR INC

AMRON CORP #2 AMRON CORP

Municipality

County

AIRPORT

ANTIGO

Langlade

920 AMRON
AVE

ANTIGO

Langlade

ANTIGO

Langlade

ANTIGO

Langlade

ANTIGO

Langlade

ANTIGO

Langlade

ANTIGO

Langlade

ANTIGO

Langlade

ANTIGO

Langlade

ANTIGO

Langlade

ANTIGO

Langlade

ANTIGO

Langlade

ANTIGO

Langlade

ANTIGO

Langlade

ANTIGO

Langlade

ANTIGO
CHEESE CO (FKA 907 9TH AVE
KRAFT INC)
ANTIGO CHEESE
ANTIGO
CO (FKA KRAFT CHEESE CO (FKA 907 9TH AVE
INC)
KRAFT INC)
ANTIGO COOP ANTIGO COOP
620 6TH ST
HARDWARE
HARDWARE
ANTIGO COOP ANTIGO COOP 10TH AVE &
OIL
OIL
DORR ST
ANTIGO
ANTIGO STREET 1404 SMITH
MUNICIPAL
DEPT
AVE
GARAGE
ARTYMIUK,
ARTYMIUK,
4517 CLOVER
FLORENCE
FLORENCE
RD
PROPERTY
PROPERTY
BRADLEY
BRADLEY
336 FIELD ST
APARTMENTS
APARTMENTS
BRICKNERS OF BRICKNERS OF
206
ANTIGO
ANTIGO
SUPERIOR ST
CITGO QUICK
CITGO QUICK
104
FOOD MART
FOOD MART SUPERIOR ST
N
CITY GAS CO
CITY GAS CO CLERMONT
ST
DEANS AUTO
DEANS AUTO
525 5TH AVE
REPAIR
SALES
920 BRIDGE
DEJNOS INC
DEJNOS INC
ST
FARM BUREAU FARM BUREAU
1922 N
COOP
COOP
EDISON
KRAFT INC ANTIGO
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Active

ERP

Active

ERP

Active

ERP

Active

LUST

Active
Active
Active
Active
Active

Active

Active
Active

FLEISHMAN,
FLEISHMAN,
DAWN (WATER DAWN (WATER
SUPPLY)
SUPPLY)
NICOLET
LANGLADE
MOTOR SALES
MOTORS
INC
LANGLADE OIL LANGLADE OIL
CO (FORMER)
CO (FORMER)

N2568 CTH
HH

ANTIGO

Langlade

2530 NEVA
RD

ANTIGO

Langlade

600 BLOCK
4TH AVE

ANTIGO

Langlade

MIKES SERVICE MIKES SERVICE
133
ANTIGO
CENTER
CENTER
SUPERIOR ST

Langlade

N1568 CTH
ANTIGO
HH
REMINGTON OIL REMINGTON
N2305 HWY
LUST
ANTIGO
- ANTIGO
OIL - ANTIGO
45 S
ST JOHNS
ST JOHNS
426 HUDSON
LUST
ANTIGO
CHURCH
CHURCH
ST
SUPERAMERICA SUPERAMERICA
803
LUST
ANTIGO
STORE #4096
#4096
SUPERIOR ST
TEALS
TEALS
N726
ERP
PREPARED
PREPARED
EVERGREEN ANTIGO
FOLIAGE
FOLIAGE
RD
VIRGIL HUNTER VIRGIL HUNTER
420 E
& SONS
& SONS
ERP
FREIBURGER ANTIGO
PROPERTY
PROPERTY
AVE
(FORMER)
(FORMER)
WAGNER OIL CO WAGNER OIL CO
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BULK PLT
ANTIGO
ST
FACILITY
FACILITY
ZALEWSKI
ZALEWSKI
617 WAUSAU
LUST
ANTIGO
BROTHERS
BROTHERS
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Source: WI DNR; http://prodmtex00.dnr.state.wi.us/pls/inter1/brrts2$.startup.
Spills

CTH HH N1568

N1568 CTH HH

Langlade
Langlade
Langlade
Langlade
Langlade

Langlade

Langlade
Langlade

The WIDNR also lists 147 Brownfield sites in the Antigo area as closed.
Before finalizing use arrangements for any area identified as having possible environmental
contamination, an environmental assessment and any required clean up should be
performed. This is an important first step in the reuse of any “brownfield” site. Several
state and federal grant programs, including Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
Brownfield Site Assessment Grant Program (SAG) and Brownfields Environmental
Assessment Program (BEAP), are available to assist with environmental assessments. After
preparing an environmental assessment, the City and property owners should prepare site
redevelopment strategies.
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5.9 Economic Strengths
•
•
•
•

Manufacturing;
Tourism related industries;
Basic service provision;
Natural beauty and scenic surrounding.

5.10 Economic Weaknesses
•
•

Lack of high tech / high skill jobs;
Lack of a four lane road connecting to other areas.

5.11 Desired Business Types
a) High tech industry.
5.12 Issues, Opportunities, and Constraints
•

The funding and completion of a long-range master plan for the downtown area
should be a goal for the City. This could be funded by a combination of a
Community-Based Economic Development (CBED) grant or Community
Development Block Grant for Public Facilities (CDBG-PF) through the State of
Wisconsin, the Chamber of Commerce, the City of Antigo, and Langlade County.

•

Antigo is the economic center of Langlade County.

•

Industrial and commercial growth should be encouraged to provide further full time
employment to Antigo residents.

•

As evidenced by Antigo residents work locations, job creation and population
growth in the City and surrounding area are very closely tied together.

•

A four-lane road that connected to the U.S. Interstate and State Highway systems
would enable Antigo to further expand its reach into regional and national markets.

•

Langlade County and the City of Antigo currently have large, seasonally based
fluctuations in their unemployment rates due to the high levels of employment in the
tourism, agricultural, and wood products industries.

•

The possibility exists for the creation of an office park on the south side of the City
near the land owned by the Technical College.
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HOUSING
6.0 Introduction
The housing characteristics of a community are an important element of a comprehensive
plan. The physical location of housing determines many public services and facilities needs.
Also, housing characteristics are related to the social and economic conditions of the
community’s residents. The information presented in this element of the City of Antigo’s
Comprehensive Plan will provide officials with information about the current housing stock
as well as identify significant changes that have occurred in housing over the past years and
an analysis of housing needs.
6.1 Housing Units, Occupancy, and Tenure
According to the 2000 Census, the City of Antigo had 3,938 total housing units, as shown in
Table 6-1. Table 6-1 also points out:


The City of Antigo has a very small percentage of seasonal housing. Only
the Town of Ackley contains a large percentage of housing that is considered
seasonal.



While Langlade County has a large percentage of seasonal housing units
(19.3%), the City of Antigo, the Town of Antigo, and the Town of Rolling all
have very small seasonal unit percentages. This is most likely due to the fact
that most seasonal homes are in more rural settings.



The City of Antigo’s vacancy rate (7.8%) is lower than that of Langlade
County as well as the State of Wisconsin. This could indicate some pressure
to build new housing units.
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Table 6-1
Total Housing Units, Occupancy, and Tenure
City of Antigo, Town of Antigo, Town of Ackley, Town of Rolling, Langlade County,
and State of Wisconsin
2000
Town of
Town of
Town of
Langlade
City of Antigo
Wisconsin
Antigo
Ackley
Rolling
County
% of
% of
% of
% of
% of
% of
#
#
#
#
#
#
total
total
total
total
total
total
Total Housing
3,938
580
226
539
11,187
2,321,144
Units
Occupied
Housing
3,630 92.2% 550 94.8% 202 89.4% 512 95.0% 8,452 75.6% 2,084,544 89.8%
Units
Vacant
Housing
308
7.8%
30
5.2% 24 10.6% 27
5.0% 2,735 24.4% 236,600 10.2%
Units
Seasonal
Housing
20
0.5%
5
0.9% 16 7.1%
6
1.1% 2,158 19.3% 142,313
6.1%
Units
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000.
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6.2 Age of Housing
Table 6-2 shows the numbers and percentages of the homes built in the City of Antigo, as
well as the time period when they were built. It brings out the following:


The vast majority of the City of Antigo’s homes were built prior to 1939.



The City of Antigo has a much larger share of its homes that were built prior
to 1939 than all other comparison units of government.



The large number of older homes in the community indicates that the City
may need to replace some of these structures in the near future. While many
may be historic, some of these structures have most likely deteriorated to the
point of replacement.



The City should investigate ways to identify and preserve historic homes.
This could include a survey to locate these structures, as well as determine
their condition.

Table 6-2
Age of Housing
City of Antigo, Town of Antigo, Town of Ackley, Town of Rolling, Langlade County,
and Wisconsin
2000
Year Built

City of
Antigo

%

Town of
Antigo

%

Town of
Ackley

%

Town of
Rolling

%

Langlade
County

%

Wisconsin

%

1990-2000
1980-1989
1970-1979
1960-1969
1940-1959
1939 or earlier
Total

433
248
454
263
994
1,539
3,931

11%
6%
12%
7%
25%
39%
100%

78
80
92
54
115
172
591

13%
14%
16%
9%
19%
29%
100%

14
20
38
13
44
99
228

6%
9%
17%
6%
19%
43%
100%

138
94
120
27
36
123
538

26%
17%
22%
5%
7%
23%
100%

1,880
1,250
1,790
1,045
2,134
3,088
11,187

17%
11%
16%
9%
19%
28%
100%

389,792
249,789
391,349
276,188
470,862
543,164
2,321,144

17%
11%
17%
12%
20%
23%
100%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000.
6.3 Structural Characteristics
The City of Antigo conducted multiple grant surveys throughout the 1990’s that, among
other things, looked at the condition of housing in the City.
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6.4 Units in Structure
Table 6-3 shows the number of residential units per structure in the City of Antigo, as well
as the surrounding townships, Langlade County, and the State of Wisconsin.
•

29.9% of City of Antigo housing units are structures of 2 or more units. This
was a higher percentage than any of the other comparison communities, as
well as the State.

•

The City of Antigo most likely lags behind the surrounding townships in the
1 unit, detached category due to the construction of seasonal homes and
newer subdivision developments.

Table 6-3
Units in Structure
City of Antigo, Town of Antigo, Town of Ackley, Town of Rolling, Langlade County,
and Wisconsin
2000
Units in
Structure

City of
Antigo

%

Town of
Antigo

%

Town of
Ackley

%

Town of
Rolling

%

Langlade
County

1, detached
1, attached
2
3 or 4
5 to 9
10 to 19
20 or more
Mobile home
Boat, RV, van,
etc.

2628
38
369
192
185
143
285
91

66.9%
1.0%
9.4%
4.9%
4.7%
3.6%
7.3%
2.3%

537
2
27
0
0
0
0
25

90.9%
0.3%
4.6%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
4.2%

212
0
0
0
0
0
0
12

93.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
5.3%

442
2
8
5
0
0
0
81

82.2%
0.4%
1.5%
0.9%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
15.1%

8837
69
431
221
206
155
287
954

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

4

1.8%

0

0.0%

27

TOTAL

3,931

591

228

538

%

Wisconsin

%

79.0% 1,531,612 66.0%
0.6%
77,795
3.4%
3.9%
190,889
8.2%
2.0%
91,047
3.9%
1.8%
106,680
4.6%
1.4%
75,456
3.3%
2.6%
143,497
6.2%
8.5%
101,465
4.4%
0.2%

11,187

2,703
2,321,144

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000.
6.5 Housing Values and Rents
Table 6-4 shows the total and median home values for the City of Antigo, as well as the
other comparison communities.
•

The median home value for the City of Antigo ($56,700) was lower than all
of the remaining comparison communities. This is most likely due to the
older housing stock in the City.

•

The surrounding townships have seen more recent construction than the
City, driving their median home values up.
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0.1%

•

The vast majority of the City of Antigo’s housing stock was valued below
$99,999. While this was similar to the County and the surrounding
townships, the State of Wisconsin had well over 60% of its homes valued at
over $100,000.

Table 6-4
Total and Median Housing Values
City of Antigo, Town of Antigo, Town of Ackley, Town of Rolling, Langlade County,
and Wisconsin
2000
City of
Town of
Town of
Town of
Langlade
State of
Value
Antigo
Antigo
Ackley
Rolling
County
Wisconsin
> $50,000
866
48
18
21
1,304
73,450
$50,000 - $99,999
1,103
195
55
123
2,256
396,893
$100,000 - $149,999
143
76
10
66
633
343,993
$150,000 - $199,999
65
27
9
30
274
173,519
$200,000 - $299,999
0
10
0
0
112
95,163
$300,000 - $499,999
0
5
0
1
22
30,507
>$500,000
0
0
0
2
12
8,942
Median Home Value
$56,700
$85,700
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000.

$75,800

$91,000

$68,600

$112,200

According to the Wisconsin Realtors Association, the median value of homes sold in 2001 in
Langlade County was $70,000. 129 homes were sold in 2001 in Langlade County. The
median gross rent in the City of Antigo in 2000, as shown in Table 6-5, was $398 per month.
Table 6-5
Gross Rent – Specified Renter Occupied Housing Units
City of Antigo, Town of Antigo, Town of Ackley, Town of Rolling, Langlade County,
and Wisconsin
2000
City of
Town of
Town of
Town of
Langlade
State of
Gross Rent
Antigo
Antigo
Ackley
Rolling
County
Wisconsin
< $200
153
0
0
0
175
30,696
$200 - $299
147
5
2
2
175
36,842
$300 - $499
448
36
2
25
656
189,366
$500 - $749
300
16
0
14
371
254,439
$750 - $999
34
2
0
2
50
78,955
$1,000 - $1,499
15
0
0
0
18
22,527
> $1,500
10
0
0
0
12
4,881
No cash rent
95
15
5
5
221
23,966
Median
$398
$423
$300
$443
$405
$540
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2000.
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6.6 Subsidized Housing / Senior Housing
The Antigo Housing Authority owns and operates multiple senior and subsidized housing
units. Table 6-6 provides a list of these units.
Table 6-6
Assisted Family Housing/Senior Housing
City of Antigo
Name
Number of Units
Park View Manor
84
First Avenue Apartments
40
Station House Apartments
74
Opera House Apartments
24
Lincoln Street Apartments
27
Northside Apartments
24
Terrace View Apartments
35
Westview Apartments
41
Source: Antigo Housing Authority.
6.7 Housing Programs and Plans
The Antigo Housing Authority operates multiple subsidized and low income housing units.
These units are shown in Table 6-6. The Housing Authority also oversees owner occupied
housing rehabilitation programs, rental rehabilitation programs, homeowner opportunity
programs, Section 8 Housing Assistance, and revolving loan funds.
The Antigo Housing Authority has been operating multiple housing programs for
approximately two decades, including low interest loan programs and a revolving loan fund.
The revolving loan programs are at the point in their life cycles where they are beginning to
pay back into the Housing Authority funds, allowing the Housing Authority to continue
lending out these funds.
6.8 Issues, Opportunities, and Constraints
•

The City of Antigo should work to improve the condition and value of its older
housing stock.

•

Older homes are spread throughout the City, instead of being concentrated in one
particular area.

•

The City would like to know how it compares to Merrill and Ashland in terms of
home construction, as well as the number of seasonal homes.
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•

There are currently very few existing buildable lots available in the City of Antigo.
This places pressure on surrounding townships, as well as raising the price of existing
lots in the City. There are other lots/land available, just not clear yet.

•

The City does not currently allow zero lot line construction. This limits the number
of available housing types and styles that can be built.

•

The City should consider revisions to its Zoning Code to allow more diversity in the
type of houses that can be constructed.

•

The City has conducted multiple housing surveys, and the most recent results should
be included in an Appendix.
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TRANSPORTATION
7.0 Introduction
Transportation is necessary for the effective movement of people and goods within and
outside an area. It plays a vital role in the facilitation of an area’s economy, land use, and
development.
This element of the City of Antigo’s Comprehensive Plan presents an inventory of the
existing transportation facilities and services within Antigo’s area and discusses future
transportation needs and concerns. Included in the section is a detailed analysis of the
various aspects of the area’s road system, airport and railroad facilities and services, public
transit service, and non-motorized transportation facilities.
7.1 Transportation Plans
State
In the spring of 2000, the Wisconsin Department of Transportation (WIDOT) District #7
prepared a six-year highway improvement program for 2000 through 2005. On a biannual
basis, the eight WIDOT district offices within the State are responsible for preparing this
type of document for their respective districts. The documents list the state trunkline
highway projects by year that the district offices have programmed to do within their district
within a six-year period. Within the latest six-year highway improvement program prepared
by WIDOT District #7, the district has scheduled 3 major improvement projects for the
Antigo area. These include:
1. Construction of Hwy 64 Alternate Route – The DOT has indicated that they
intend to begin ROW purchase in 2007 with construction taking place in
2009-2011.
2. Reconstruction of U.S. Hwy 45 / 47 – The DOT will resurface this road to
the southern City limits to CTH “Y” in 2003. From CTH “Y” to 10th Ave.,
there will be a complete reconstruction in 2004. From 10th Ave. to Hwy 64
at Century Road, the DOT will reconstruct the pavement in 2004.
3. Reconstruction of Hwy 52 from Field St. to City Limits (Flight Rd.) – This
reconstruction will take place in 2004.
North-Central Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (NCWRPC)
The NCWRPC has completed two plans relating to transportation. A Draft Bypass Study
has been completed by the NCWRPC. The NCWRPC has also completed a Road
Improvement Plan for the region.
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Langlade County
Langlade County has prepared a Bike Routes Map. This map identifies routes in and around
Langlade County. These routes include touring trails, as well as mountain biking trails at
Jack Lake and the Wolf River Mountain Biking Area.
State Highway 64 Alternate Route Evaluation
In 1997, the City of Antigo commissioned MSA Professional Services, Inc. to complete an
alternate route analysis of STH 64. The rerouting of STH 64 to the west side of the City is
planned to re-route truck traffic away from the downtown, as well as prepare for a possible
future four lane connector route to the City from the west. This study proposed 4 alternate
routes for the reconstruction of SHT 64. The final recommendation was that the City of
Antigo decide which route to pursue and then begin reserving a route corridor to allow for
the orderly development of the area and the remainder of the City.
7.2 Road System
Within the City of Antigo, the streets that form USH 45, STH 52, and most of STH 64 are
classified as principal arterial streets. In addition to being a major thoroughfare within the
City, USH 45 is an important north-south route that connects Antigo to outdoor recreation
and tourism attractions to the north and economic and population centers to the south
(principally the Fox Cities Area). STH 52 also links the City to attractions to the north. The
highway runs through portions of the Nicolet National Forest. STH 64 links the City to the
City of Marinette to the east and the Twin Cities to the west. The highway’s connection
with USH 51 (a major north-south freeway through the center of the State), 25 miles to the
west, is a very important link in terms of social and economic significance.
Road segments within the City classified as minor arterials include: STH 64, Western Avenue
to Sunset Drive; Clermont Street, Tenth Avenue to Amron Avenue; Amron Avenue,
Clermont Street to USH 45; Elm Street, Fifth Avenue to Tenth Avenue; Tenth Avenue, Elm
Street to Aurora Street; and Aurora Street, Tenth Avenue to Fifth Avenue. Minor arterials
distribute traffic between collector streets and principal artrials. Portions of the following
streets serve as collectors within the City: Forest Avenue, Door Street, Seventh Avenue,
Field Street, Mary Street, Tenth Avenue, Fifth Avenue, Deleglise Street, Third Avenue, First
Avenue, Mendlik Avenue, Century Avenue, and North Avenue. These road segments
distribute traffic between local and arterial road segments. All road segments that are not
classified as arterial or collector are classified as local. The Base Map breaks down the City’s
street system by functional classification.
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7.3 Traffic Volumes of Road System
Table 7-1 provides average daily traffic counts for selected sections of roadway in the City of
Antigo.
•

Traffic volumes on Hwy 45 largely decreased from 1993 to 1999. However, the
majority of these changes are small enough that they could be due to slight variations
in the timing of the counts.

•

The area that saw the highest increase in traffic count was Hwy 64 West of Deleglise
Street. This route saw a 52% increase in traffic count from 1993 through 1999.
Table 7-1
Historic Vehicular Traffic Flows for Selected Road Segments
Average Weekday Volume

Road Section

1993

1996

% change

1999

% change
93-99

Hwy 45 S. of Cedar St.

14,800

13,700

-7.4%

12,700

-14.2%

Hwy 45 S. of Eighth St.

17,000

14,700

-13.5%

14,500

-14.7%

Hwy 45 S. of Third St.

16,000

22,900

43.1%

17,000

6.3%

Hwy 45 S. of Willard St.

16,100

19,000

18.0%

15,200

-5.6%

14,800

-5.7%

10,700

9.2%

7,600

52.0%

7,300

14.1%

Hwy 45 N. of North
15,700
14,800
-5.7%
Ave.
Hwy 64 W. of Hwy 45
9,800
13,000
32.7%
Hwy 64 W. of Deleglise
5,000
4,600
-8.0%
St.
Cty Hwy F, E. of
6,400
9,300
45.3%
Hudson St.
Source: WIDOT; Wisconsin Highway Traffic Volume Data.
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7.4 Roadway Improvement Projects
The City of Antigo, along with the State of Wisconsin DOT, is undertaking multiple road
projects. The City of Antigo has a CIP plan in place that designates the total dollars that will
be expended each year on road improvements.
Table 7-2
Near Future Road Improvement Projects
City of Antigo
Project
Work
Reconstruction of Hwy 45 / Resurfacing, reconstruction,
47
rebuilding
Hwy 64 at Century Rd.
Reconstruct pavement
Reconstruction from Field
Hwy 52
St. to City Limits
Highway 64 Bypass
Creation

Year
2003-2004
2004
2004
2007-2011

7.5 Road System Condition (PASER)
By December 2001, the Wisconsin Department of Transportation requires all incorporated
communities to prepare a pavement rating of their local roads, and submit it for review.
This data will provide the foundation for the Wisconsin Information System for Local Roads
(WISLR), which is a computer resource that will enable communities and the State to assess
Wisconsin’s local roadway system.
The PASER system, which was designed by the Transportation Information Center of the
University of Wisconsin-Madison, rates road surfaces from a scale of 1 to 10. This scale is
broken down as follows: “1" and “2”, very poor condition; “3”, poor condition; “4” and “5”,
fair condition; “6” and “7”, good condition; “8”, very good condition; and “9” and “10”,
excellent condition. In addition to its use in the new WISLR, the rating system gives
communities a detailed assessment of the appropriate maintenance method for each road
segment under their jurisdiction.
Table 7-3
Condition of Paved Road System
City of Antigo
PASER Rating
Miles of Road Receiving Rating
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.330
0.090
0.360
1.740
8.710
13.600
13.610
10.930
3.460
2.690

Source: Antigo Public Works Dept.
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7.6 Traffic Accidents
According to the Antigo Police Department, the City had 440 accidents during 2001. This
includes personal property accidents, public parking lot accidents, hit and runs, and both
voluntary and state accident reports. Table 7-4 provides the location of the high accident
count areas with in the City. It points out the following:
•

5th Street is the location of two of the most hazardous intersections in the
City. These intersections are one block apart.

•

Hwy 45 (Neva Road) is the second most hazardous section of road in the
City. This is most likely due to the traffic coming from the Industrial Park.

Table 7-4
Intersection Related Vehicle Crashes
City of Antigo
Street Location
Number of Accidents Reported
th
5 Ave. and Superior
15
2100 Block of Neva Rd. (Hwy 45 north, but
12
within the City limits)
5th Ave. and Clermont Rd.
7
2500 Block of Neva Rd.
5
Source: City of Antigo Police Department.
7.7 Access Control
The Wisconsin Department of Transportation (WIDOT) revised Wisconsin’s
Administration Rule Trans 233 in February 1999. Trans 233 gives WIDOT the authority to
review all land division requests for areas adjacent to state highways, including state trunkline
highways, connecting highways, and service roads. It allows WIDOT to determine the
affects of the land divisions on the transportation system. The rule is designed to improve
safety along state highways by limiting the number of highway access points, which allows
traffic to flow more smoothly and safely. Under the law, prior to dividing land adjacent to a
state highway applicants must submit a sketch of the division to WIDOT for review and
approval or denial. The law allows WIDOT to review the preliminary and final land division
sketches to determine if proper setback requirements and limited access measures have been
incorporated in the division plans. Within the City, Trans 233 applies to the following
highways: Interstate 90/94 and U.S. Highway 12.
The City of Antigo currently does not have any access control measures in place for
controlling access points along local roads (city streets and county trunkline highways) within
the City. Under Wisconsin State Statutes, communities within the State have the authority
to prepare and enact access control ordinances for controlling access points along local
roadways.
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7.8 Air Service
The City of Antigo is served by the Langlade County Airport, which is approximately 1 mile
from the City limits in the Town of Antigo. The Langlade County Airport has 2 asphalt
runways. One is 3,400 feet long, and the other is 4,000 feet long with plans for expansion to
5,000 feet. All approaches to the runways are lit by Precision Approach Path Indicator
(PAPI) lights. The airport also has a Non-Directional Beacon (NDB) and a Global
Positioning System (GPS) for instrument approaches. The minimums for instrument
approaches are currently a 400’ ceiling and visibility of 1 mile. An Automated Weather
Observation System (AWOS) provides weather information to pilots. A WeatherMation
system provides live radar coverage, forecasts, weather briefings and allows required flight
plans to be filed with the FAA Flight Service Station. Fule is available (100LL AV Gas and
Jet-A). Hanger space is also frequently available as well. There are currently 16 aircraft and
5 ultralights based at the airport.
The nearest commercial air service is 50 miles away at the Central Wisconsin Airport. This
airport is served by Northwest, United Express, Midwest Express, and American Eagle
airlines.
7.9 Freight Railroad Service
The City of Antigo is not served with freight rail service. The nearest rail service is 18 miles
away in Merrill. This railroad does feature piggyback service.
7.10 Passenger Railroad Service
The City of Antigo does not have passenger rail service within the City limits.
7.11 Intra-community Transportation Services
The City of Antigo currently has one taxi service, Antigo Taxi. This service operates from
8:00 AM to 4:00 PM Monday through Friday and does not operate on holidays. The taxi
service serves the City and approximately a ten mile radius surrounding the City. Rates are
$5.00 for pick up and the first mile, and $1.00 for each additional mile.
7.12 Inter-Community Bus Service
Inter-community bus service is provided by Mid-Wisconsin Coaches. This bus company
provides school bus service to the Antigo School District, as well as coach services. The
coach service provides busing throughout the continental U.S. and beyond.
The City of Antigo is served by Greyhound Bus Lines. The station is located at the Shell
Station, 709 South Superior Avenue. It is open from 5:30 AM to 11:00 PM every day.
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7.13 Non-Motorized Transportation Facilities
The North-Central Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission has completed a regional Bike
Plan. This bike plan links Langlade County with Marathon County. The majority of the
bike trails in this plan operate on County highways. However, there are two exceptions in
the form of Jack Lake Mountain Bike Area, located north of the City of Antigo and the Wolf
River Mountain Bike Area, located northeast of White Lake.
A multi-use trail is currently being proposed for construction from the downtown area to
run along the north side of Spring Brook.
7.14 Water Transportation
The City of Antigo does not currently have any water transportation facilities. Spring Brook,
the only surface water in the City is not a navigable waterway.
7.15 Issues, Opportunities, and Constraints
Highways
• The City of Antigo would like to see the Highway 64 alternate completed as quickly
as possible, regardless of the selected route. The City would like to see this
completed by 2007. WIDOT is estimating starting in 2007.
•

If a Highway 45 bypass were to become an issue, the City of Antigo would like to see
this bypass go on the west side of the City, instead of on the east side.

•

The City has approached the WIDOT about re-routing Highway 52 on the City’s
east side to mimic Highway 45 through the north and east portion of the City. This
would remove some traffic from the front of residences.

•

The Town of Antigo and Langlade County have indicated that they do not want
responsibility for Highway 52, if it is re-routed. The Town is responsible for STH 52
from Flight Road to Highway 64.

•

Highway 64 has seen a large increase in truck traffic in recent years, specifically to the
west of the City of Antigo.

•

The construction and acquisition of the Highway 64 alternate route is estimated to
cost $3.5 million dollars.

•

The west side of the City contains the larger employers in the area, and, as such,
generates the largest amount of traffic.
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•

Downtown Antigo has a large amount of truck traffic using City streets. These
trucks are causing problems such as striking fire hydrants and traffic lights.

Alternative Transportation
• Non-motorized trails are frequently used by snowmobiles in the winter.
•

The City of Antigo’s Sidewalk Replacement Program was started in 1988.

•

Discussions have begun on a proposed southeast bike trail.

•

A multi-use trail has been proposed along Spring Brook, along the north side.

•

The City Council recently adopted a sidewalk policy plan.

•

The City of Antigo’s sidewalk policy plan includes new sidewalk construction as well
as old sidewalk maintenance.

•

The Town of Antigo is scheduled to take over Hwy 52 if it is re-routed

•

Langlade County Forestry Department has developed a bike trail that radiates out
from the City.

•

Langlade Road has a bicycle lane.

•

A proposal has been put forth to allow snowmobiles to use the greenbelt areas to get
into the downtown area.

•

Currently, snowmobiles are allowed on some City streets in the wintertime.

•

Work with ATV’s on city streets and develop trails to get out of town to ATV
system.

Transit Services.
• City of Antigo senior residents have access to a senior bus as well as a bus provided
by the hospital for transportation.
•

The Committee on Aging, as well as the Veterans Service, provides demand- driven
transportation.

•

The City of Antigo’s intra-community transit services are very demand-driven, using
many volunteers.
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PUBLIC AND COMMUNITY FACILITIES
AND SERVICES
8.0 Introduction
Public and community facilities and services provided by public or private entities to a
community are vital elements in a community=s progress and well-being. Public and
community facilities include local governmental buildings, libraries, educational institutions,
and maintenance and storage facilities. Services include police and fire protection, medical,
municipal water and wastewater, electrical, natural gas, telephone, and cable.
As a part of the comprehensive planning process, the public and community facilities and
services provided by the City of Antigo or by other public or private entities were reviewed
and evaluated as to their present condition and adequacy to meet the current and future
needs of the City.
Public and Community Facilities and Services
8.1 Planning Activities - Capital Improvements Program
The City of Antigo currently operates a Capital Improvements Program (CIP). This plan
breaks down investments into an “Improvements” and a “Equipment” category. These two
categories are further broken down into the following accounts: Cemetery, Engineering,
Fire, Library, Parks, Police, Street, Other, and PR&C Machinery. The City budget for
Capital Improvements was $1,191,000 for Fiscal-Year 2002. The target for budget growth is
approximately 1.5% growth per year. The CIP is currently projected through 2006.
8.2 City Hall, Fire Department and Emergency Medical Services
City Hall
The Antigo City Hall is located at 700 Edison Street in the central portion of the City (See
Public Facilities Map). It consists of administrative offices (administrator, clerk-treasurer,
mayor, public works, utility, and park-cemetery), council chambers, and a conference room.
The building was constructed in 1994, and also houses the Antigo Fire Department.
Antigo Fire Department
The Antigo Fire Department Station, which was constructed in 1994, is located adjacent to
the administrative section of City Hall (Public Facilities Map) at 700 Edison Street. The fire
department has16 full-time and two paid-on-call fire fighters on staff. Twelve of these fire
fighters are Emergency Medical Technicians (EMTs). The department operates an engine
company, a 75-foot aerial ladder truck, and a rescue van. It has a mutual aid program with
surrounding towns in case of large fires.
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Antigo currently has an ISO insurance rating of five (5) for its fire protection service. ISO’s
fire protection insurance is rated on a scale of one to ten, with one representing the best
protection and 10 representing an essentially unprotected community. A new ISO review is
being scheduled because many changes have been instituted in the Department since the
1992 review. In addition, infrastructure changes in the western portion of the City have
looped dead end mains and added significant additional hydrants and water pressure where it
had been inadequate.
Emergency Medical Service
Staffing:
The City of Antigo Fire Department (AFD) currently staffs the department with 18 fulltime
Fire Fighter/ Emergency Medical Technicians (EMTs) - Intermediate, divided into three
shifts, with a secretary and Deputy Chief trained as EMTs working forty (40) hours on days.
AFD also staffs with three (3) paid on call Fire Fighter/EMT and four (4) paid on call
EMTs. The department also works in cooperation with the surrounding Fire and EMS
departments who supply first responders, and EMTs to assist in responses through the
county.
These volunteer departments include Town of Antigo, Rural Fire Control, Town of
Norwood, Town of Peck, and Elcho Fire Departments. These departments have 15 EMTBasic along with 1st responders who respond in their respective areas. The City of Antigo
Fire Department also responds to and receives mutual aid from Pickerel Rescue from the
northeast, Troutland Rescue from the East, and Birnamwood Fire and Rescue from the
south. These three departments add five (5) additional transport units to the area, along with
their compliment of EMTs. The City of Antigo Fire Department serves only the City of
Antigo, while maintaining these mutual aid agreements with the surrounding townships.
Equipment:
The City of Antigo Fire Department houses four (4) type III ambulances. The newest is a
1999 Med-Tec, followed by a 1995 Horton, with two (2) 1992 Frontline units that serve as
reserve and transfer units. The department purchased one (1) new ambulance to replace one
of the Frontline ambulances in January 2001.
The department is also equipped with two complete Jaws units, one is on a 1992 frontline
ambulance converted to a rescue. This unit also carries the departments other rescue
equipment for response out side the city limits. The second Jaws unit is on the fire
apparatus, for better response capabilities within the city limits.
The City of Antigo Fire Department is the home to one of the three (3) county all-terrain
rescue units. The enclosed rescue sled is pulled by a six-wheel drive ATV, which was
purchased largely with donations in 2000.
The City of Antigo Fire Department has eight (8) members that are active with the county’s
dive rescue team. The department also houses a joint city/county command vehicle that is
used for transporting the dive team and its equipment, along with being able to serve as a
central command unit for larger incidents.
(Source: http://www.antigo-city.org/main.cfm?SID=59. )
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8.3

Street Department

The City’s street department garage is located at 1020 West Pierce Avenue (Public Facilities
Map). It houses the Public Works Secretary’s office, the Street Commissioner’s office and
the following vehicles and equipment: three front end loaders, four graders, six 12-yard
tandem dump trucks, four six-yard dump trucks, two sweepers, two large snow blowers, a
garbage truck, an aero bucket truck, four pick-up trucks, and miscellaneous small equipment.
8.4

Police Department

The Antigo Police Department shares quarters with the County Sheriff’s Department within
the Langlade County Building, across from the courthouse (Public Facilities Map).
Seventeen police officers are on staff with the department. Antigo, along with the rest of the
County, is served by a computer-enhanced 911 emergency response system, which is
operated by County employees. The police department’s jurisdiction is the City of Antigo;
however, it participates in a mutual aid agreement with surrounding towns. The department
currently uses six squad cars for patrolling the City.
8.5

Solid Waste and Recycling Facility

The City of Antigo operates a solid waste and recycling pick up. All garbage must have a
City of Antigo sticker on the bag prior to pick-up. City residents have their recyclable
materials picked up at the same time as their solid waste.
The City of Antigo owns and operates a 300 acre Solid Waste and Recycling Facility in the
Town of Rolling. This facility accepts construction and demolition waste, furniture,
appliances, tree trimmings and brush, tires, and ashes. All accepted items, with the exception
of tree trimmings and brush, are charged a per-item or weight based fee. The center is
currently open from 8 AM to 3:50 PM Monday through Friday and the first and third
Saturday of every month from 8 AM to 11:50 AM.
The City of Antigo would like to ensure that the land surrounding the City owned solid
waste center is not developed for residential purposes. An older portion of the landfill does
not have a leachate collection system. As such, any homes that were built in this area could
be susceptible to groundwater contamination. This is a particular concern, as many of these
homes would most likely be operating a private well and septic field. While the City actively
monitors groundwater in the area surrounding the landfill, building homes in this area could
set up a large problem in the future. The City of Antigo will have to actively engage the
Town of Rolling to ensure that the land surrounding the City’s landfill is not developed into
residential lots. There is also a shooting range that is open to law enforcement only, located
on the solid waste center’s grounds. The City of Antigo operates a brush and grass pick up.
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8.6

Medical Care

Langlade Memorial Hospital, located at 112 East 5th Avenue in Antigo, is owned and
operated by the Religious Hospitallers of St. Joseph. The hospital provides a wide variety of
inpatient and out-patient services, including 24-hour emergency physician services, critical
care, obstetrics, and general medical and surgical services provided by primary care
physicians, internal medicine specialists, and general surgeons.
The hospital offers complete rehabilitation services, including speech, occupational, and
physical therapies and cardiopulmonary rehabilitation.
Outpatient services include same-day surgery, laparoscopic surgery, general surgery, eye
surgery, mammography, ultrasound, CT scanning, MRI scanning, nuclear medicine, a full
range of laboratory services including cholesterol testing, hospice, lifeline, home care, respite
care, home oxygen services, and adult day health services.
Physician specialty services available by appointment through the hospital include oncology,
urology, cardiology, audiology, orthopedics, neurology, radiology, pathology, and
ophthalmology.
Hospital-sponsored adult retirement housing is available at Pine Meadow Congregate
Housing Facility. Pine Meadow offers apartments that include housekeeping, meals, lifeline,
transportation, and all utilities for elderly people who would like additional support to help
them remain independent. Evergreen Terrace is another senior housing facility. Eastview
Nursing Home provides a greater level of care to seniors. There are also level 1, 2, and 3
CBRFs in the City of Antigo
Public education/support groups are provided in the areas of grief, diabetes, Parkinson's
disease, stroke, heart disease, prenatal and postnatal care, breast cancer, and arthritis.
8.7

Library

The Antigo Public Library is jointly owned and maintained by the City of Antigo and
Langlade County, with the operating costs split 50/50. The facility, which was constructed
in 1997, is located in the central portion of the City at 617 Clermont Street (Public Facilities
Map). It has over 75,000 volumes available, with an annual circulation of approximately
180,000 volumes.
8.8

Educational Facilities

The City of Antigo and surrounding area is served by the Unified School District of Antigo.
The schools in the district consist of: 1 kindergarten school; 6 elementary schools, 1 middle
school, 1 high school, and 2 private / parochial schools. The School District closed 2
elementary schools prior to the 2001-2002 school year, and will close the kindergarten
school and another elementary school after the 2002-2003 school year. These moves are due
to declining enrollment and a number of schools that serve less than 100 pupils.
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The district educates approximately 3,600 students with approximately 450
faculty members.



The high school graduation rate is 96%, with 61% of those graduates going
on to some form of post-secondary education.



The High School offers distance learning, providing students the chance to
earn college credits while still in high school.



35% of the high school graduates go on to college and 26% go on to attend a
vocational / technical & proprietary school.



Within 50 miles of Antigo, there are 3 technical college campuses;
Northcentral Technical College in Antigo, Wittenberg and Wausau, and
Nicolet College and Technical Institute in Rhinelander.



The University of Wisconsin – Marathon Center is located approximately 40
miles from Antigo. UW Stevens Point is 60 miles away, and St. Norbert’s
College and UW Green Bay are approximately 80 miles distance.

Public Utilities
8.9

Water Service

The City’s water system consists of supply, storage, treatment, and distribution facilities.
These facilities are shown on the Water System Map.
Planning Activities
In 1993, the City of Antigo commissioned a Water Study by MSA Professional Services, Inc.
This study recommended multiple improvements to the water system. These included:
•

Construction of a new 350,000 gallon elevated reservoir in the vicinity of
Superior and Forrest Avenues;

•

Construction of a transmission line from Wells #15 and #18 to the water
treatment plant capable of transporting 2 million gallons of water per day;

•

Construction of east and west side watermain loops

Some of these improvements have been made, such as continuing to loop watermains
throughout the City, while others remain to be completed, such as the construction of a new
water reservoir.
The City of Antigo has completed a Wellhead Protection Study. The majority of the parcels
that fell within the wellhead protection area are in outlying towns.
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Storage
Three storage tank facilities are located within the City. A 60-year-old 500,000 gallon inground boosted storage reservoir and a 68-year-old elevated 150,000 gallon steel single
ellipsoidal tank are located near the water treatment plant. The third facility is a 12-year-old
200,000-gallon elevated steel spheroidal tank located within the City’s Industrial Park.
Municipal Wells
The water is supplied by seven ground water wells. Water from five of the wells, which
pump at 500 gpm, is brought into the water treatment plant located at First Avenue and
Fulton Street in the east-central portion of the City, which was constructed in 1938. The
wells whose water is treated by the plant are all located in the vicinity of the plant.
The two remaining City wells are located just northeast of the City along Pioneer Road and
currently pump directly into the water distribution system. The City would like to construct
a water transmission main between these wells and the water treatment plant. In 1997, the
City completed a half-mile of the proposed two-mile transmission line.
Booster Stations
The City currently operates a booster station at the 500,000 gallon in-ground water reservoir
at the water treatment plant.
Distribution System
The City’s water distribution system serves the entire City, except along Forrest Avenue,
between South Superior Street and Northcentral Technical College. The distribution system
is made-up of 340,422 feet of pipe. Over 70 percent of the system consists of six-inch
diameter cast-iron main pipe. A breakdown of the water mains by size is as follow:
Table 8-1
City of Antigo Water Distribution System
Diameter
Total Feet
4”
11,720
6”
196,236
8”
43,584
10”
29,088
12”
28,893
14”
10,340
16”
10,618
Source: Dec. 31, 2000 PSC Report.
The City of Antigo’s distribution system contains areas that need to have looped watermain
installed. A list of these areas is available in the 1993 City of Antigo Water Study.
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Future Improvements
The City is considering an upgrade to the industrial park area that would include a new water
reservoir. The City is currently working on continuing the watermain looping that was
identified in the 1993 Water Study. The Antigo Water Department does water main
upgrades in conjunction with street construction projects.
8.10 Wastewater System
The City of Antigo Wastewater Treatment Plant is located along Koszarek Road in the
extreme southern portion of the City (Public Facilities Map). It was constructed in 1979,
and upgraded in 1996-1997 with added sludge storage and phosphorus removal. The plant
has an average design flow of 2.47 million gallons per day (MGD) and a maximum capacity
of 6.25 MGD. During a typical year, the plant has an average flow of about 1.5 MGD.
The entire City is currently served by a sanitary sewer collection system, shown on the
Sanitary Sewer Map, except along Forrest Avenue, between South Superior Street and
Northcentral Technical College. Most of the system is comprised of eight-inch diameter clay
pipes, which were constructed and laid over 50 years ago. Newer subdivision areas within
the City have sewers made of PVC plastic.
Planning Activities
The City of Antigo currently has in place plans for system upgrades associated with the STH
52 reconstruction and other STH 52 sewer and water reconstruction in 2003. This includes
a lift station improvement.
Sanitary Sewer Lift Stations
The City of Antigo currently operates four (4) lift stations. They consist of:
•

•
•
•

Fifth and Field Street – A canned station with one old and one new pump; the new
lift station was installed in 2003 under City of Antigo’s Sewer & Water
Reconstruction, upgraded for future expansion according to Vierbecker & Associates
2002 SE Sanitary and Sewer Study.
Hudson Street – A submersible pump lift station with a grinder;
Freiberger Street – Submersible pumps in a building made for human entry.
Upgraded in 1997;
North Avenue – A canned lift station installed in 1996-1997.
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Future Improvements
According to Infrastructure Alternatives, the Antigo wastewater treatment system will have
the following anticipated expenses coming in the future:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Update of controls, valves, piping and pumps for the Filter Building;
Remove underground fuel oil tans used for heating the plant and outbuildings;
Recondition #3 Final Clarifier;
Install new aluminum or fiberglass hand railings throughout the plant;
Installation of a 15 minute burn through barrier to cover insulation in the main
plant, as well as the outbuildings;
The Fifth and Field Street lift station will be upgraded in the City of Antigo’s
2003 Sewer & Water Reconstruction project, when the State of Wisconsin
reconstructs STH 52.

8.11 Storm Sewer System
All of Antigo is currently served by the City’s storm sewer system, as shown in the Storm
Sewer Map, except along Forrest Avenue, between South Superior Street and Northcentral
Technical College. The majority of this system is made-up of 8,800 feet of 18-inch or 24inch clay pipes. These pipes were laid over 50 years ago. In 1993, sixty-inch diameter
galvanized storm sewers were installed in the western portion of the City, west of Sunset
Drive. The detention basin covers approximately 4 acres and has a total capacity of 57 acrefeet. Discharge piping consists of approximately 9,400 feet of piping, 18 stormwater inlets,
and discharge devices.
The City of Antigo is responsible for the Faust Dam. This dam is located on Spring Brook
and should be replaced and upgraded. Skinner Dam is also located near the City. However,
the City is not responsible for its maintenance and upkeep. Waste Management is
constructing a central detention basin in the northern part of the City, in the Industrial Park.
The City is also constructing a West Side Storm Sewer Project at Remington Pond. This
area is slated for future development as a recreation area.
Faust Dam should be replaced and / or upgraded.
Planning Activities
In 1993, the City of Antigo contracted with MSA Professional Services, Inc. to complete a
West Side Drainage Study. This study looked at three elements of the system, the collection
system, detention basin, and discharge piping.
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8.12 Electrical Service
The electrical service in the City of Antigo is provided by the Wisconsin Public Service
Corporation.
8.13 Natural Gas Service
City Gas Company of Antigo provides natural gas service to the Antigo area. Rates will be
furnished by City Gas Company upon request.
8.14 Telephone Service/Telecommunications
Telephone service in the City of Antigo is provided by Verizon. This service features digital
switches and is linked to a fiber optics / digital microwave network. There is a new cellular
communications tower at the new Public Works facility. The City has reserved some space
on this tower for future City wireless communications.
8.15 Cable Service
Cable service is provided by Charter Communications. They are currently proposing to
provide limited internet service.
8.16 Solid Waste and Recycling Center
The City of Antigo owns its own landfill. It is located south of the City limits in the Town
of Rolling. The City is currently developing new areas of its landfill to meet future needs.
The City currently operates a demolition site.
8.17 Issues, Opportunities, and Constraints
City Hall & Fire Department
• Confirm the equipment list, as well as the number of current fire fighters in
the Department.
E.M.S.
• The surrounding townships fire departments are having trouble staffing the
departments due to increased demands on staff training requirements, as well as the
increasing number of calls.
•

Cooperation between the City and surrounding area’s E.M.S. departments is an issue
that should be addressed to ensure adequate coverage of the region, while providing
services in the most efficient manner.
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Police Department
• There is joint drug enforcement with the County.
Street Department
• The Street Department is constructing a new building with a proposed October 1,
2002 occupancy date.
Solid Waste and Recycling Facility
• The City of Antigo would like to ensure that no private wells are developed in the
areas surrounding the solid waste and recycling facility.
•

The City of Antigo landfill is located south of the City in the Town of Rolling. Part
of the landfill does not have a leechate collection system.

•

Active landfill is currently operating to fill cell one of three cells approved by DNR,
and has an approved leechate collection system. Future plans may include closing or
selling the active landfill.

•

Active demolition landfill is currently in Phase 4 of 4 phases. Landfill will reach
capacity in one to two years. Closure according to DNR standards will immediately
follow.

Educational Facilities
• The kindergarten center will be closing next year.
Public Utilities
• Infrastructure improvements on the east side, such as a sewer interceptor and a water
main are in the CIP, however, they are frequently targeted for cuts.
•

The possibility exists that the City could detach areas that are in the City but do not
currently use City sewer and water services.

•

Lands to the west of the City have infrastructure in place to support development
extensions.

•

Landowners on the east side of the City desire to develop single family subdivisions,
but are unable to due to the lack of infrastructure.

•

The City of Antigo should continue to implement the recommendations of the 1993
water study by completing water looping projects, as well as the construction of a
new, elevated reservoir.

Water Service
• The majority of areas in the completed study wellhead protection area were in the
surrounding townships.
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•

The City is beginning to detect nitrate levels in the eastern wells. This is very likely
due to a combination of farm run off and septic system infiltration.

•

Suburban Acres on the east side of the City would like to annex to the City to receive
City water and sewer services due to failing wells and septic systems. This option
was rejected by the majority of property owners in 2002.

•

The City is looking to replace the 150,000 gallon storage tank at the water treatment
plant with a larger tank that will better address the City’s water storage needs.

Wastewater System
• The City is investigating the possibility of purchasing farmland for sludge
application.
•

The City is investigating the potential for an East Side collection system. This would
be a long-term project, mainly due to costs.

Misc.
• The overall transportation system, specifically in the industrial area, is a concern to
the City of Antigo. There are high levels of traffic in inappropriate areas.
•

The City and County are in discussions regarding the future financing of library
costs. The City and County currently split costs for the library, leading City residents
to be taxed twice for this service.
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RECREATIONAL, HISTORICAL, AND
CULTURAL RESOURCES
9.0 Introduction
The purpose of the recreational, historical, and cultural resources element of a
comprehensive plan is to provide a community with an inventory of existing parks and
recreational facilities, natural resource assets, and historically and culturally significant places
and events found in the community. In addition, the element will provide an assessment of
current and future needs and desires in regards to these resources.
9.1 Recreational Resources
Existing Plans
Langlade County Outdoor Recreation Plan
The Langlade County Outdoor Recreation Plan was completed by the North Central
Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (NCWRPC), Langlade County, the City of
Antigo, and the Village of White Lake. This plan was laid out to provide a continuing
direction for meeting the current and future public recreation needs of the county and its
towns, city and village. The current plan was billed as providing direction from 2002-2006.
Updates take place on a rolling five-year basis. These updates guide planning and
programming over those years.
North-Central Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (NCWRPC) Regional Recreation
Plan
The NCWRPC has completed a regional Recreation Plan.
Park and Open Space Resources
National Forest
Nicolet National Forest is located approximately 25 miles east of Antigo on State Highway
64. There are 31,000 acres of forest within Langlade County, while the entire forest covers
over 661,400 acres. This forest features a myriad of outdoor opportunities for recreation,
including fishing, camping, backpacking, cross country skiing, mountain biking, horse back
riding, ice-fishing, and snowmobiling.
County Parks and Forests
The City of Antigo is approximately 10 miles directly south of 123,000 acres of county
forest. Access to this forest is available by driving north on U.S. Highway 45.
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City Parks
The City of Antigo has ten parks within its system and is working on developing a walking
path along Springbrook through the City. Table 9-1 summarizes these parks and their
features. The Park and Recreation Map identifies these parks by location, along with the trail
system.

Parks
1. Antigo Lake Park

2. Cherry Street Park
3. City Park
4. Deleglise (Third Ward) Park
5. Mendlik Park
6. Clermont Street Park
7. Langlade Road Park
8. Seventh Avenue Park

Table 9-1
City of Antigo Park System
Acres
Attributes
17.0 Playground, Picnic Area, Open Space, Two Ball
Fields, Skating Rink, Restrooms, Shelter, RV
Campground, Concession Stand, and CrossCountry Ski Trail
1.5 Playground, Open Space, and Ballfield
12.3 Playground, Picnic Area, Open Space, Skating
Rink, Two Shelters, Restrooms, Wading Pool,
Ballfield, and Bandstand
2.5 Playground, Open Space, Ballfield, and Skating
Rink
1.5 Playground, Open Space, Ballfield, Tennis Court,
Basketball Court, and Skating Rink
3.8 Playground, Open Space, Ballfield, and Basketball
Court
4.0 Open Space, Ballfield, Restrooms, and Swimming
Pool
1.7 Open Space and Skating Rink

9. Water Tower Park

1.5 Open Space

10. Saratoga Park

2.0 Open Space Ballfield, and Soccer field

11. Remington’s Lake

-- Waterfront, Open Space

12. Hunter’s Park

--

13. Kretz Park
Total

3.5 Natural Area with Walking Paths
47.8

Source: City of Antigo.
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State Parks
There are currently two State Parks in the Antigo region:
Rib Mountain State Park, a billion year old hill, is located directly east of Wausau. This park
area provides skiing and snowboarding in the winter, as well as hiking opportunities in the
summer.
Council Grounds State Park is located just west of Merrill and includes camping, hiking
trails, swimming beach, picnic area, shelter house, and a physical fitness trail.
9.2 Historical and Cultural Resources
Cultural Resources
The City of Antigo Chamber of Commerce tracks events throughout the community. These
events include:
1. July 4th Celebrations – Includes fire works in Antigo and Elcho, a parade, and
stock car races;
2. Annual Market Street Days Sidewalk Sale;
3. Antigo Tator Trot;
4. Springbrook Buckskinners Rendezvous;
5. Ambassador Art and Craft Show – Takes place at Langlade County
Fairgrounds in Antigo;
6. Badgerland Classics and Custom Car Show and Swap Meet;
7. Customer Appreciation Day – Downtown Antigo;
8. Dirt Fest – Blues music, a 5 and 10 k run, ATV pulls, a Potato soup cookoff,
and potato pancake breakfast;
9. Lakes and Leaves – Leisure bike ride leaving from Summit Lake Park;
10. Antigo Junior Women’s Art and Craft Fair;
11. Trick or Treating and Costume Parade;
12. Chili Cook Off – downtown Antigo;
13. Christmas Parade and Santa’s arrival.
Historical Resources
Wisconsin communities have a rich assortment of properties and structures with
architectural, historical, archeological, and/or cultural significance. These may include
Indian burial mounds, public or commercial buildings, private homes, or barns and bridges.
The presence of these historic places in a community helps to promote a sense of place and
creates an association with the past.
Many times, historic properties may carry some type of designation, such as a listing on a
state or national historic register. Other properties may be eligible for inclusion into such
historic registers. When addressing historic preservation, efforts should include all historic
structures, regardless of special designation.
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Langlade County Historical Society
Antigo is home to the Langlade County Historical Society. The building is located at 404
Superior Street in Antigo. It is home to collections that preserve and protect the history of
the City of Antigo, as well as the surrounding county. The museum is open year round,
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday from 9:30 AM to 3:30 PM and on Saturday and
Sunday from 10 AM to 3 PM.
State Register of Historic Places - To be listed on the state register, a property/structure must be
at least 50-years old, not significantly altered, and meet one of the following five criteria:
•
•
•
•
•

Made, or was associated to, a significant contribution to history
Associated with the lives of persons significant in the past
Has architectural significance
Represents a significant and distinct entity
Yields important information to history/pre-history

According to records at the Wisconsin State Historical Society four sites within the City of
Antigo are located on the State Historical Register. These sites include:


The Antigo Opera House: built in the Classical Revival Style, this theater
building was designed by J.H. Jeffers & Co. It is located at 1016 5th Avenue
in the City of Antigo. This structure is also listed on the National Register of
Historic Places.



The Antigo Depot: built in the Classical Revival Style, this depot served the
City of Antigo for many years. It was designed by Frost & Granger and is
located at 522 Morse St. in Antigo. This structure is also listed on the
National Register of Historic Places.



The Langlade County Museum and Deleglise Cabin: The Langlade County
Museum was built in the Colonial Revival Style and designed by Allan D.
Conover. Both sites are located at 404 Superior Street. The Deleglise Log
Cabin was built of hand-hewn logs in 1878 by Francis A. Deleglise, the
founder of Antigo. Both sites are listed on the National Register of Historic
Places.



The Langlade County Courthouse: This building was designed by Kinney &
Detweiler and was built in the Classical Revival Style. It is located at 800
Clermont Street and is also listed on the National Register of Historic Places.

National Register of Historic Places – Established under the National Historic Preservation Act
of 1966. The National Register includes properties of national, state, and local significance
and must satisfy criteria similar to those of the State register.
According to records at the Wisconsin State Historical Society five structures within the City
of Antigo are located on the National Historical Register. The four structures listed above
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on the State Register of Historic Places are also listed on the National Register of Historic
Places.


The Antigo Post Office: This building was designed in the Classical Revival
Style by James A. Wetmore. It was built in 1916 and is located at 501
Clermont Street

Wisconsin Architecture and History Inventory – This inventory contains data on buildings,
structures, and objects that are unique to Wisconsin’s history, and is a permanent record
maintained by the Wisconsin Historical Society.
According to records at the Wisconsin State Historical Society seventy-four (74) sites,
structures, or objects within the City of Antigo are listed in the Wisconsin Architecture and
History Inventory. A list of these structures is provided in Appendix C. Based on this
inventory, Antigo has many structures/sites of historical and architectural significance. If
the City (or private individual/group) is interested in historical preservation, information is
available from the State Historical Society. In addition, tax incentives and sources of
funding are available from State and Federal sources.
Archeological Resources
According to the Wisconsin Office of the State Archaeologist, there are currently no
archaeological sites recorded for Antigo or the surrounding vicinity.
9.3 Issues, Opportunities, and Constraints
•

Many residents of the City and surrounding region are not aware of the City’s
historic past, or its potential for the future.
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NATURAL RESOURCES
10.0 Introduction
Natural resources, including soils, topography, surface water resources, and other natural
features, have a profound effect on a community’s development. These physical features
directly or indirectly constrain or encourage growth; for example, soil types often affect the
ability of a community to provide high quality water and wastewater services. The natural
resources that occur in certain areas are often a primary factor in the establishment and
growth or decline of communities.
Natural resources are often interrelated, and a disturbance in one area can potentially affect
other areas. From a planning standpoint, it is important to understand these
interrelationships, and the role that natural resources play in determining a community’s
future development. The following element profile describes the natural resource
characteristics found within the City of Antigo area.
10.1 Topography
Antigo’s topography is nearly level with no areas of any significant slope. Elevation levels
found within the City include about 1,500 feet above sea level (fasl) near the downtown,
1,490 fasl near the Antigo High School, 1,485 fasl near NTC, 1,510 fasl near the Antigo
Street Department Garage, and 1,512 fasl near Wisconsin Public Service. The closest area
with any substantial slope is the moraine south and southeast of the City. The City’s flat
terrain makes providing sanitary service difficult and expensive because lift stations are
needed to transport sewage through the collection system.
10.2 Wetlands
Wetlands are defined as those areas between terrestrial and aquatic systems where the water
table is at, near, or above the land surface for a significant part of most years, and include
marshes, mudflats, wooded swamps, and wet meadows. The presence of wetlands in an area
can limit the type of development that can occur. Developments in wetland areas are
regulated by the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources and, in some cases, U.S. Army
Corps of Engineer.
Within the City’s corporate limit, wetlands are primarily located along the northern and
southern portions of Spring Brook and in the northwestern corner of the City. All three of
these wetland areas extend into the City’s extraterritorial planning area (City and Planning
Area Existing Land Use Maps)
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10.3 Flood Hazard Areas
Spring Brook is the City’s most noteworthy water feature. It flows from the northeastern
portion of the City to the southwestern portion. The 100-year floodplain areas within the
City as mapped by the Federal Emergency Management Agency are located along Spring
Brook, as well as in the far southeastern portion of the City (Flood Plain Map).
10.4 Surface Water Resources
The City of Antigo lies astride Springbrook Creek. This waterway flows south into the
Wisconsin River. Springbook Creek is not a navigable waterway.
In the center of the City of Antigo lies the only open body of water that exists within the
City limits.
10.5 Soils
Two general soil units are found in the City and the surrounding extraterritorial area. A
general soil unit is comprised of two or more geographically associated soils. The dominant
soil unit type found in the City and its extraterritorial area is Antigo-Langlade. This general
soil unit is characterized by “well drained, nearly level and gently sloping, silty soils on
outwash plains.” It is well suited for development and very good for agriculture production.
Most of the land within Langlade County with this soil unit type is used for farming
potatoes.
The northwestern portion of the City and its extraterritorial area is within the OesterleMinocqua-Scott Lake general soil unit, which is characterized by “somewhat poorly drained,
very poorly drained, and moderately well drained, nearly level, silty and mucky soils on
outwash plains.” Due to wetness, many areas within this soil unit are not well-suited to
development. Only a few areas within the unit are suitable for agriculture production. In
most of these areas, crops are grown on the higher lying soils.
The Septic Soil Suitability Map, Prime Farmland Map, and Limitations for Dwellings with
Basements Map show the locations of these soil types in the planning area. This information
should be strongly considered with making future land use planning decisions. For example,
if a site is not suitable for septic systems, it should be connected to municipal sewer service.
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Table 10-1
Building Site Development and Sanitary Facility Limitations in the City of Antigo
Area by Soil Types
Soil Name
Shallow
Dwelling
Dwelling
Small
Local Streets
Excavation
without
with
Commercial
Basements Basements
Building
AoA-Antigo silt Severe:
Slight
Slight
Slight
Severe: frost
loam
cutbanks cave
action
Aob-Antigo silt Severe:
Slight
Slight
Moderate:
Severe: frost
loam
cutbanks cave
slope
action
Fm-Fordum
Severe:
Severe:
Severe:
Severe:
Severe:
mucky silt
cutbanks cave flooding,
flooding,
flooding,
ponding,
loam
ponding
ponding
ponding
flooding, frost
action
LgA-Langlade Severe:
Slight
Slight
Slight
Severe: frost
silt loam
cutbanks cave
action
Ms-Minocqua
Severe:
Severe:
Severe:
Severe:
Severe:
Cable, and
cutbanks cave, ponding
ponding
ponding
ponding, frost
Sherry mucks
ponding
action
Os-Oesterle silt Severe:
Severe:
Severe:
Severe:
Severe: frost
loam
cutbanks cave, wetness
wetness
wetness
action
wetness
PsB-Pence
sandy loam

Severe:
cutbanks cave

Slight

Slight

Moderate:
Slope

Slight

Pt-Pits, gravel

na

na

na

na

na

Sc-Scott Lake
silt loam

Severe:
cutbanks cave

Slight

Moderate:
wetness

Slight

Moderate:
frost action

Sy-Seelyeville,
Cathro, and
Markey mucks

Severe: excess
humus,
ponding

Severe:
ponding, low
strength,
subsides

Severe:
ponding,
subsides, frost
action

Severe:
Severe:
ponding, low ponding, low
strength,
strength,
subsides
subsides
Source: City of Antigo Comprehensive Plan, 1999.
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Landscaping
Slight
Slight
Severe:
flooding,
ponding
Slight
Severe:
ponding,
excess humus
Moderate:
large stones,
wetness,
droughty
Moderate:
large stones,
droughty
na
Moderate:
large stones,
droughty
Severe:
ponding,
excess humus
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10.7 Agricultural Lands
Land classified as Agriculture/Vacant is generally physically suitable for development. The
largest concentrations of this type of land are located on the outskirts of the City.
10.8 Woodlands / Forestland
Antigo is located in the northern region of Wisconsin and, as such, is very near to large tracts
of forestlands. County forests are located north and west of Antigo, while Nicolet National
Forest is located approximately 15 miles to the east, astride State Highway 64.
10.9 Mineral Resources
Quarries are located in the south central portion of the City along Hickory Street and the in
the Town of Antigo just east of the City’s Berner Street.
10.10 Threatened or Endangered Species
The WIDNR maintains records regarding the existence of rare, threatened or endangered
species in the State of Wisconsin. Table 10-2 lists those species that are considered rare,
threatened, or endangered in Langlade County.
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Table 10-2
Rare, Threatened, and Endangered Species
Langlade County
Common Name
Algae-Like Pondweed
American Shore-Grass
Braun's Holly Fern
Fairy Slipper
Farwell's Water-Milfoil
Little Goblin Moonwort
Marsh Valerian
Marsh Willow-Herb
Northern Black Currant
Northern Bog Sedge
Purple Bladderwort
Sheathed Sedge
Showy Lady's-Slipper
Small Yellow Water Crowfoot
Sparse-Flowered Sedge
Common Name
American Bittern
Bald Eagle
Great Gray Owl
Osprey
Red-Shouldered Hawk
Spruce Grouse
Bog Fritillary
Dorcas Copper
Freija Fritillary
Frigga Fritillary
Jutta Arctic
Red-Disked Alpine
Smokey Eyed Brown
Tawny Crescent Spot
West Virginia White
Elfin Skimmer
Green-Faced Clubtail
Pygmy Snaketail
Riffle Snaketail
Splendid Clubtail
Redside Dace
Franklin's Ground Squirrel
Water Shrew
Elktoe
Round Pigtoe
Slippershell Mussel
Wood Turtle

PLANTS
Species Name
Potamogeton confervoides
Littorella americana
Polystichum braunii
Calypso bulbosa
Myriophyllum farwellii
Botrychium mormo
Valeriana sitchensis ssp uliginosa
Epilobium palustre
Ribes hudsonianum
Carex gynocrates
Utricularia purpurea
Carex vaginata
Cypripedium reginae
Ranunculus gmelinii var hookeri
Carex tenuiflora
ANIMALS
Species Name
Wisconsin Status1
Botaurus lentiginosus
Special Concern
Haliaeetus leucocephalus
Special Concern**
Strix nebulosa
Special Concern
Pandion haliaetus
Threatened
Buteo lineatus
Threatened
Falcipennis canadensis
Threatened
Boloria eunomia
Special Concern
Lycaena dorcas
Special Concern
Boloria freija
Special Concern
Boloria frigga
Special Concern
Oeneis jutta
Special Concern
Erebia discoidalis
Special Concern
Satyroides eurydice fumosa
Special Concern
Phyciodes batesii
Special Concern
Pieris virginiensis
Special Concern
Nannothemis bella
Special Concern
Hylogomphus viridifrons
Special Concern
Ophiogomphus howei
Threatened*
Ophiogomphus carolus
Special Concern
Gomphurus lineatifrons
Special Concern
Clinostomus elongatus
Special Concern
Spermophilus franklinii
Special Concern
Sorex palustris
Special Concern
Alasmidonta marginata
Special Concern*
Pleurobema sintoxia
Special Concern
Alasmidonta viridis
Threatened
Clemmys insculpta
Threatened

Wisconsin Status1
Threatened*
Special Concern
Threatened
Threatened
Special Concern
Endangered
Threatened
Special Concern
Special Concern
Special Concern
Special Concern
Special Concern
Special Concern
Endangered
Special Concern
Taxa
Bird
Bird
Bird
Bird
Bird
Bird
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Butterfly
Dragonfly
Dragonfly
Dragonfly
Dragonfly
Dragonfly
Fish
Mammal
Mammal
Mussel
Mussel
Mussel
Turtle

Source: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources.
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1Wisconsin Status:
Endangered: continued existence in Wisconsin is in jeopardy.
Threatened: appears likely, within the foreseeable future, to become endangered.
Special Concern: species for which some problem of abundance or distribution is suspected but not
yet proven.
Rule: protected or regulated by state or federal legislation or policy; neither endangered nor
threatened.
* indicates: A candidate for federal listing.
** indicates: Federally Endangered or Threatened.

10.11

Wildlife Habitat

Langlade County contains important “Natural Communities”. Natural Communities are
defined with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources as:
“Important examples of the natural community types. Although communities are
not legally protected, they are critical components of Wisconsin's biodiversity and
may provide the habitat for rare, threatened and endangered species.”
Table 10-3 provides a list of these important Natural Communities within Langlade County.
While many of these communities do not currently lie within the City of Antigo’s corporate
limits, they are within the County, and must be accounted for during planning efforts.
Table 10-3
Natural Communities
Langlade County
Alder Thicket
Emergent Aquatic
Lake--Deep, Soft, Drainage
Lake--Deep, Soft, Seepage
Lake--Shallow, Hard, Drainage
Lake--Shallow, Soft, Drainage
Lake--Shallow, Soft, Seepage

Northern Dry-Mesic Forest
Northern Mesic Forest
Northern Sedge Meadow
Northern Wet Forest
Northern Wet-Mesic Forest
Open Bog
Shrub-Carr

Spring Pond
Springs And Spring Runs, Hard
Springs And Spring Runs, Soft
Stream--Fast, Hard, Cold
Stream--Slow, Hard, Cold

Source: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources.
10.12 Issues, Opportunities, and Constraints
•

Maintaining the natural beauty of Langlade County, while at the same time allowing
the City of Antigo to expand to meet future growth needs.

•

Langlade County has donated some land from the County fairgrounds for use as a
conservation district.

•

The question of the proper use of the 5 acre lake area in relation to the wildlife there
should be discussed and answered.
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•

Increasing nitrates in the soils and water are a concern for groundwater resources.
These increases are primarily due to agricultural runoff.

•

Portions of Langlade County are currently under nitrate warnings for their water
sources.

•

Over-application of lawn fertilizer is a concern that affects the levels of nitrate in the
groundwater.

•

Areas on the east side of the City used for raising potatoes are of concern in relation
to the level of nitrates in the soil.

•

The City of Antigo is a Class 1 Air Quality Zone.
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LAND USE
11.0 Introduction
The analysis of land use serves as a fundamental element in comprehensive planning. A
review and assessment of both the type and quantity of land uses in a community through
time is an indication of the pace of community development. After mapping and analyzing
growth trends, land use analysis may be used in conjunction with population and housing
trend projections to anticipate future physical growth potential. Growth potential may then
be compared to the various community policies and values to assess desired types, amounts,
and directions of growth. This element of the plan must remain flexible, with periodic
revisions to ensure future viability.
11.1 Existing Land Use – City of Antigo and City Planning Area
The following is a description of the land uses in the City of Antigo and its planning area.
Tables 11-1 and 11-2 provide an overview of these uses by acres and percentages. Graphical
depictions of these land uses are provided on the Planning Area and City of Antigo Existing
Land Use Maps.
Single Family Residential
Residential uses are defined as: An area with single family structures designed for
long-term occupancy that are located on site by permanent foundation or poured
basement.
Single-family residential areas of the City of Antigo take up approximately 1,144 acres of
land and account for 28% of the City’s total land area. The majority of these areas are
located in and around the center of the City within 1 mile of the intersection of 5th Avenue
and State Highway 45.
Single-family residential areas in the City of Antigo planning area make up approximately
645 acres, or 4% of the land area. The majority of these developments are clustered along
the City’s eastern edge.
Multi-Family Residential
Multi-family residential uses are defined as: An area structure designed to house two
or more families designed for long-term occupancy that is located on site by
permanent foundation or poured basement.
Multi-family residential structures in the City of Antigo occupy approximately 38 acres
(0.94%) of land. There are currently no recorded multi-family developments in the City’s
planning area.
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Manufactured Homes
Manufactured, or mobile, homes are homes that are constructed off site and then
transported to their final location.
They are currently sited in the City of Antigo in two areas. They include the Mayfair
Street/Sunset Drive area, and north of Forest Avenue, east of Dean Circle. These uses take
up approximately 30 acres of land (0.75%) in the City.
Agricultural Land
Agricultural land is an area that is either vacant or in agricultural use, such as
cropland, fish or poultry hatcheries, fur-bearing animal ranches, orchards, and/or
raising of livestock, horses, or poultry, which may be subject to future development.
The City of Antigo’s planning area is primarily made up of agricultural uses. There is
approximately 9,825 (63%) acres of land in agricultural use in the City’s planning area.
Commercial
Commercial areas are privately owned or leased areas that are occupied by retail
trade businesses, service establishments, and/or professional offices, which normally
meet certain setback and off-street parking requirements.
The City of Antigo’s primary commercial areas are in three major locations. The outskirts of
Antigo have two areas of commercial strip development, located to the north and south of
the City along State Highway 45. The junction of State Highway 45 and State Highway 64
has been Antigo’s downtown hub for many years. This downtown runs for approximately 6
city blocks and is home to Antigo’s Central Business District.
The City of Antigo has approximately 275 (6.7%) acres as commercial, with 49 (1.2%) of
those acres being the downtown. The City’s planning area has approximately 181 acres
(1.1%) of its total land area made up of commercial uses.
Industrial
HEAVY INDUSTRY
Industrial areas are areas of very intensive industrial activity having significant
impacts on surroundings, such as outside storage, noise, odors, or smoke that can
affect surrounding areas. These can include heavy manufacturing plants, refining
operations, or other similar endeavors.
LIGHT INDUSTRY
Light industry consists of areas of less intensive industrial activity, such as
warehouses and light assembly plants, which have minimal impact on the
surrounding neighborhood other than truck traffic and viewshed.
Industrial development in the City of Antigo accounts for 3.99% (162.4 acres) of the total
developed acreage in the City. Heavy industry in Antigo is located along Spring Brook
Creek, running north of 10th Avenue, across State Highway 45 and turning north to end
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south of 7th Avenue. Heavy industry is also located on the north edge of the City, centering
around Clermont Street and Amron Avenue. Light industry is located in the northwest
quadrant of the City in the newly developing industrial park areas.
The City’s planning area has approximately 93.4 acres of industrial area (0.60%). This
primarily located directly north and south of the City’s boundary.
Public / Institutional
Public / Institutional land uses are areas occupied by public or semi-public owned
facilities, such municipal, county, state, and federal offices, churches, hospitals,
schools, and various public facilities.
Public and quasi-public spaces account for 536 acres (13.2%) of the City of Antigo’s total
land area. These areas are spread throughout the City fairly evenly. The City’s planning area
has approximately 2 acres of public land.
Park and Recreation
Park and recreation spaces are areas used for park, recreation, and resource
protection areas that are free from any development, except for park and recreationrelated facilities.
Parks and open space take up approximately 2.77% (112 acres) of the City of Antigo. The
primary park spaces are located north of 10th Avenue, west of Park Street, southeast of the
intersection of Smith Avenue and Nantasket Avenue, and surrounding the three lakes area.
There are also two smaller park areas located in the northern section of the City as well. The
Kretz Property / Northern Natural Area, north of 2nd Ave, east of Arctic Street, and west of
STH 52 is another significant natural / green space area that experiences high levels of use.
Transportation
Transportation land uses in the City of Antigo consist primarily of roads and the
accompanying right-of-way. Currently, these uses account for approximately 620 acres
(15.28%) of the land area in the City.
Extraction
Extractive uses, such as open pit mining and landfill areas are used for mineral
extraction or for disposal and storage of community waste products.
The City of Antigo has approximately 16 acres (0.41%) in extractive uses. The City’s
planning area has 110 acres (0.76%) in extractive uses.
Natural Resources / Environmentally Constrained Lands
Natural Resources / Environmentally Constrained Lands are currently used in
forested lands, wetlands, rivers and streams, marshes, and other areas that the
community deems important natural resources.
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Table 11-1
Existing Land Use
City of Antigo
Acres
Commercial
226.05
Downtown Com
49.48
Extraction
16.83
Heavy Industrial
121.6
Light Industrial
40.44
Multi-Family
38.12
Mfg Home
30.58
Park & Recreation
112.29
Public
536.08
Single Family
1144.68
Vacant
1102.38
Water
21.44
Trans
620.52
Total
4060.49
Source: MSA Professional Services, Inc.

%
5.57%
1.22%
0.41%
2.99%
1.00%
0.94%
0.75%
2.77%
13.20%
28.19%
27.15%
0.53%
15.28%

11.2 Boundaries of Service Areas of Public Utilities
The Storm Sewer Map, Water System Map, and Sanitary System Map outline the areas where
the City is currently able to provide sewer, water, and storm sewer services.
11.3 Boundaries of Service Areas of Community Facilities
Below is a map of the Antigo Unified School District. The Antigo Unified School District
covers much of Langlade County, and portions of Shawano and Marathon County.
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11.4 Land Supply / Land Prices
The City of Antigo currently has land available for development. Land prices for
commercial and residential land vary according to size and location.
The City of Antigo currently has two industrial properties for sale within the corporate
limits. One is located on State Road 47 in the Antigo Industrial Park. It is a 2 acre parcel,
zoned commercial and suitable for light manufacturing and warehousing, with a price of
$169,800.
The second parcel is located on Industrial Road, west of Highway 45. This parcel consists
of a 26,000 square foot building designed for manufacturing. This building is set up for
potential expansion to 200,000 square feet. The asking price is $1,200,000.
11.5 Land Demand (by use – 20 year projections)
Land use projections are a useful tool to adequately prepare for future development. These
projections can help a community
Industrial
The City of Antigo will continue to pursue industrial development over the coming 20 years.
The Antigo Industrial Park will be the main site of industrial growth in the community for
the foreseeable future. The City projects that it will need 534 total acres in the coming 20
years to accommodate future industrial growth. Based on current trends, it is anticipated
that the demand for these acreages will be relatively constant over the 20 year planning
horizon.
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Commercial
The City of Antigo’s commercial areas will continue to be located along Highway 45 at the
north and south ends of the City, as well as at the intersection of Highway 45 and Highway
64. Future expansion of commercial space seems likely on the north and south side of the
City. The northern end of the City will most likely see the majority of future commercial
growth as Highway 64 is re-routed for a bypass to the north of Antigo.
Based on the areas identified for future commercial spaces, the City anticipates that it will
need approximately 213 acres of future commercial land over the coming 20 years.
11.6 Opportunities for Redevelopment


Brownfields - The City of Antigo has 27 open brownfield sites in and around
its corporate limits. These sites are listed in section 5.8 of this document.
Some of the larger brownfield areas that exist are in the downtown area of
the City, along Spring Brook. These areas are laid out in Table 5-6.



TIF – The City of Antigo currently has three active Tax Incremental
Financing (TIF) Districts. They are TIF Districts #3, #4, and #5. TIF
District #1 and #2 are closed.

11.7 Existing and Potential Land Use Conflicts
a) There is the potential for land use conflicts between the City and surrounding
Townships.
11.8 Issues, Opportunities, and Constraints
a) Providing ample opportunities for industrial and commercial development, while
protecting sensitive natural areas and residential developments.
b) The Extra Territorial Boundary of a mile and a half around the City of Antigo has
not been officially adopted. Official adoption should to take place to formally
cement this relationship between the County, City, and Townships.
c) The City of Antigo owns land in the Township of Rolling that houses the City of
Antigo landfill.
d) The City would like to ensure that no further residential growth takes place around
the landfill area to prevent conflicts of use.
e) The City of Antigo should approach the Town of Rolling to come to an agreement
about development in the area surrounding the City of Antigo’s landfill.
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f) The creation of an Extra Territorial Area would help the City of Antigo and the
surrounding townships deal with the increasing commercial sprawl on Highway 45.
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL COOPERATION
12.0 Introduction
This element of the comprehensive plan analyzes the relationship of the City of Antigo in
terms of planning and decision making to adjacent local governmental units and quasipublic, regional, state, and federal governmental entities. It looks at these governmental
entities’ planning and land use control/growth management documents, agreements, and
programs in which the City is a part of or is affected by. Finally, the element identifies
issues, opportunities, and constraints associated with Antigo’s relationship to other
governmental entities.
12.1 Relationship to Other Governmental Entities
Unified School District of Antigo
The Unified School District of Antigo serves most of Langlade County, as well as portions
of Shawano and Marathon County. It covers a total of 540 square miles. The School
District consists of 1 kindergarten school, 8 elementary schools, 1 middle school and1 high
school. There are also 2 private / parochial schools. The district currently educates
approximately 3,600 students with approximately 450 faculty members.
The school district is facing declining enrollment and recently closed two elementary
facilities that were serving less than 100 students. The school district plans to close the
kindergarten center and an additional elementary school after the 2002-2003 school year.
The Unified School District is also looking at adjusting its service areas to deal with the
impending school closings.
There have also been some preliminary, very tentative discussions, about consolidation with
the White Lake School District.
Langlade County
The City of Antigo is located in the southwest portion of Langlade County. Currently, the
City is the largest incorporated entity within the County, with approximately half of the
County’s total population. Antigo is the County seat of Langlade County.
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State of Wisconsin Department of Transportation (WIDOT)
The Wisconsin Department of Transportation (WIDOT) is the state agency that plans for
and oversees improvement projects to state trunk line highways within the City of Antigo
and surrounding area, including STH 64 and STH 45. The City is in the department’s
District #7, which includes Langlade County and 16 other Counties in Wisconsin. The
WIDOT District #7 office is located in the City of Rhinelander. Local offices are located in
the National Guard Amory at 720 Amron Drive in Antigo. Most of the major decisions
concerning state trunk line highway improvement projects within the district are made by
district officials, including distribution of state and federal funds and prioritization of
projects. The National Guard Armory Division of Motor Vehicles is located in Antigo.
Town of Antigo
The City of Antigo is bordered to the north and east by the Town of Antigo. From the
Town of Antigo, County Highways Y and F enter the City of Antigo from the east. State
Highway 64 enters the City from the east, and U.S. Highway 45 / STH 47 enters the City of
Antigo from the north.
Town of Ackley
The Town of Ackley runs along the western border of the City of Antigo. From the Town
of Ackley, County Highway Y and State Highway 64 intersect Antigo from the west.
Town of Rolling
The Town of Rolling lies to the south of the City of Antigo. U.S. Highway 45 / STH 47
runs through the Town of Rolling and into the City of Antigo from the south. The Town of
Rolling is the home of the Antigo City Landfill. This property is owned and operated by the
City of Antigo. The Town of Rolling is also home to the City of Antigo Waste Water
Treatment Facility and a stormwater drainage ditch.
12.2 Intergovernmental Planning Related Documents
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
The WIDNR lists Langlade County as falling under the Headwater Geographic Management
Unit (GMU). A draft of the Headwaters GMU Management Plan was consulted for the
purposes of this study. While this is a draft, the points made provide an excellent starting
point for where the final plan will be. The plan provides a lengthy list of major resource
issues, as well as recommendations.
Wisconsin Department of Transportation
In the spring of 2000, the Wisconsin Department of Transportation (WisDOT) District #7
prepared a six-year highway improvement program for 2000 through 2005. On a biannual
basis, the eight WisDOT district offices within the State are responsible for preparing this
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type of document for their respective districts. The documents list the state trunkline
highway projects by year that the district offices have programmed to do within their district
within a six-year period. Within the latest six-year highway improvement program prepared
by WisDOT District #7, the district has scheduled 3 major improvement projects for the
Antigo area. These include:
4. Construction of Hwy 64 Alternate Route – The WIDOT has indicated that
they intend to begin ROW purchase in 2007 with construction taking place
in 2009-2011.
5. Reconstruction of U.S. Hwy 45 / 47 – The WIDOT will resurface this road
to the southern City limits to CTH “Y” in 2003. From CTH “Y” to 10th
Avenue, there will be a complete reconstruction in 2004. From 10th Avenue
to Hwy 64 at Century Road, the WIDOT will reconstruct the pavement in
2004.
6. Reconstruction of Hwy 52 from Field Street to City limits (Flight Road) –
This reconstruction will take place in 2004.
According to the Department of Transportation State Bicycle Plan, these are the listed State
Priority Routes:
North Central Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (NCWRPC) – Comprehensive
Economic Development Strategy 2001-2002
The North Central Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission serves Adams, Forest, Juneau,
Langlade, Lincoln, Marathon, Oneida, Portage, Vilas, and Wood counties. Portage and Vilas
counties do not actively participate in the NCWRPC. The NCWRPC maintains a
Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) that maintains the region’s
eligibility as an Economic Development District (EDD) with the U.S. Economic
Development Administration.
The CEDS for 2001-2002 outlines changes over time in the manufacturing, retail, and
service sector for the eight participating counties in the district. The CEDS also identifies
three development zones in the district. These zones consist of:
•
•
•

JAM Zone – Juneau, Adams, and Marquette County. (Marquette County is not in
the NCWRPC’s EDD). This district is designated by the Wisconsin Department of
Commerce.
Niiji Empowerment Zone – Created under Federal guidelines for three Indian
Reservations.
North Four Development Zone – Forest, Langlade, Lincoln, and Florence County.
(Florence County is not in the NCWRPC’s EDD). This North Four Development
Zone includes the City of Antigo.
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There are six goals for the North Four Development Zone:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Maintain and diversify the economy of the Four County region;
Maintain adequate public facilities;
Access funding from State and Federal resources;
Promote compatibility between economic development and natural resources
utilization;
5. Protect the existing housing stock and encourage the construction of new
housing, and;
6. Strive for cooperation and coordination among all levels of government and
organizations.
Each County in the North Four Development Zone shares equally in $750,000 available in
Wisconsin Department of Commerce Tax Credits. A $150,000 credit reserve has also been
established.
Town of Antigo – Study of Development Options
In 1992, the Town of Antigo completed a Study of Development Options with the
assistance of the North Central Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (NCWRPC). At
the beginning of this study, the NCWRPC convened a structured session of town residents
to elicit their concerns. The four main concerns identified were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Annexation;
Town / City / County cooperation and coordination;
Drainage, and;
Ground water quality.

This plan recommended that the Town of Antigo explore the possibility of boundary
agreements with the City of Antigo, as well as labeling areas for different levels of
development. The plan recognized that the Town wished to remain primarily rural in nature.
The plan recommended that the Town of Antigo, City of Antigo and other surrounding
units of government coordinate their delivery of services to minimize overlap and waste.
Furthermore, the recommendations also indicated that the Town and City of Antigo should
undertake an engineered drainage study of the northern limits of the City of Antigo. The
final recommendation to come out of this report was that the Town/County should adopt
an overlay well-head protection zoning district that would protect the groundwater recharge
area of the City’s municipal wells located on Pioneer Road. This report urged the City of
Antigo to take similar action. If the City failed to do so, the report indicated the Town
should request that the City of Antigo provide water service to Town residents without
annexation.
Town of Rolling – Land Use Development Plan
In 1997, the Town of Rolling Planning Committee, on behalf of the Town Board, undertook
a planning study with the assistance of the NCWRPC. The Town experienced rapid
population growth, and development pressure was a concern. A survey was distributed to
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Town residents, with a 32% response rate. The main concerns of Town residents, as
identified in the survey were:
1. Concern over drinking water quality;
2. Preservation of the rural environment (i.e. woodland, wetland, farmland,
etc.);
3. Accumulating junk in yards;
4. Landfill;
5. Lack of control on location of commercial (e.g. , business) growth;
6. Lack of control on location of residential growth, and;
7. Lack of zoning enforcement.
Once these concerns were coupled with the background analysis of the Township, specific
recommendations were developed by the NCWRPC to “provide an overall frame of policy
against which individual land development proposals can be evaluated”. The
recommendations, in no specific order, are:
1. Maintain orderly, planned growth which promotes the health, safety and
general welfare of Town residents and makes efficient use of land and
efficient use of public services, facilities and tax dollars.
2. Support and maintain a safe, efficient Town road system.
3. Promote / regulate development which minimizes groundwater impacts
from on-site septic systems and other sources and which preserves the rural
character of the Town.
4. Monitor issues related to the City Landfill.
5. Conserve the Town’s environmental resources.
6. Preserve the productive farmland in the Town for long-term farm use and
maintain agriculture as an important economic activity and way of life.
7. Allow for needed sand and gravel extraction, while balancing the need for
this resource with the interests of adjacent landowners and the Town as a
whole.
Langlade County Outdoor Recreation Plan
The Langlade County Outdoor Recreation Plan was completed by the North Central
Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission (NCWRPC), Langlade County, the City of
Antigo, and the Village of White Lake. This plan was laid out to provide a continuing
direction for meeting the current and future public recreation needs of the county and its
towns, city and village. The current plan was billed as providing direction from 2002-2006.
Updates take place on a rolling five-year basis. These updates guide planning and
programming over those years.
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School District
The Antigo Unified School District encompasses a vast land area (540 sq. miles). The
School District is experiencing a slowly declining enrollment. Because of this declining
enrollment, the School District recently closed 2 elementary schools and is slated to close the
kindergarten center and another elementary school after the 2002-2003 school year. The
school district is also looking at adjusting service areas, due to the school closures.
The average size of these elementary schools is 150 students. This size leads to a great deal
of inefficiencies, due to having full time staff for a small number of students. The school
district is beginning to investigate ways to gain some efficiency, such as closing some schools
and expanding others and shifting boundaries and bus routes. The school district is also
planning on constructing an Aquatic Center on the High School grounds. The proposed
structure would be approximately 40,000 square feet in space and cost around $5,000,000. A
private organization has raised $3,000,000 to date and must come up with the remainder by
October of 2002. An anonymous donor has committed $1,000,000, if the rest of the money
is raised.
12.3 Existing Conflicts
•

Disagreements may occur regarding both large and small-scale annexations.

•

Conflicts may occur regarding the City’s willingness and ability to extend utilities
outside of the corporate limits except under very limited and special conditions.
This is especially prevalent in the Suburban Acres area, as septic systems are failing
and the City is being asked to annex territory to provide services.

•

Enforcement of building codes in the extraterritorial area.

•

Land use conflicts with surrounding Towns.

•

Continuing commercial sprawl to the north and south of the City of Antigo,
specifically along the Hwy 45 / 47 corridor.
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12.4 Potential Conflicts
•

Expansion of the landfill in the Town of Rolling may lead to future land use conflicts
if residences are allowed to develop in the area surrounding the landfill.

•

Annexation of land may lead to conflicts with surrounding Townships.

•

The City may have conflicts with the extension of services within and without the
City limits. The location of new development may not always coincide with the
location of utility extensions.

•

Ramifications for all municipalities regarding a potential Hwy 45 bypass / STH 64
alternate route.

12.5 Process for Conflict Resolution
In the past, a Council of Governments (COG) existed to help resolve intergovernmental
disputes. The COG no longer exists. However, reviving this body or the creation of a
similar body could aid in the resolution of intergovernmental disputes.
12.6 Issues, Opportunities, and Constraints
•

The City of Antigo should work to ensure that the City Landfill is developed in
conjunction with the Town of Rolling to avoid future land use conflicts.

•

The City of Antigo should continue to utilize the NCWRPC’s economic
development opportunities to further enhance its economy.

•

The Antigo School District’s ongoing examination of service boundaries, as well as
school closures represents a challenge to the City and surrounding area as the school
age population decreases.

•

The City of Antigo should initiate discussions with surrounding towns on mutual
issues regarding planning, such as a potential Hwy 45 bypass, annexation, sewer
extensions, extraterritorial land use / zoning, and wellhead protection.

•

The City should participate with the County in their Comprehensive Planning
Process.

•

The City should work with Langlade County on updating plans and economic
development options.
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Appendix A
Wisconsin Department of Commerce (DOC)
Community-Base Economic Development Program (CBED)
CBED provides financing assistance to local government and community-based
organizations that undertake planning or development projects or that provide technical
assistance services that are in support of business and community development. Eligible
activities under the program include: planning, development, and assistance projects;
business incubator/technology-based incubator grants; venture capital fair; and regional
economic development grants. Cities, villages, towns, counties, tribes, and community-based
organizations may apply for planning funds. Funds are available on an annual basis through
a competitive application process.
WI Department of Commerce
Doug Thurlow
Bureau of Community Finance
P.O. Box 7970
Madison, WI 53707

Phone: 608/266-7942
Fax: 608/266-8969
www.commerce.state.wi.us/MT/MT-FAX0954.html

Wisconsin Community Development Block Grant for Public Facilities for Economic
Development (CDBG-PFED)
This program is designed to assist communities with expanding or upgrading their
infrastructure to accommodate businesses that have made a firm commitment to create jobs
and invest in a community. Eligible activities under the program are those improvements to
public facilities, such as water systems, sewerage systems, and roads, that are owned by a
general or special purpose unit of government, which will principally benefit one or more
businesses and that as a result will induce the business(es) to create additional jobs and to
invest in the community. A general purpose unit of government in the State with a
population less than 50,000 is eligible to apply for funds under the program. Eligible
projects must comply with the following criteria: businesses must create or retain, at a
minimum, one full-time equivalent job for each $10,000 of PFED funding; at least 51
percent of jobs must be made available to persons of low-to-moderate income; business
investment must at least equal the PFED funding; business must demonstrate the feasibility
of the startup or expansion project; government must demonstrate it financial need; and
government must provide at least 25 percent of project funding. Application through the
CDBG-PFED Program can be submitted at anytime.
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WI Department of Commerce
Dawn Zanto
Bureau of Community Development
P.O. Box 7970
Madison, WI 53707

Phone: 608/266-8525
Fax: 608/266-8969
www.commerce.state.wi.us/MT/MT-FAX0953.html

Community Development Block Blight Elimination and Brownfield Redevelopment
Program (CDBG-BEBR)
Application through the Community Development Block Grant Blight Elimination and
Brownfield Redevelopment Program (CDBG-BEBR) can be submitted at anytime. This
Program is designed to assist communities with the assessment and remediation of
brownfield sites (industrial and commercial sites). It is available to towns, villages, and cities
that are not entitlement communities (communities under 50,000 in population) and any
counties other than Milwaukee and Waukesha. The maximum awards are $100,000 for site
assessments and $500,000 for remediations. The programs require 25 percent funding from
the communities.
WI Department of Commerce
Joe Leo
Bureau of Community Finance
P.O. Box 7970
Madison, WI 53707

Phone: 608/267-0751
Fax: 608/266-8969
jleo@commerce.state.wi.us
www.commerce.state.wi.us/MT/MT-FAX0956.html

Community Development Block Grant for Economic Development (CDBG-ED)
The CDBG-ED program is designed to assist businesses that plan to expand within or
relocate to Wisconsin and invest private funds and create jobs. Each year, Wisconsin
receives a certain amount of funds from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) to be used to provide Community Development Block Grants to local
units of government, including counties, cities, villages, and towns, which use the funds to
provide loans to local businesses. These businesses, in return for the use of the public
funds, provide private investment towards the assisted activities and create job opportunities,
principally for the benefit of low and moderate income individuals. Typically, the Wisconsin
Department of Commerce awards between $3,000 and $10,000 of grant funds per full-time
jobs created by the subject business. Eligible improvement projects include construction
and expansion, working capital, and acquisition of existing businesses, land, buildings, and
equipments. The program requires that at least 50 percent of the total eligible improvement
project cost be funded through private resources, at least 51 percent of the jobs created or
retained by the business be filled or made available to persons of low and moderate income,
and the total amount of assistance does not exceed $1 million. Application through the
CDBG-ED Program can be submitted at anytime.
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WI Department of Commerce
Phone: 608/267-0751
Joe Leo
Fax: 608/266-8969
Bureau of Community Finance
jleo@commerce.state.wi.us
P.O. Box 7970
Madison, WI 53707
Local Revolving Loan Fund (RLF) for Economic Development
As mentioned above, the Wisconsin Department of Commerce’s CDBG-ED program
provides grant funds to local units of government, who in return loan the funds to local
businesses to help them structure financial packages necessary to commence start-up
operations or expand present operations. The loans provided to businesses are repaid
directly to the communities. When a business makes repayments to a community on a loan,
including principal and interest payments, a portion of these payments may be used by the
community to capitalize a local Revolving Loan Fund (RLF). A community can then use the
money retained in the RLF to make additional loans to businesses wishing to expand or
locate in the community. The amount of money that can be retained by a community from
CDBG-ED loan repayments to capitalize an RLF is dependent on the population of the
community. In administering an RLF program, a community becomes a lender and accepts
all of the responsibilities of a commercial lender when it makes an RLF loan to a business.
WI Department of Commerce
Mary Perich
Bureau of Minority Business Development
101 W. Pleasant Street, Suite 205
Milwaukee, WI 53212-3963
Phone: 414/220-5367
Industrial Revenue Bond (IRB) Program
Wisconsin’s Industrial Revenue Bond (IRB) program offers cities, villages, and towns within
the State the opportunity to support industrial development through the sale of federal taxexempt bonds. The program is used by communities to build their economic base and add
jobs and investment. An IRB is a long-term, usually fixed rate financing package offered
primarily to manufacturing businesses for capital investment projects (construction,
expansion, land, and/or equipment). Within the program, the businesses are responsible for
paying the interest and principal on the loan. The local units of government are primarily
participating in the program as sponsors through the application process and are not
responsible for debt service, or liable in the case of default. Annually, the three application
deadlines for IRB financing are January 15th, May 15th, and August 15th. The applications
submitted to the Wisconsin Department of Commerce are first reviewed and scored by
DOC staff and then forward to the Volume Cap Allocation Council (council that oversees
the program) for review and approval or denial.
WI Department of Commerce
Steve Sabatke
IRB Specialist

Phone: 608/267-0762
Fax: 608/266-8969
ssabatke@commerce.state.wi.us
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P.O. Box 7970
Madison, WI 53707

www.commerce.state.wi.us/CD/CD-bed-irboverview.html

Customized Labor Training (CLT) Program
The CLT program provides training grants to new or existing businesses within the State
that are implementing new technology or production processes. It will provide up to 50
percent of the cost for customized training.
WI Department of Commerce
William Winter
Area Development Manager
P.O. Box 7970
Madison, WI 53707

Phone: 608/266-2059
Fax: 608/266-8969
bwinter@commerce.state.wi.us
www.commerce.state.wi.us/MT/MT-FAX0802.html

Wisconsin Department of Transportation (WisDOT)
Transportation Facilities for Economic Assistance and Development (TEA) Program
The TEA program provides funds to governing bodies, private businesses, and consortiums
for transportation facility improvement projects that are necessary to help attract employers
to Wisconsin, or to encourage businesses to remain and expand in the State. Funding
through the TEA program is determined on the number of jobs anticipated to be created
and/or retained by a proposed business expansion or construction project. The program
requires a 50 percent local match, which is setup on a reimbursement basis. Applications
for funds under the program occur on a quarterly basis during the fiscal year, with deadline
dates of June 1st, September 1st, December 1st, and March 1st.
WI Department of Transportation
John Duffe
Phone: (608)264-8723
john.duffe@dot.state.wi.us
http://www.dot.wisconsin.gov/localgov/index.htm
Wisconsin Department of Revenue
Tax Incremental Financing
In 1975, the Wisconsin Legislature enacted the Tax Incremental Financing (TIF) program.
The main reason the Legislature established the program was to give cities and villages
within the State a financial mechanism to help fund public works and economic
development projects, which without the program would probably not occur. TIF districts
can be created at any time during the year. However, if a community would like to receive
the full tax revenue benefits from a specific new development within a subject TIF district
for a particular year (for example, starting on January 1, 2000), the community must create
the district by a resolution that is approved by the governmental body (city council or village
board) prior to September 30th of that year. If the TIF district creation approval occurs after
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the September 30th deadline, the district will not commence until the following year (for
example, starting instead on January 1, 2001). Under the first scenario, because of the public
notice and hearing requirements under state statutes, to meet the approval deadline, the
process must, at the latest, start by the end of July.
WI Department of Revenue
Judie Gibbon
Phone: 608-266-5708
jgibbon@dor.state.wi.us
http://www.dor.state.wi.us/contact/slf.html
Wisconsin Housing and Economic Development Authority (WHEDA)
Small Business Guarantee
This program provides loan guarantees of up to 80 percent on new loans for upgrading or
expanding an existing business. The maximum guarantee amount is $200,000 on loans up to
$750,000 and $80,000 on loans up to $250,000 for working capital. The program is designed
to assist in the acquisition or expansion of existing small businesses. Businesses interest in
the program must meet the following requirements: must employ 50 or fewer full-time
equivalent (FTE) positions at the time of application; must create or retain jobs; must be
located in Wisconsin; and the owner(s) must have on-site management of the business.
Projects eligible under the program include acquiring or expanding an existing business,
expanding into a new line of business that complements the existing business or mixed us
properties. Interested parties can apply for loans under the program at anytime.
WHEDA
info@wheda.com
www.wheda.com/programs/smallbusiness/wsbg/whedasbg.stm
U.S. Economic Development Administration (EDA)
Public Works and Development Facility Grant Program
Under this programs, grants are provided to help distressed communities attract new
industry, encourage business expansion, diversify local economies, and generate or retain
long-term, private sector jobs. Among the types of projects funded by the program are
water and sewer facilities that primarily serve industry and commerce; access roads to
industrial parks and sites; port improvements; and business incubator facilities. Priority
consideration is given to projects that improve opportunities for the successful
establishment or expansion of industrial or commercial facilities; assist in creating or
retaining private sector jobs in the near term, as well as providing additional long-term
employment opportunities; benefit the long-term unemployment and member of lowincome families residing in the area served by the project; fulfill a pressing need of the area
and can be started and completed in a timely manner; and demonstrate adequate local
funding, with evidence that such support in committed. An area will be eligible for
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submitting an application for a grant if it meets one of the following criteria: average local
unemployment for the most recent 24-month period is one percent greater than the national
average; local per capita income level is 80 percent or less of the national average per capita
income level; or a special need’s case (substantial economic distress), as determine by EDA.
To be eligible for a project grant, the application for assistance must include a
Comprehensive Economic Development (CED) Strategy acceptable to EDA. Up to
$1,000,000 can be funded under the program. EDA will participate from 50 percent to 80
percent of project costs. Eligible applicants include towns, villages, cities, Indian tribes, and
economic districts. Applications may be submitted year round.
www.osec.doc.gov/eda/HTML/1d_fund_prog.htm
Rural Development
Business and Industry Guaranteed Loan Program
This program provides loan guarantees of up to 80 percent for eligible projects. Maximum
guarantee of $10 million for each business. The program was established to improve,
develop, or finance business, industry, and employment and to improve the economic and
environmental climate in rural communities. An eligible applicant is any legal entity
organized and operated on a profit or non-profit basis, including individuals, public and
private organizations, and federally recognized Indian tribal groups. Borrowers must be
proposing to engage in improving, developing or financing business, industry, and
employment and improving the economic and environmental climate in rural areas. The
community in which the project is located must have a population of less than 50,000.
Eligible projects include business start-ups, expansions, and acquisitions. Applications may
be submitted at any time.
www.rurdev.usda.gov/wi/programs/rbs/biguartd.htm
Community Facility Loan Program
This program provides loan guarantees of up to 90 percent for eligible projects; however,
unless extraordinary circumstances exist, typically the program will guarantee up to 80
percent. The program is designed to construct, enlarge, extend, or otherwise improve public
and community facilities that provide essential services in rural areas and towns with
populations of less than 50,000. Eligible applicants for the loan program include
municipalities, counties, special purpose districts, Indian tribes, and non-profit corporations.
The applicants must demonstrate that they are unable to obtain the loans from private or
cooperative lenders without the guarantee at reasonable rates and terms.
Rural
Development guarantees the loans made by banks or other eligible lenders. The following
are the types of public and community facilities covered under the loan program: municipal
buildings, hospitals, clinics, nursing homes, rural retirement centers, centers for the
developmental disabled, day care centers, fire and rescue, libraries, social or cultural facilities,
water treatment and distribution, sewage collection and treatment, solid waste collection and
disposal, storm drainage, streets, curbs and gutters, airports, bridges, municipally owned
residential, industrial sites, and natural gas distribution and utilities to industrial sites.
Applications may be submitted at any time.
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www.rurdev.usda.gov/wi/programs/rbs/cfguartd.htm
U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA)
7(a) Loan Guarantee Program
This program offers loan guarantees of up to $750,000 per business on a loan provided
through a lender. The maximum allowable guaranty percentage on a loan will be determined
by the loan amount. The purpose of this program is to provide loan guarantees to lenders
which are unable to provide conventional financing to small businesses. Businesses
interested in the program must be able to demonstrate an ability to repay loans and prove
management ability. Debt refinancing is allowable, subject to guarantee rules given that the
lender certifies in writing that the debt is and always has been current, and debt refinancing
clearly and significantly benefits the cash flow. Size standard vary by industry. Generally,
any small business that is independently owned and operated and is not dominated in its
field is eligible. The loans can be used for business start-ups, expansions, acquisitions, and
operational expenses.
www.sba.gov/financing/fr7aloan.html
Federal Home Loan Bank of Chicago
Community Investment Program (CIP)
CIP funds are available through advance (loans) to member financial institutions in Illinois
and Wisconsin that hold stock in the Federal Home Loan Bank of Chicago in accordance
with the Bank’s most recent Credit Policy guidelines. The members can, in turn, lend CIP
funds to private profit making, non-profit, or public entities. This program was mandated
by Congress to provide funding for member financial institutions for commercial and
economic development activities which will directly benefit low to moderate income
individuals or are located in a low to moderate income area. Funds may be used to finance
commercial and economic development projects that benefit low and moderate income
families or activities that are located in low or moderate income neighborhoods. Projects
that provide housing for families earning less than 115 percent of area median are also
eligible.
www.fhlbc.com/
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Appendix B
Langlade County Seasonal Unemployment Rates
1990 – 2001
Langlade County Seasonal Unemployment Rates
YEAR
Jan.
Feb
Mar.
Apr.
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
1990
6.3
7.4
6.7
5.9
4.8
4.9
4.4
3.7
3.4
1991
7.6
8
7.7
7.5
6
6.3
5.3
4.9
4.1
1992
7.8
8.5
8.6
8.3
7
7.6
6.4
6.4
5.8
1993
7.2
7.2
7.8
8.4
6.8
7.7
6.7
6.7
5.4
1994
9.1
9.6
9.1
9.1
7.2
7.9
6.7
6.4
5.1
1995
7.4
7.3
7.5
7.2
5.6
6.4
6.1
5.7
4.4
1996
6.8
6.6
6.2
5.9
4.7
5.3
5
5.1
4.8
1997
6.8
7.3
7.4
6.9
5.1
5.8
5.1
6.4
4.2
1998
6.9
7.3
7.5
5.3
4.4
6.5
5.3
5.3
4.3
1999
7.4
7.3
7
5.3
3.8
4.6
4.2
3.8
4.1
2000
6.9
7.2
8
5.5
4.2
5.3
5.5
5.4
4.1
2001
8.8
9.7
9.3
9.4
7
7.2
6.9
7
6.2
Source: State of Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development.
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Oct.
3.8
4.5
5.1
6.7
5
4.2
4.4
5
5.8
4.7
5.1
6.6

Nov.
5.8
5.7
6
7.4
5.7
5.5
5.1
6
6.4
4.8
5.3
7.5

Dec.
5.8
6.9
6.3
7.9
6.8
5.7
5.6
5.6
5.8
4.8
6.6
7.5

Ann Ave.
5.2
6.2
7
7.2
7.3
6.1
5.4
6
5.9
5.1
5.8
7.8
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State of Wisconsin Seasonal Unemployment Rates
1990 - 2001
State of Wisconsin Seasonal Unemployment Rates
YEAR
Jan.
Feb
Mar.
Apr.
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
1990
5.3
5.1
5
4.5
3.9
4.4
4.2
4
3.9
1991
5.9
6.5
6.6
5.9
5.4
5.7
5.2
5
4.7
1992
6
6.2
6
5.4
5.1
5.6
5.1
4.9
4.7
1993
5.1
5.2
5.6
5.2
4.8
5.1
4.7
4.4
4.1
1994
5.7
6.1
5.8
5.2
4.7
5.1
4.6
4.3
3.9
1995
4.6
4.7
4.5
4.1
3.6
3.8
3.4
3.2
3.1
1996
4.3
4.6
4.2
3.8
3.3
3.7
3.4
3.1
2.9
1997
4.5
4.6
4.5
4
3.5
3.9
3.7
3.3
3
1998
3.9
4.1
4
3.2
3
3.6
3.7
3.1
2.9
1999
4.1
4.1
3.8
3.1
2.8
3.1
2.9
2.5
2.2
2000
3.9
4.2
4.1
3.6
3.3
3.9
3.7
3.3
3
2001
4.8
5.3
5.3
4.8
4.2
4.8
4.6
4.1
3.8
Source: State of Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development.
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Oct.
4
4.8
4.5
4.1
3.8
3.1
2.9
3
2.9
2.4
2.9
4.1

Nov.
4.5
5
4.3
4.4
3.8
3.3
3
3
3.1
2.7
3.2
4.4

Dec.
4.5
4.9
4.2
4.4
3.7
3.2
3.1
3
2.9
2.7
3.4
4.4

Ann Ave.
4.4
5.5
5.2
4.7
4.7
3.7
3.5
3.7
3.4
3
3.5
4.6
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Langlade County Seasonal Unemployment Rates
1990-2001
Seasonal Unemployment Rates
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Source: State of Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development.
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Appendix C

List of Historical Sites in Antigo
Per State of Wisconsin
Location
Name of Structure
321 WATSON ST
LEWIS HOUSE
1029 VIRGINIA ST
LANE HOUSE
114 6TH AVE
DAKE HOUSE
600 1ST AVE
ELMER ADDISON MORSE HOUSE
630 1ST AVE
EDWARD DASKAM HOUSE
723 1ST AVE
P HANSON HOUSE (1895 CA-1897)
826 2ND AVE
(None given)
426 5TH AVE
(None given)
700 5TH AVEB
FIDELITY SAVINGS BANK (CORNICE)
NEXT TO 707 5TH AVE
PIN MONEY SHOP
707 5TH AVE
TRIO BEAUTY SHOP
NEXT TO 707 5TH AVE
KINGSBURYS
712 5TH AVE
ANTIGO A F AND A M LODGE NO 231
ANTIGO INTERNATIONAL ORDER OF
737 5TH AVE
ODD FELLOWS LODGE NO 31
CA 735 5TH AVE
CHILDREN'S SHOPPE
800 5TH AVE
GOLDBERG BLOCK
808 5TH AVE
HOUSE OF DIAMONDS
1015 5TH AVE
LAKE SHORE HOUSE (1884-1903)
1016 5TH AVE.
ANTIGO OPERA HOUSE
1208 5TH AVE
WENZEL MACH HOUSE
1404 5TH AVE
ANTIGO CITY HOSPITAL
1633 5TH AVEB
JULIUS PETROWSKI HOUSE
2040 5TH AVE
LOUIS GREGURICH HOUSE
2041 5TH AVE
LAWRENCE STRASSER HOUSE
102 5TH Avenue
DENNIS DEBROUX HOUSE
116 5TH Avenue
BARNEY MC CAREY HOUSE
NW CNR OF 6TH AVE AND CLERMONT
ST. AMBROSE EPISCOPAL CHURCH
ST
311 6TH AVE
JEROME FILBRANDT HOUSE
303 E 6TH AVE
FRANK E MUSOLFF HOUSE
404 E 6TH AVE
(None given)
SW CNR OF 7TH AVE AND CLARMONT
ANTIGO HIGH SCHOOL
ST
703 7TH AVE
FIRST CHURCH OF CHRIST SCIENTIST
725 7TH AVE
MILFORD ADKINS HOUSE
6135 NEVA RD.
OFFICE #252
6135 NEVA RD.
SERVICE BUILDING #253
913 ARCTIC ST
WILLIAM HULSTROM HOUSE
CITY PARK ON AURORA ST BETWEEN
(None given)
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8TH AND 9TH
506 CLERMONT ST
520 CLERMONT ST
617 CLERMONT ST.
623 CLERMONT ST
637 CLERMONT ST
708 CLERMONT ST
716 CLERMONT ST
800 CLERMONT ST.
1018 CLERMONT ST
1503 CLERMONT ST
COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS, NEAR CNR OF
NORTH AVE AND NEVA RD
COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS, E SIDE OF
NEVA RD S OF NORTH AVE
735 DELEGLISE ST
W SIDE OF N EDISON ST JUST N OF 4TH
AVE
316 EDISON ST
328 EDISON ST
705 N EDISON ST
S SIDE OF FORREST ST .1 MI W OF PIT
RD
420 FULTON ST
926 N HOGAN ST
337 HUDSON ST
E SIDE OF LINCOLN ST S OF LANGLADE
ST
CNR OF LINCOLN ST AND 7TH AVE
413 MILTON ST
602 LINCOLN ST
522 MORSE ST.
404 SUPERIOR ST.
404 SUPERIOR ST.
208 S SUPERIOR ST
205 VIRGINIA ST
613 WASHINGTON AVE
NEAR CNR OF 4TH AVE AND SUPERIOR
ST

BUTTERFIELD HOTEL
ANTIGO HARDWARE CO
ANTIGO CITY HALL
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
GEORGE W LATTA HOUSE
OREN MOLLE HOUSE
LANGLADE COUNTY COURTHOUSE
JOHN HENRY TREVER HOUSE
MAY HOFFMAN HOUSE
CATTLE BARN
(None given)
KOSTEL P MARIE CHURCH
CHICAGO AND NORTHWESTERN
SORTING BUILDING
CORNELIUS HOUSE
ERNEST WELNETZ HOUSE
B F DORR HOUSE
CHAMBERLAIN SCHOOL
ST. JOHN'S SCHOOL
JOHN GRABOWSKY HOUSE
HELEN MENTIN HOUSE
(None given)
ALFRED P CHURCH HOUSE
JAMES MCHALE HOUSE
THOMAS LYNCH HOUSE
CHICAGO AND NORTHWESTERN
RAILWAY CO DEPOT
ANTIGO PUBLIC LIBRARY (LANGLADE
COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY)
FRANCIS A. DELEGLISE CABIN
ALFRED W WEED HOUSE
JUDGE JOHN PARSONS HOUSE
CALBERT ENTERLINE HOUSE
SPRINGBROOK HOTEL

SE CNR OF SUPERIOR ST AND 5TH AVE

TWIN VALLEY INN

UNKNOWN
501 Clermont Ave.
Antigo Cemetery

LANGLADE COUNTY JAIL
U.S. Post Office
GAR Memorial
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718 5TH
Waidelich and Associates
Source: http://www.wisconsinhistory.org/ahi/index.html (State of Wisconsin Historical
Society).
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